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BEING THE FIRST NUMBER OF VOLUME^ELEVEN j

EDITORIAL

The eleventh volume of Unsearchable Riches begins

with this number. For ten years it has been our privilege

to send forth this testimony to God's truth. As we enter

the next decade we are impressed with a sense of our own

weakness and insufficiency yet more than ever content

with the power and sufficiency of our God. We face the

future unafraid, not because the path seems bright or

ample provision has been made for its needs, but because

our very feebleness affords a field for God to display His

strength and grace.

During the past ten years it has been our privilege to

serve His saints and to see much blessing fill the hearts of

those who have received His truth. And what greater boon

can we beg of Him than this? May He continue to pour

out His treasures, and may the number of those whose hearts

are opened to His truth be multiplied!

We heartily appreciate the cheering words of our sub

scribers and thank them, one and all..

The truth of universal reconciliation is causing some little

stir in China, through the publication of "Letters to a Mis

sionary," being letters written to Stanley P. Smith, M. A.,

and also by his "Criticisms on the Union Version Bible" and

his sequel to a former pamphlet "For God and for China."

"Letters to a Missionary" is an attack on Christianity in

general and endless torment in particular. It views the

Scriptures entirely through the medium of its champions,
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and, with good reason, condemns them. Judging the

Buddha of Christendom by his final achievement it con

siders him inferior to the "light of Asia." If the author

of this book had given a tithe of the time devoted to books

about the Bible to the study of the sacred text itself, he

might have reversed his decision. He would, at least, have

seen the utter unreasonableness of judging its contents by

evidence which it condemns. Departure from the faith

characterizes these, the last days. The popular and ac

cepted doctrines of the day reflect the apostasy from the

Scriptures which it foretells. The only logical deduction is

that the doctrines of the day are foreign to the faith of the

Scriptures. The nearest approach to the faith is found in

the feeble efforts to recover it from the original. His in

dictment of the churches is well worth careful consideration,

but he fails utterly in making the slightest dent in the

impregnable rock of holy Scripture. That alone offers a

satisfactory solution to all the problems that perplex him.

No religion of the East or of the West can compare with

its philosophy. They touch on some phases of the course

of human life. It takes us back to the beginning and un

folds the future consummation, and, in the light of these,

solves the riddle of the universe.

The present tendency to obscure the evidence of the

Scriptures on these momentous themes is most marked in

the dealings of Mr. Smith with the committee who revised

the Chinese Bible. Though our English version and every

European version translates literally "that God may be All

in all" (1 Cor. 15:28), they, after repeated urging, persist

in rendering it "that God may be Lord of all things over

all things. " In other passages where "in all" occurs, they

translate correctly, but here, as 'one missionary frankly

puts it, "a literal translation might give someone an oppor

tunity to teach universalism." In other words, Scripture

must, by fair means or foul, be made to teach what we

believe to be the truth, even if it fails to do so in the

original!
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The sequel to "For God and for China" contains the

story of Mr. Smith's efforts to induce the China Inland

Mission to tolerate the teaching of the universal recon

ciliation. This they have finally refused to do. The battle

has raged principally about the seventh article of the Doc

trinal Basis to which everyone connected with the China

Inland Mission is obliged to subscribe. This most per

nicious practice is the bane of Christian effort. If our

translations are inspired, as is usually supposed, why do

they not express their Doctrinal Basis in the words of the

translations? But no, they must go outside the Scriptures

altogether, importing terms and ideas utterly foreign to the

sacred text. Thus we are asked to believe in a "Trinity"

of which no version we know of ever speaks, and which has

no corresponding term in the original. If the doctrine is

true, why not express it in Scriptural phraseology ? As this

is the very subject under consideration in the eighth chapter

of first Corinthians, we suggest Paul's definition of the

relationship between God and Christ in its place. He

says: "There is no other God except One . . . but for

us there is One God, the Father, out of Whom all things

are and we for Him, and One Lord, Jesus Christ, through

Whom all things are, and we through Him." This is

Scripture, which all the members of the C. I. M. are re

quired to disbelieve, before they are eligible for fellowship!

Article four reads: "The atonement, through the sub-

stitutionary death of Christ." To how low a level does

this drag the Gospel! The blood of bulls and goats made

atonement. Where do we read of His "substitutionary"

death?

Article six reads: "The resurrection of the body, both

in the case of the just and the unjust." Where, in Scripture,

do we read of the resurrection of the body. Resurrection

always includes the whole man, body, spirit and soul.

They come with a body.

Article seven, the one in question, reads: "The eternal

life of the saved and the eternal punishment of the lost."
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The words are all found in our translations. The com

bination is not. The judgment of the living nations, stand

ing before the Son of Man at His coming, is twisted so as

to include all "the lost." The word "everlasting" was

changed to "eternal." This left a loophole which was taken

advantage of by Mr. Smith, for he based his whole position

in the mission on the claim that the Scriptural meaning

of "eternal" is not everlasting, or endless.

This eventually led to a crisis in which some of the

leaders attempted to get all members to assert that future

punishment was endless. They failed in this, but suc

ceeded in inserting two dogmas: 1. The Scriptures do not

reveal a hope for those who die impenitent. 2. The human

spirit is immortal. To what straits are they driven when

they make such bold assertions as these! All who die are

included in the statement "As in Adam all die, so in Christ

shall all be made alive." That this is not merely resurrec

tion for judgment the words themselves as well as the

context prove. The second assertion flies flagrantly in

the face of the declaration that only One has immortality

(1 Tim. 6:16). It is never predicated of the spirit. And

this is imposed on thousands of missionaries without their

daring to say a word in defense of the Scriptures to which

they are theoretically subject!

Let us thank God that He has raised up one who is not

afraid to take a stand for the truth when policy and in

terest and almost every human consideration would lead

him to an opposite course. And let us pray that God will

honor this testimony for His own name's sake and for the

millions of Chinese to whom the terrible dogma of endless

torment is a stumbling stone. And let us make a special

petition on behalf of the Chinese version of the Scriptures.

A tentative translation of 1 Cor. 15:20-28 is given with a

view to enlisting the help of those who have God's truth

at heart. A revision along the lines of the Concordant Ver

sion would be the greatest boon that could be conferred on

the Chinese people.
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INTRODUCTION

Our Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, is coming. We are

about to be gathered together unto Him. On all sides signs

abound which fill our hearts with high hope and ardent ex

pectation. The apostasy of "the church", the federation of

the nations, the restoration of Israel to the land of promise

—all unite in urging us to be brief in our business, for our

time is short.

As we are about to enter upon a somewhat protracted

study of the great crisis to which the world is rushing, the

thought intrudes, and it will not away: What time is there

for lengthy expositions? Will He not come before we are

well begun? And do not His saints need, sorely need, the

knowledge that this book imparts as soon as possible?" So,

in due regard to the blessed hope, we will prelude our expo

sition of this prophecy with a brief outline of things to

come. No attempt will be made to prove any of the posi

tions taken. This will be done in the later lessons. This

plan will also serve to help the reader view the succeeding

expositions from the writer's standpoint and nob from his

own or the thousands of varied viewpoints held by the read

ers of this book.

To simplify our vision of the future we will walk round

our subject, as it were, and view it from various angles.

How does the future look to God and His Christ? To the

saints, among whom we find ourselves? To mankind at

large, just emerging from a bitter strife? To the world of

spirits, which is seeking to intrude into human affairs at

every turn? To the Jew, who, for nearly two thousand
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years, without a land or government, finds himself today in

practical possession of his ancient patrimony?

For all of these the on-rushing future is filled with big

events. The crisis of all history lies just before us. The

climax of the eons is at hand. All creation is about to stage

and witness the greatest act in the tragedy of human exist

ence. But let us always remember that it is only a crisis.

The pangs, though sharp, are short. It is not the end. It

is but the introduction to God's grand purpose to bless all

His creatures. The far future is filled with overflowing

bliss as long drawn out as the period of His indignation

will be brief.

God should always be first in all our thoughts. The

future, both near and far, affects Him much more than any

of His creatures. We absolutely cannot grasp the meaning

of events unless we view them from the vantage of His great

purpose to become All in all His creatures, and so under

stand the plans He has proposed to carry out His primeval

purpose.

Let us never lose sight, then, of God's grand goal, which

He wiH gain through the mediatorial kingdom and priest-

blood of His Anointed, Christ Jesus our Lord. Every vision,

every trumpet, every bowl, every woe, heralds the fact that

Christ is to be crowned the great Priest-King, that so He

may bring back God's lost creation to the Father. Christ

has died and by His suffering He has acquired the right to

reign. Men crucified Him and still refuse to own His sov

ereignty. Yet before very long the kingdoms of this world

will become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ,

and He will reign for the eons of the eons. Amen!

However much the world may war, God is still at peace

with the race. Grace, unmixed and undiluted, reigns. Con

ciliation is still the substance of the gospel. Men may con

tend with one another but they cannot fight with heaven.

It takes two to engage in strife and God refuses to be

drawn into any conflict. He fulfills His own injunction to
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his people: "Bless those who are persecuting you: bless

and curse not" (Rom. 12:14).

But soon—how soon we cannot tell—high heaven's indig

nation will no longer be restrained. The day of vengeance

and fury will take the place of peace. God will withdraw

His ambassadors, and declare war upon this rebellious

world. And what is the controversy about ? What has man

kind done to merit the awful terrors of the day of wrath?

We will never understand their crime until we judge it in

God's presence. Men have not merely forgotten God but

they have lost all consciousness of His existence. They

shut Him out of all their thoughts. They will attempt to

stamp His very Name out of the world He has created.

They will mobilize all the armies of the earth against the

feeble few who still acknowledge Him.

O what a mass of men there are today who are Christian

in name but atheists in life and experience! To them God

is but an avenue of gain, a badge of respectability. If it

pays they will repudiate Him in a moment and j oin what

ever seems to their advantage.

The consciousness of God is my most precious possession.

It supports me in my trials and tempers my success. It

changes life from a desperate gamble to an exultant assur

ance that I cannot miss His goal. I would not trade it for

all the mines of golden California. AH the pearls of the

Pacific could not purchase it from me. And he who would

read this book aright should cultivate the consciousness of

God. It will put spirit and life into the dullest lines. It

will put us in tune with the heart of the great Revealer so

that we can pierce the surface and enjoy the depths of wis

dom and power, grace and love, which underlie the most

dreadful calamities the world will ever be called upon to

endure.

If God reverses HL attitude toward mankind in that im

pending era of judgment, what part can we, His saints,

have in those times of terror? We are not only saved hy grace
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but for grace, for such is the force of the original tongue in

the agostle's letter to the Ephesians (Eph. 2:5). The Roman

letter gives us further assurance. While we were yet sin

ners, Christ died for us. Much more then, being now justi

fied by His blood, we shall be saved from wrath through

Him (Rom. 5:8-9). We may suffer from the wrath of man,

but when God deals out indignation, He cannot visit it upon

those whom He Himself has justified. The Thessalonians

likewise waited for God's Son from heaven, their deliverer

from the wrath to come (1 Thess. 1:10). Speaking of

those who will be snared in the strong delusion of the end

time, Paul assures the Thessalonians that God had chosen

them for salvation . . .to the obtaining of the glory

of our Lord Jesus Christ (2 Thess. 2:13-14). More point

edly still, referring to the sudden destruction of the day of

the Lord, Paul insists that God has not appointed us to

wrath, but to obtain salvation through our Lord Jesus

Christ, who died for us, that, whether we are watchful or

drowsy we should live together with Him (1 Thess. 5:9-10).

We may exult, then, in the confidence that we shall never

know the terrible trials of His own who are called upon to

live in those dreadful days. Instead we will enjoy the

ecstatic bliss which follows our assembling unto Him (2

Thess. 2:1). Then we shall be ever with the Lord (1 Thess.

4:17) and, like Him, forever freed from sin and suffering.

We will be forever with our Lord. As the body of Christ,

we will be with Him and for Him, carrying out His will.

Yet we have no hint that we shall be the agents in the judg

ment scenes portrayed in the Apocalypse. That is' left to

messengers whose spirit is not ours. We cannot find that

God is going to display or dispense His wrath through us.

Rather are we distinctly told that, in the eons to come God

will show the transcendent riches of His grace by His kind

ness to us in Christ Jesus (Eph. 2:7).

So that, in entering this study of God's strange work let

us be clear that, in spirit, in sphere and in object, it is not
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for us or of us. Our place is to dispense grace among the

celestials, not wrath among the terrestrials.

But the world, alas! if they will not have Christ they

must needs have antichrist. If they refuse the light of the

world, they will follow the false beacon of Satan. The

world wants peace and rest and satisfaction—without Christ.

They will get war and turmoil and destruction with the false

Christ.

Let us briefly review the salient features of the world's

progress towards its dimly defined Utopia. It is only in

the last few years, indeed only the last year, that mankind

has been taking definite and decisive steps towards its reali

zation. For some time we have heard of the "superman/*

some great personality who will so transcend ordinary

mortals that he will be able to weld earth's discordant fac

tions into harmony. Now the great powers of the West are

actively engaged in forming the federation which will give

him his place and power.

"The federation of the world!" "The parliament of

man!" What delightful dreams for those who know not

God or the prerogatives of His Christ! Yet He will allow

mankind not only to unite but to give Satan and his christ

the place which alone belongs to the Man of Calvary.

We look for a federation of the western nations, eventually

dominated by ten military powers, embracing Christendom.

This will be formed with the avowed purpose of bringing

peace to the distracted earth. Instead, however, it only

leads to war and bloodshed unknown even in the terrible

European conflict. It will be the West against the East,

the Occident against the Orient. The West will win and
weld the whole world into a universal empire, the first the

nations have known since the days of Nebuchadnezzar and

Cyrus and Alexander. Whatever may be the forms of gov

ernment which are fused into this great world power, the

time comes when a man, the man of destiny, seizes the scepter

imperial and demands not only the allegiance of mankind

but their worship as well.
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During the rise of this world empire the earth will be

deluged in blood, and, as it is today, the sword will be fol

lowed by famine and famine by pestilence. These are but

"providential judgments," for the hand of God is hidden.

But after that the very earth shudders as it never did before

at the horrors which it is called upon to witness. The very

elements will rise against the God-dishonoring race to blot

them out. Heaven above and earth beneath will open to

discharge their agents of destruction upon the ungodly. At

last men realize that there is a God behind all these strokes

and they cry to the rocks to fall upon them and hide them

from His face.

But still they persevere in their mad endeavors to force

God from the earth. They mobilize an army from every

land to exterminate His remaining witnesses and range their

line along the valley of Jehoshaphat. And when all seems to

have been accomplished and God has no place left on earth

to plant His feet, His Christ descends on Olivet and with a

breath destroys the armies of the nations. Thus ends man

kind's wild rebellion against their rightful Suzerain.

Not mankind alone, but the spirit world as well, finds the

crisis of its career in the era into which we are rushing.

They seem to have some intimation of impending events for.

they are far more active in the affairs of mankind than for

many centuries. Not only is spiritism, which seeks to

bridge the gulf between them and mankind, greatly on the

increase, but the great leaders of human thought and gov

ernment are holding themselves open to the suggestions

which come from the spirit world, but of which they do not

know the source.

Second only to the distorted vision of God usually enter

tained is the grotesque caricature of Satan which commonly

passes as Bible truth. We shall have much to say of Satan's

activities in the time of the end, when he changes his tactics

to conform with his desperate position. But what is he like

today? Has he horns and hoofs and a horrid shape? Far
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from it! He appears as a messenger of light (2 Cor. 11:14).

His followers are not black imps or degenerate sots. They

are ministers of righteousness. Satan has been most success

ful in deceiving mankind as to his methods. He can make

but little progress with tools which are repulsive. He has

made marvelous strides with attractive, upright apostles who

preach righteousness and decency and reformation.

Where is Satan? Is he in the hell of Protestantism? He

is not there and never was and never will be. His eonian

doom is in the lake of fire, but, until the judgment era we

are about to study, his chief residence is heaven. Indeed,

the great event of this crisis is the ejection of Satan and his

cohorts out of the celestial realms and their consequent riot

of rage upon the earth. He heads the great rebellion of

mankind against God by raising the murdered head of the

great world empire from the dead and delegating all his

authority to him. Thus the spirit world joins its forces

with mankind to defeat and drive Him from the earth.

The enlightened saint who knows his place and privilege

in the present economy is strong for peace with all mankind.

His warfare is not with flesh and blood, but with the wicked

spirits in the celestial spheres. Most of us have been trained

to regard the earth as the scene of our warfare and heaven

as the scene of our rest. The opposite is the truth. Our

entrance by faith into our allotment in the heavenly realms

is opposed at every turn by the powers of darkness. So suc

cessful have they been that few, indeed, of the saints ever

come near enough to their possessions to know that Satan

and his hosts have usurped them.

We war in heaven now, but when our Lord takes us there

in fact, as we now are there in faith, then it is high time

that the fight be fought to a finish. I cannot say that we

engage in that battle. But we may be sure of this that

Michael and his angels will force Satan from his place

celestial down to the sphere of earth. Cramped in such nar

row quarters, knowing that his time is short, Satan will
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work havoc for three years and a half through his represen

tative, who is called the antichrist. Indeed it is very hard

to separate the spirit from this nether world, so close will

be the affinity between them. And this will not be merely

allowed by God but will be urged on by His decree.

Through Satan He sends them a strong deception that they

should believe the lie. Why does He do this ? Is there not

a great lesson for mankind in this terrible delusion? God

wants mankind to acknowledge the supremacy of His Spirit.

He wants them to be filled with it and to obey it. He does

not want mankind to follow its own will. So He stages this

terrible ordeal to prove once for all that mankind cannot

follow its own will. They have refused His beneficent en

treaties. They think they are free to follow their own ways.

But they find to their sorrow that the world of spirit is their

master; they are slaves. They cannot serve themselves.

Those who do not bow to God must perforce worship His

adversary, Satan.

To those living on the earth in those dreadful days noth

ing will seem clearer than that mankind has, at last, broken

the shackles which have bound it. But to anointed eyes they

appear twice enslaved, for Satan bends their *will to accom

plish his.

In those days there will be but one feeble flicker of faith

left upon the earth. And where will that be ? Among the

faithful few of Abraham's seed who still cling to the God of

their fathers. Today the Jew is an unbeliever. The moment

he believes in Christ he is no longer a Jew. His destiny is

changed from earth to heaven. But in that day one hundred

and forty-four thousand of the sons of Israel will be faithful

followers of the Nazarene; an innumerable multitude will

seal their faith with their blood and in spite of the opposition

of the whole world, a feeble few refuse to bow to the image

of the wild beast. How it softens our hearts towards the

unrepentant nation to know that such a glorious record is

theirs in the sorest affliction which even they shall ever

endure!
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But alas! not all are faithful. The greed for gold, wi^ich

is their greatest fault, will prove too much for multitudes of

the apostate nation.

Let us give a brief forecast of their history in the days to

come. Not many years ago, one who dared suggest that

they would return to the land of their fathers was a vision

ary and a dreamer. Now who denies the possibility, or the

probability—nay, the necessity-—of their return to Pales

tine? Will the nations go back on their pledged agreement?

Palestine for the Jews! - What a wonderful slogan that is

to the humble believer who has long watched for the fulfill

ment of God's decree that they should once more inhabit the

land He gave to the patriarchs.

Few events have such an important bearing on the study

of this prophecy. In it we find the Jews located once more

in the east. Not only are they found in the land, but in the

adjacent countries of Asia Minor and Mesopotamia. Jeru

salem and Babylon are the two great cities of the future.

One is the haven of the faithful; the other is the seat of

apostasy. The riches of the world will be gathered in these

two cities. Babylon will be burdened with gold and every

form of material wealth. The Jews of Babylon will lay the

whole world under tribute. They will enjoy every blessing

that earth affords.

But Jerusalem will have the monopoly of heavenly wealth

—the true riches. Faith toward God is greater treasure than

the earth will ever be able to afford. Babylon will be able

to gratify its cravings for a few brief years and suffer a

terrible end. Jerusalem suffers for a brief era and enters

into a thousand years of bliss, which proves but the portal

to still rarer and more lasting joys on the new earth. Baby

lon sinks into the sea. Jerusalem rises to the mountain top,

jeweled and radiant with the light of God.

The Jew, Jehovah's ancient people Israel, will come into

their own when Christ, their Messiah, is in His proper place

on the throne of David and as the Son of Man, claiming the

sovereignty of the whole earth. The time of the end is, in
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a vep? real sense, the conflict between Israel and the nations.

The nations will be defeated. Israel emerges from the

struggle at the head of all earthly rule. For a thousand

years they occupy, the place of kings and priests, to rule

mankind for Jehovah and to offer up their worship to God.

Their reign as priest-kings lasts for the millennium. Then

priesthood vanishes with the day of Jehovah and all nations

have access to Elohim on the new earth in the day of God.

Yet even in that day the beloved nation in their magnificent

capital, Jerusalem, hold sway over the other nations as the

vice-gerents of the Messiah. Here we have the ideal of

human government, for it solves its problems so successfully

that at the conclusion of the day of God, all government

vanishes. There is no evil to suppress—no need of any

regulations when all are in perfect accord with God. Then

the people of destiny, called the eonian nation, having fully

performed their appointed functions, priesthood and rule,

lose their eonian dignities in the august equality of the

consummation.

Much of the success of Israel's reign, both in the day of

the Lord and in the day of God which succeeds it, flows

from the fact that Satan is restrained. At the beginning of

the thousand years he is bound, that he should deceive the

nations no longer till the thousand years are complete.

Then, once more he emerges and organizes his last great

attempt to usurp the throne of Christ. He succeeds in en

listing immense hordes in his crusade against the holy city,

but they are crushed by a single blow and Satan never again

leads anyone astray. He has made his last stand and is

finally defeated.

Satan is not the only evil spirit that urges men against

God and His Anointed. The mobilization of the world's

armies at Armageddon—there is no battle of Armageddon-

is accomplished by the agency of evil spirits who the seer

tells us had the appearance of frogs. Let us be glad that

none of us stand at Armageddon for none of God's host will

stand there and those who do will not "battle for the Lord"
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but against Him. When we hear that oft repeated name

let us remember what it stands for and it will illuminate the
political future like a searchlight.

At Armageddon armies from all over the world will be

mobilized under one command. This shows us that, at last,

the world is one. It reveals another fact, that the federa

tion of the world is founded on force, not on mutual good

will. And it uncovers the secret motive which has drawn

mankind together—a common enemy. It is surprising what

uncongenial souls will unite if they only have a mutual ob

ject of attack. Pilate and Herod became friends through

their opposition to our Lord. And the federation of the

world will be accomplished chiefly because all are agreed

in uniting asrainst God and the weak witness He still has

upon the earth.

And let us allow the knowledge of these things to grip

our hearts and control our course. Prophecy is the most

practical politics possible. If you knew that the party in

power was doomed to destruction after a brief tenure in

office, would you support it? If vou knew that its moral

basis was unsound would you vote for it? So it is with the

momentous movements in the world today. What shall be

our attitude toward the leagrtie of nations? Shall we op

pose it? No. For we know from God's word that it shall

come arid we do riot wish to stand against God's decree.

Shall we acclaim it?" No. For we know its motive, its his-

torv and its'end. It is anti-Christian in the true meaning

of that term. That is, it seeks to take the place of Christ

and perform what He alone is capable of accomplishing.

Wliat, then, shall bur attitude be ? The answer is given

us in one word. We are ambassadors from the court of

heaven. An ambassador may not meddle with the politics

of the country to which he is sent. Even though he knows

. that there is hostility td his government, he must conciliate.

He cannot espouse any political plan or oppose any purpose

of the court to which he is accredited.
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But, you say, if hostilities break out between heaven and

earth are we to stand idly by? No. When that time comes

God will withdraw His ambassadors before He issues His

declaration of war.

Let us remember, then, that in the bulk of this book, God

is waging a brief decisive war to recover a lost world.

Before any part of this book can transpire we must be with

drawn. True, we will leave our baggage behind, and will

take nothing along but the wealth we have converted into

heaven's currency, but not one member of the body of Christ

will remain on earth to endure the rod of His wrath.

God's honor is at stake. His righteousness is in the

balance. Not one who is justified shall know the heat of

His: indignation.

But let us never imagine that, even for mankind, with

whom He strives, is His wrath a mere exhibition of His

ansrer, without anv object but the display of His indig

nation. The whole tenor of this book is against it. Its

pasres record a crisis, not an end; it is a preparation, not

a doom. The ludcmient races through the short space of

seve-n vears: the blessings last for manv thousands.

There have been crises before this. The flood was such

a crisis. Indeed, it is often compared with these davs. As

it was in the davs of Noah, so shall it be in the davs of the

Son nf Man /LnVe 17:26V As the flood proved a blessing

t^ the race, so will the anoralvptic judgments.

Bnt the crisis here recorded is a Trrneh nreater one than

t^e flood. The flood was the transition from one eon to

the vf*xi. So will be the transition to the new earth after

tkf* <Jqv of Jehovah. The flood led from one evil eon to

R-nnffcAT. The transition from this earth to the n^w will

l#»fl«i from or»e s-ood eon to another, still better. Bnt the

crisis of this hook carries ns not onlv from an evil eon into

n cron^ one. hnt is the o-rand pivotal pra in which mankind

ic <?p£njtelv transferred from the evil eons into the srood.

TTi^r^ are three evil eons and two erood. From the creation

to the disruption of the first of Genesis was one; from thence
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to the flood another; and hence through the present evil

age to the period of this prophecy is a third. These are all

evil. After these there are two. The coming eon is benefi

cent and the succeeding eon is benign. So the period we

are about to ponder is the pivotal point of the eons. Be

hind it are the evil eons; after it follow the eons of the

eons, freighted with fruits of God's affection for His crea

tures. These are foreshadowed in the closing scenes of

this book.

If we peer past the scope of this prophecy into the great

beyond which it fails to reach, we will find still further

cause to admire God's wisdom in providing a plan to effect

His purpose. Just beyond is the grand consummation in

which God becomes what He never could become apart from

the presence of evil and the consequent estrangement be

tween Him and His creatures. Apart from this there never

could be any final reconciliation, no outflow and interchange

of affection between God and His creatures. But after all

the sorrow and suffering, the trial and tribulation which

comes only when God is absent, His creatures will welcome

His presence and live in His love which assures them of

eternal bliss. Then, and not till then, will God attain His

goal, and become All in all.

A. E. K.



OH* Testament

PROPHECY AND HISTORY

"The purpose of the ages" embraces three essential ele

ments: space, means, and time. In other words, it has

a cosmic, ethnologic and historic aspect. The former two

have been already considered and need only to be restated

in a few words. >..

For administrative purposes the globe is divided into four

zones. Starting from a definite center, God moves from

one zone to another until the whole is embraced. Genesis

reveals the plan of subjugating the earth through mankind.

The story is told in the prophets. They deal with the

beginnings of dominion from a specified center. The sceptre

of authority is to be set up in Zion. When the Redeemer

comes, after making Jerusaleta the seat of government, he

proceeds to make it the center of religious and political life.

With His sceptre established upon Mount Zion, He first

subdues the "nations round about." Then His rule is ex

tended to Eden; from Eden it is pushed to the confines of

te-vel; and at last the outlying regions, or "wings/' are

brought into subjection to the elements of law and order.

From geography we pass to ethnology. As we turn our

attention from space to the actors engaged in it we meet

with a startling paradox: the enmity between two institu

tions is the means of their mutual enrichment and works

out blessing for the whole world. Paul explains the

mystery of God's ways with Israel and the nations: "For as

ye in time past were disobedient to God, but now have ot>-
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tained mercy by their disobedience, even so have these also

now been disobedient, that by the mercy shown to you they

also may now obtain mercy. For God has shut up all into

disobedience, that He might have mercy upon all" (Rom.

11:29-31).

We now come to the time element. "He made out of one

every nation of mankind to dwell on all the face of the

earth, having determined their appointed seasons, and the

bounds of their habitation" (Acts 17:26). Time does not

go on of itself, without supernatural control or guidance.

History unfolds itself according to a definite plan. The

program of history has been determined by the Most High

and every step in the process and the final outcome is in

fallibly settled. The rise and fall of nations, their contin

uance in power, their conflicts and the territorial changes

consequent thereon, every event and movement is carried

out in accordance with the provision of His plan.

The God of the prophets is the sovereign and architect

of the universe, having neither rival nor competitor. "I am

God, and there is none else" (Is. 45:22). Time and space

are under His absolute control. Nothing can take place

without His appointment. "Who is he that saitH, and it

cometh to pass, when Adonai commanded it not"? (Lam.

8:87). Created intelligences which move in space and act

in time carry out His will. None can stir without His high

behest. "He doeth according to his will in the army of

heaven and among the inhabitants of the earth; and none

can stay his hand, or say unto him, what doest thou"?

(Dan. 4:35). He builds, and none can hinder; He works

out the purpose suggested by His own advice and prose

cutes it to a successful issue, without hindrance, interfer

ence, or delay. "Adonai of hosts has sworn saying, surely

as I have thought, so shall it come to pass; and as I have
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purposed so shall it stand; for Adonai of hosts has pur

posed^ and who can disannul it? And His hand is stretched

out, and who shall turn it back"? (Is. 14:2<&-27).

God's faithful purpose moves across the ages and for

ever keeps tryst with foreseen need. The universal order

was dependent on divine intelligence for its origin; and it

is equally dependent on divine intelligence for its implica

tions. Mechanism of itself can never make any new de

parture, or reach anything not implied in it from the be

ginning. God created a system of universal order which

was intended to unfold according to inherent laws, and the

creative act implied and carried with it to the minutest

details all that should ever arrive in the unfolding system

There is no Way in which things or events could slip in

which were not provided for in the primal arrangement

God knew from the outset what He was doing, and He in

tended the implications. Hence every event represents a

divine purpose, and is part of a divine plan, and is as truly

purposeful when realized through ordinary processes as it

would be if produced by fiat. This is the doctrine of the

divine supremacy, which is gradually forcing its way to

recognition, and before which the scandals which infest re

ligious thought disappear.

We are too prone to encompass God with the limitations

with which we ourselves are beset. And when we allow the

purpose, we practically cancel it by pushing it so far back

in time as to think that it must have faded out of the divine

mind and interest altogether. The things we planned long

ago we have forgotten or they have lost all value for us,

and we tnink it must be so with God. The world of popular

thought resembles a patchwork quilt. The universe has

been resolved into opposite unrelated units divided by im

passable intervening chasms. Nature and mind have been
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jset up hr mutual exclusion, and an order of law has been

made a reason for denying purpose. Wherever law can be

traced things are supposed to be sufficiently explained with

out further reference. God is needed only to supplement

the inadequacies of nature, and if nature be adequate, God

:is needless; there can be naught but blind happenings for

.which nature alone is responsible. The underlying notion

is that nature somehow has slipped from under God's con

trol, and acquired self equality and self sufficiency which

have enabled it to set up for itself and do a great many

unintended things on its own account. Nature is thus built

into a self-sufficient mechanism operating partly on its own

account^ partly in opposition to the divine purpose, so that

God is obliged to break occasionally into its order to re

mind us that He is still alive and doing what He can to pre-

.yent the utter miscarriage of His enterprise. As a conse

quence men are looking for God in the field of physical

prodigies rather than in the moral realm and in the normal

^activities of men and the unfoldings of history. Having

^created a rift between God and His work, nature is looked

japon with suspicion; "natural" has become a term of re-

4>roach, and the fear prevails that should some outstanding

fact be reduced to rule or some miracle accounted for by

natural law, faith will vanish and be made of none effect.

How superficial and unfounded all this is, is plain upon

reflection. Two watchmakers propose to themselves the

/task of producing, within a certain period, a time-piece that

.will keep perfect time and strike the hours. At the expira-

. tion of the term one exhibits a perfectly regulated time

piece hourly ringing the chimes. The other exhibits a clock

.keeping fairly good time, but the striking apparatus is at

fault, necessitating his sitting by the clock, hammer in hand,

to strike the^ hours. In this instance the absence of signs
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betokening the inventor's presence is an evidence of effi

ciency, while the constant interventions attesting his near

ness proclaim his inadequacy for the undertaking. The

movement which perfectly performed the work for which

it was intended surely testified more eloquently of the

maker's ability than the one which required his constant

interference to do the work.

And so it does to every one who has not been confused by

dogmatic ledgerdemain.

The prophets set aside the notion of the cosmic order as

the rival of God. For them there is no nature that does the

bulk of the world's work, while God is reserved for occa

sional interpositions. They teach that nature is dependent

on a power beyond itself and perpetually does only that

which it is intended to do, God is the ever present workei

in the on-going world, and nature is but" the form and prod-

act of His ceaseless activity.

The false notion of nature has been extended to the field

of history. As nature is supposed to set up for itself

and do many things on its own account, so history is supi-

posed for the most part, if not entirely, to go its own way,

while God now and then intervenes in some striking fashion

for His favorites. The round of human action is a hap

hazard scramble of men doing the behest of the devil, while

providence spooks about in the dark, frustrating now and

then a bold scheme of Satan^ but having no connection with

the orderly movement of the world. Thus men look for

God in signs and marvels, in strange events, in striking

crises, in great calamities, and in unusual coincidences,

rather than in the orderly movements and progress of human

life. This looking for God in the chaotic and abnormal is

a source of much weakness. God's action is supposed to

be above and apart from law, rather than through it, or in
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accordance with it; and religion is supposed to be some

thing apart from living interests, a thing of -frames and

special exercises, a churning up of artificial emotions

ratheT than a spiritual principle for all living, the abiding

inspiration of all work.

In opposition to this the prophets affirm a divine purpose,

a moral development in humanity as the essential meaning

of God in history. This history is the unfolding and reali

zation of the divine purpose. To be sure, we are not al

ways able to discern any special significance in events;

but that only proves that the underlying purpose is not

always evident. Sometimes the historical crisis is such, and

the co-working of complex factors is so marked, that we

seem almost to see the hand which shapes our ends. Then

we speak of God's nearness. But commonly life runs on in

the familiar routine and we seem left to our own judgment

to find the way. At such times we have nothing to say of

God. But the only difference is that sometimes the divine

purpose seems manifest while at other times it is hidden.

The purpose, however, is equally controlling at all times,

though not equally manifest. Our eyes are veiled in this

matter by the false notions of a self running nature and a

man run history.

The course of history is not something foreign to God's

purpose into which He makes occasional raids to reveal

Himself. His purpose determines and administers the

course of events; and history is but the form of His pro

cedure. We come down, not to the opposition of a rival,

nor to any impersonal principle, but to One who lives and

"works all things after the counsel of His will." His will

is being done in and through the laws and movements of

humanity, and through the laws and movements of nature,

so that all things are at once natural in the mode of their
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occurrence, in that they come about according to rule, and

-supernatural in their causality/in that they all* alike abut

on that Living Will by which all things stand and from

which they proceed. The commonest event, as the growth

of a weed, is as supernatural in its causation as any miracle

would be; for in both alike God is equally implicated. Life

itself, with all its forms and interests, represents the divine

will and purpose, and from it God is never absent.

We are in God's world, and the ultimate reason why any

thing is, or changes, or comes to pass, lies not in any me

chanical necessity, nor in any natural antecedents, nor in

any machinations of free moral agents, but in the will and

purpose of that Grod in whom all things live and move and

have their being. Every system must come down at last to

some fact, or system of facts, of which no more can be

said than that it is. This fact, to which all else is referred,

and from which all else takes its rise, is, for the prophets,

the will and purpose of God.

Furthermore, the divine causality proceeds in orderly

ways in the realization of its aims, so that events do not

".happen at random but according to rule. To trace the

modes of being and happening is the function of prophecy;

and practical wisdom depends on this knowledge. When

we know how things hang together in an order of law, we

can adjust ourselves thereto, and to a very considerable ex

tent can subordinate nature to our purposes. In the fact

and knowledge of this system of law we have the condition

of faith and practical living. In the insight that this sys

tem is no self sufficient fact, but simply the form of a

divine causality, we have the supreme condition of religion.

When the theological banishment of God from His world

is recalled, and His supremacy set up in its place, we make

it possible for faith to feel at home even in the world of
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law, and indeed all the more at home because it is a world

of law. We return, not to a rabble of capricious wills be

hind nature and history, but to a Loving Father, who for

ever founds and administers the order of the world. God's

will is not back of these things at some awful distance of

time and space, but is their present living source.

It is a widespread idea that prophetic writings are pre

dictive. Ignorance lies at the basis of this mistaken and

misleading idea. Under the title. "Prophets" the Scrip

tures draw together the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel,

Kings, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets.

These books are arranged in two distinct groups. The

first, the Former Prophets, embraces Joshua, Judges,

Samuel and Kings. The second, the Later Prophets, com

prises Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the Minor Prophets.

The books of the first group are purely historical. They

are conspicuous by the absence of the very predictive ele

ment supposed to be the prime requisite of prophecy. The

men who wrote history are called "prophets" the same as

those supposed to foretell the future. The prophetic ele

ment binds their writings into one class; the grouping

merely differentiates the constituent parts of prophecy in

regard to order. The "former" prophets precede the

"later'' in point of logic and experience as well as time. Our

. concern in life and its interests follows an invariable rule.

Our first desire is to know what takes place under the sun.

When that desire has been gratified, when the facts are

known, questionings arise in regard to the reason of things,

and we want to know why things happen as they do.

Two quite distinct questions present themselves to the

observer of the times. The first concerns the uniformity of

co-existence and sequence which constitute the order. The

second, the underlying causality and purpose of the order.
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The way in which events occur in an order of law is one

thing; the meaning of such events in a scheme of purpose is

forever another. Things exist and events happen in certain

ways. To discover, describe and register these ways of

being and happening is the function of history. But when

this is done, we further need to trace the causality at work,

and the purpose underlying the whole. This is the province

of philosophy. These two questions are quite distinct, and

the answer to both is necessary to the full satisfaction of

the mind. History as such explains nothing; for it only

classifies and co-ordinates facts according to rule; phil

osophy as such is empty until experience furnishes the

facts. As a result of this distinction we can appreciate the

grouping of the "Prophets."

Prophecy is a fusion of history and philosophy. The

Former Prophets write down history. They relate Israel's

fortunes from the entrance into the land to the removal to

Babylon. They give us a systematization of sacred history.

Events are classified under familiar heads; the order in

which divine causality proceeds is traced. But it is descrip

tion, not explanation. The Later Prophets run concur

rently with the Former. They found themselves on, and

constantly appeal to, the facts recorded in the antecedent

books. Here we have purposive interpretation. The divine

purpose and the manner of its realization in Israel's experi

ence is traced and explained.

The writings of the Later Prophets range themselves

around the periods dominated by the foreign powers which

influenced Israel's life and fortunes—the Assyrian, the

Babylonian, the Persian. The first claims most of the

writings. Here belong Isaiah and the Minor Prophets

from Hosea to Habakkuk. The Babylonian period is cov

ered by the books of Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Zephaniah.
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Haggai, Zjecitariah and Malachi belong to the Persian

period.

: While running concurrently with Kings, the Later

Prophets do not cover the entire history of the period.

There is no prophetic writing prior to the reign of Uzziah.

The oldest date found is in the headline of Amos. "The

words of Amos, who was among the herdsmen of Tekoa,

which he traced concerning Israel in the days of Uzziah,

king of Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam the son of

Joash, two years before the convulsion." The rendering

"earthquake" is responsible for the impression that "the

notice in Amos 1:1, furnishes no chronological datum, be

cause the time of the earthquake is unknown." Once the

notice of time connecting the book with a set of events was

obscured by an arbitrary rendering, it was easy to misun

derstand its contents. The word rah-ash signifies convul

sion—any convulsion; to establish its character we must

look to the context. Except in 1 Ki. 19:11-12, it never

denotes a seismic disturbance. The reference in Amos 1:1

is to the political upheaval which ensued upon the death

of Jeroboam II, when the Northern kingdom temporarily

lost its independence and was under Assyrian domination

for twenty-four years.

In Isaiah God again and again claims for Himself a

providential government of history: the career of His Ser

vant is the final touch that reveals the counsel of God from

the beginning to the end of history (Is. 41:21-23; 42:9,

23-25). This involves the restoration of Israel, to fulfil

the covenant, and the bringing of salvation to all the nations

of the earth (Is. 49:6). The aim of prophecy is to reveal

the cause and meaning and goal of the movement of hu

manity rather than predict specific events. For this reason

prophecy centers around epochs which exhibit the continuity
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of law and the rational connection of the revealing work.

The prophets of each period focus on some outstanding fact

of an eventful era—Sennacherib's invasion, the fall of Jeru

salem to the Chaldeans, the return from Babylon. These

facts are no more divine than others. They are simply

extraordinary events which, from their form or the circum

stances of their occurrence, make the divine presence and

purpose more manifest than is the case with the ordinary-

routine course of events. God works His will in history not

apart from men, but through men and in partnership with

them; and the work is no less divine on that account. We

need not fear development, or natural agencies, when we

know that the divine purpose underlies them all, and that

they are really nothing but the form of divine working.

Thus we see the deep significance of the divine supremacy

emphasized by the prophets. It recalls God from the in

finite dista'nce in space and time to which sense thought has

banished Him, and where theology has lost Him, and makes

Him the omnipresent power by which all things exist and

on which all things continually depend. It is something to

know that history, despite its sinister aspects, is after all

God's work; we are not standing helpless in a world set

adrift by an enemy, but are in a personal world, a moral

world, where character is being wrought out and God's pur

pose is being realized. In such a world it is permitted to

us to see a vision of God's finished work, and devote our

selves to the service of the highest and best, in the sure

faith that the whole universe will enter into His rest and

move in unison with His will.

V. G.
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Impearled within the precious Word of truth,

In characters of grace and love divine,

There shines the purpose of the all-wise God—

His fair design for all the realms of space.

For all is of Him, and to Him returns again,

A stream which seeks the sea that gave it birth,

And e'en as fullness crowns its winding course,

Shall love encrown the pilgrim path of life.

Adown the ages good and ill portray

The mystery of life, its light and shade.

We see the interplay of forces strong,

The power of virtue and the grip of vice;

And so profoundly does the mystery move,

We almost weep, and wonder still with awe.

One thought alone, God's own imprimature,

Upbears us in the labyrinth of life:

The thought of His control and regnant will.

Dread evil's God's prerogative, and tho'

Its reign seems long, 'tis but a passing phase,

A cloud upon the azure of His sky,

Since there is yet to dawn God's cloudless day—

Creation's fairest morn, the tribute to

The rare success and majesty of God.

And so the ages run their course sublime,

With stately sweep and grand unerring aim.

To human minds who do but dimly see,
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There seems no purpose, no one at the helm.

The great, wide world appeareth like the wild

Rough sea, with craft forlorn, propelled with pain.

A skein of tangled threads, and complex schemes,

Is all that meets the untaught mind and eye;

And man is merely taken up with man,

Nor sees beyond the dark the Helmsman calm,

The God of peace Who wisely orders all.

In varied mood the question's flung afar,

"And does God care about this whirling globe,

Which now is marred by myriad crying needs,

So keenly felt, misunderstood, unmet?"

He careth still for this benighted world,

And whispers even now to ears of faith,

His loving solace, strength, and guidance sure.

In Christ He vested powers unfathomed yet,

That all might find in Him the Lord of life.

We know that God is mindful of His own,

Yet this sweet care is but the fringe of love,

Which takes the universe within its pale.

The ruby wounds of Calvary bespeak

The peace He made, the sacrifice for all.

'Twas there He gave His best and waits to prove

Its worth when love achieves His heart's desire.

With God there's forethought deep, and perfect poise,

Combined with power to carry out His will;

And tho' we see no interwoven thread,

Displaying Him with purpose clear to all,

Yet, stage by stage the vast unfolding moves

Along, and waits on God at every step.

For He's in all that moves the minds of men,

And in their epoch making works His will.
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His programme glimpses all the range of life,

In varied phase of failure and success,

Yet ever moving onward to the goal.

The world is sick: Messiah is not near

To heal its. fever and allay its fear.

But when He comes, he'll gird with zeal and truth,

And robe of justice, sheen of righteousness.

His sway will stir the hearts of men, and stretch

Full far beyond His fair millenial reign.

For so embracive is Messiah's realm,

That all things are subdued to Him, the Son,

Whose glorious sceptre gleams with grace divine,

Impelling all to heart acknowledgment

Of His supremacy as Lord of all.

And then, the wonder of His grace appears

At high floodtide, for lo, the Son Himself

Is subject unto God, and all exult

In so august an ultimate of love.

'Tis then our God is All in all, and He

Attains His goal, His purpose high and great.

Then Love's supreme, and what radiant scene

Of light resplendent, happiness is full,

And j oyful lips acclaim the Father's meed.

William Mealand.



ITS ELEMENTARY NATURE

"Wherefore, leaving the elements of the word of Christ,

let us be brought on to maturity; not casting down again the

foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith in

God, of the teaching of baptisms and imposition of hands

and of the resurrection of the dead and eonian judgment.

And this we will do, if God should permit" (Heb. 6:1-3).

These six lessons comprised the elementary course God

gave his earthly people. In the preceding chapter (Heb.

5:12) they are called the "first principles"; more literally

the "elementary rudiments". It is customary in our schools

today to offer the pupil an elementary course. The same

subject may be taken up again in a complete course.

Even so it has pleased God, in His wisdom, to arrange

His course of instruction. In the primary grades He taught

by means of object-lessons. He addressed Himself to their

senses by outward ordinances of material forms. He insti

tuted a parallel between the material and the spiritual

spheres. The removal of bodily defilement by water served

to illustrate the cleansing from spiritual uncleanness by

means of His Word. A tabernacle made of gold ancj silver

and brass, of linen, of wood, and various other materials,

typified His glorious dwelling place and the way of ap

proach. (Exodus, chapters 25, 26, 27.)

God dealt with His earthly people as with a child. He

gave them the law for a "schoolmaster", or rather a peda

gogue to lead up to the true Teacher. Until Christ came

there could be no complete course of instruction. All from

Moses to Christ were in the primary grade, so to speak.

The text book, composed of types and shadows, was ele

mentary, and consisted of stockeia, rudimentary observances.
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Christ came (Gal. 4:7). He was the great Antitype.

He revealed the heart of God fully and perfectly at the

cross. Since then God has filled up His Words, and a com

plete course is offered. Christ Himself is our text book. In

him there is maturity.

What gentle graciousness we see in the patient Instructor

of His people! To have blazed upon them in the effulgence

of His glory would have blinded them. So He led them by

gentle steps up the high ascent to the knowledge of Him

self. But it is not His purpose that they should always

remain on the way and never reach the goal (Heb. 5:11-14).

THE MEANING OF THE WORD BAPTISM

Among the elementary ordinances is the "teaching of

baptisms" (Heb. 6:2), or, if we translate the word baptisms

as in Heb. 9:10, "the teaching of washings."

But is there any ground for speaking of baptism as

"washing"? We have been taught that it is quite separate

and distinct from the washings under the law.

First of all what is the real meaning of the word? It is

not an English word at all; but a Greek word with English

letters. Its meaning, therefore, must be gathered from its

usa%e by the spirit of God.

It occurs in various forms, but all come from one root,

baptoo, which primarily means to dip (John 13:26. Lev.

16:24 (Sept.). Rev. 19:13). It also occurs as part of the

word dippeth (Matt. 26:23. Mark 14:20).

From this root arise four words:

Baptizoo—to make things "baptoo."

Baptismos—the act of dipping or mashing.

Baptisma—the result of "baptismos."

Baptistees—the one who does it.

These words are seldom translated. The few cases where

they are rendered otherwise than some form of "baptize"

therefore claim special attention.
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Bmptismos, the aet^ of baptizing, does not occur in any

epistle except Hebrews. The four occurrences are as fol

lows: Mark 7:4; Mark 7:8; Heb. 6:2; Heb. 9:10.

Baptisma, the remit of baptizing, is used twenty-two times,

thirteen of which refer to John's baptism, five to the Lord's,

three occur in Paul's letters, and the last one in Peter. This

shows clearly that it is not a special term used to distinguish

so-called "Christian baptism" from "Jewish washings."

The occurences are Matt. 3:7; 20:22-23; 21:25. Mark

1:4; 10:38-39; 11:30. Luke 3:3; 7:29; 12:50; 20:4. Acts

1:22; 10:37; 13:24; 18:25; 19:3-4. Rom. 6:4. Eph. 4:5.

Col. 2:12. 1 Pet. 3:21.

Baptizoo is consistently transliterated "baptize," except

in the following cases:

Mark 6:14, "Baptist."

Mark 7:4, "wash."

Luke 11:38, "washed."

The first is simply an incident of translation.

In the other two cases the action is clear. When a Phar

isee came home from the market he washed himself before

eating.

Baptismos, the act of dipping or washing, is only once

transliterated "baptism." This is in Hebrews 6:2. The

other occurrences are:—

Mark 7:4, "washing."

Mark 7:8, "washing."

Heb. 9:10, "washings."

"The baptism of cups and pots and brazen vessels, and of

couches" (Mark 7:4), is not in harmony with the theological

import of the word. Another discord is produced if we ren

der Heb. 9:10 as we consistently should: "with foods and

drinks and distinguishing baptisms, carnal statutes laid on

them until the era of rectification."

We are constrained to acknowledge that both the Author

ized and Revised are correct here in rendering the word

"washings." The reference is clear and unmistakable. It
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is to the ordinances of Divine service carried on in connec

tion with the tabernacle.

So that the washings at the laver for the priests, and the

various washings for the defiled of the people, were "bap

tisms." (Exod. 29:4; 30:18, 19, 20, 21. Lev. 8:6; 11:40;

17:15-16; 14:8; 11:25; 15:8, 13, 16, 17, 21, 31.) Indeed

the Septuagint renders Lev.. 11:25: "And whosoever beareth

ought of the carcase of them shall baptize his clothes, and

be unclean until the even."

The root thought, then, of baptism, is washing.

It is evident however that this needs modification: for

there are three other words in the Greek which also mean

"wash." One of them, niptoo, means to wash a portion of

the body* (Matt. 15:2). Another one, louoo, from which

we have ab-Z^-tion, refers to bathing the entire body (Heb.

10:22). Still another one, plunoo, means to wash or

rinse inanimate things (Rev. 7:14). Ordinarily this would

be used in speaking of the washing of clothes.

These three words fully cover the field. The verb

baptizoo, is used in place of each of them. It must there

fore have a meaning in common with all, yet distinct from

each.

A study of each separate case will reveal the fact that

baptizoo was not used for the removal of bodily filth, but

rather for the removal of ceremonial uncleanness. It is, in

fact, ceremonial washing.

In the ordinary course of life contact with a carcase

would not necessitate washing one's clothes. Marketing is

hardly so defiling to the flesh as to require a bath. How

could the Pharisee (Luke 11:38) have expected the Lord

to do more than go through the formal act to which they

were accustomed? (Lev. 11:24). To this day such bap

tisms obtain among the Jews. The merest dipping of

the hands in water is deemed sufficient.

Thus we see the real application of the original root

baptoo, to dip. When cups were to be baptized they were

not thoroughly washed, but (Matt. 23:25) simply dipped
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in the water. Neither were pots scoured nor couches sub

jected to a continual and unnecessary scrubbing, but only

formally or ceremonially washed (Mark 7:4).

In Numbers 19:18 the hyssop was baptized, or, as we

know, dipped in water. Indeed in the first recorded baptism,

that of the sons of Israel in the Red Sea, there was no con

tact with water whatever* (1 Cor. 10:2). They went over

dry-sliod. The Egyptians it was who were immersed.^

Washing may qsltyj spiritual significance: "baptism"

always does.

. The cleansing, though outward and upon the flesh, is not

intended to remove the defilement. But the ideas associated

with the cleansing of the flesh are transported into the

realm of spirit. Access into the tabernacle was conditional

upon the ceremonial baptism or cleansing of the flesh at

the laver. (Lev. 8:6. Exod. 30:20; 29:4.) Ananias

charged Saul, "Arise and baptize thyself, and wash away

your sins, calling upon the name of the Lord" (Acts

22:16).

Therefore, as baptism is ceremonial washing and is ap

plied to the formal cleansing under the law, and especially

in connection with the tabernacle, it behooves us to examine

the lessons there taught.

*As a matter of fact the sons of Israel at the Red Sea were not

baptized at all in the ordinary sense of the term. By the figure

of Metonymy (of the cause) the term "baptism" is used of the

effect which it produced. Baptism separated between its sub

jects and a doomed world in the days of the Acts just as the

cloud and the sea lay between Israel and the Egyptians in Moses'

day. Now since the effect of baptism was the same as the efect

of the cloud and the sea, it is clear that the term "baptism" most

appropriately and strikingly describes it.

+According to the seventy-seventh Psalm, it seems that they

were "sprinkled" too!
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The list of subscribers to the Concordant Version is

steadily increasing, over a hundred and fifty more having

been added since our last report. In one case the Version

is being made the basis of a course of lectures on the Un

veiling of Jesus Christ.

Work on the next instalment is progressing. Ephesians

has passed through the hands of all the checkers, in its

preliminary form, and all the succeeding epistles of Paul,

to Philemon, are about to follow. The Greek and Inter

linear is in type, but the Version and Notes are being

corrected in manuscript form. As soon as conditions war

rant these will be put into type and the final proofs taken.

The third instalment will consist of Romans to Galatians.

This will give us all of Paul's epistles. It has been sug

gested that these ought to be issued in time for the Sunday

School lessons on Paul and his Epistles, which will be the

International subjects for the latter half of 1921. Per

haps the Book of Acts may be ready by that time also.
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PAUL'S EPISTLES

Paul precedes every epistle of his with the name given to

him when he began the separate ministry assigned to him

by the spirit (Acts 13:2). The following gives the opening

words of each epistle:

Romans. Paul, a slave of Christ Jesus, a called apostle.

1 Cor. Paul, a called apostle of Christ Jesus, . • . and

Sosthenes, the brother.

2 Cor. Paul, a called apostle of Christ Jesus . . . and Tim

othy, the brother.

Gal. Paul, an apostle, not from man, neither through man, but

through Jesus Christ and God the Father . . . and all the

brethren with me.

Eph. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus.

Phil. Paul and Timothy, slaves of Christ Jesus.

Col. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus . . . and Timothy, the

brother.

1 Thes. Paul and Sylvanus and Timothy.

2 Thes. Paul and Sylvanus and Timothy.

1 Tim. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus according to the injunc

tion of God, our Saviour, and Christ Jesus, our Expectation.

2 Tim. Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus, through the will of God,

and the promise of life which is in Christ Jesus.

Titus. Paul, a slave of God, yet an apostle of Jesus Christ.

Philemon. Paul, a prisoner of Christ Jesus, and Timothy, the

brother.

To fully appreciate the significance of the name Paul at

the portal of every epistle, we ought to study all of the

passages in which he describes his ministry. It is evident

that it is not a mere personal appellation. It was given to

him after his separation from the rest (Ac. 13:2, 9)/ Saul
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is just as good as Paul for the purpose of identification. It

is evident that Saul was his personal name which he kept

so long as he was associated with the Circumcision, but

when the holy spirit separated him for a special work his

name was changed to Paul.

We have found that, in the case of other apostles, the

name given to them was an index of their spiritual service.

Simon was called a Rock (Peter) to denote his place in the

foundation of that ecclesia. What is the significance of

"Paul"? It is usually dismissed as being a Latin name,

without any particular "meaning. That it was a common

name among the Romans seems evident, but it does not sat

isfy our sense of the fitness of things. Why should Saul be

given a Latin name? He seldom spoke or wrote in Latin.

Why should his name be changed at all to one without sig

nificance? "Saul" means "asked for", and suggests the re

quest of the people to have a king like the other nations.

It stood for conformity with the world and for physical

stature and spiritual decay. It coupled him with the son

of Kish, and the wayward nation before they acknowledged

David, the man after God's heart.

It seems possible if not probable that "Paul" is the mas

culine form of the Greek word paula, which would be paulos,

meaning cessation or an interval. This is derived from

pauqp, to stop, cease, from which we have our English word

"pause." The aptness of this significance becomes more

striking the more we learn of the apostle's ministry. The

whole of his service is occupied with a pause in God's deal

ings with Israel. It fills up the interval between their re

jection of the kingdom and the return of the king in power.

Paul's ministry is an episode in God's revelation, con

nected with, yet distinct from, the rest. This, we submit,

is the thought which greets us at the portal of every epistle.

Paul, whose name opens them all, is not merely the person

who wrote them but the appellation given to him at his sep

aration and a distinct token of their unique and parenthetic

character.
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Paul is alone in writing the great doctrinal epistles to the

Romans and Ephesians, as well as the personal letters to

Timothy and Titus. In all his other writings he associates

others with him. In each case the added names are sig

nificant, however little we may be able to gather from them.

The aptness lies not alone in the meaning of the names, but

in the very fact of joint authorship. The definite doctrine

which he stands for is developed in Romans and Ephesians,

where he writes alone. In the other epistles, which are

largely concerned with the correction of departure from

these, the divine principle of a double witness demands at

least two names in the introduction.

In Galatians, whereit is important that the apostle bring

the greatest possible amount of influence to bear, he asso

ciates aU the brethren with him in his defense of the evangel.

In Second Corinthians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessa-

lonians and Philemon he unites Timothy with himself as a

joint author. Timothy means "God-honoring," a most ap

propriate name with which to begin epistles concerned, in

large measure, with correction or entreaty. Sosthenes is

associated with Paul in First Corinthians. His name is sug

gestive of salvation—the "place of salvation." Sylvanus,

called Silas by the author of Acts, joins with Paul and

Timothy in the writing of the two Thessalonian letters.

His name, like our "sylvan," seems to suggest a forest, but

its point is not apparent. Paul himself does not always

appear in the same character. In Galatians he insists most

strongly on his divine apostolic commission. In the three

preceding epistles he is a "called apostle." Romans and

Titus prefix his apostleship by characterizing him as a

slave. In Philippians, corresponding with the character of

the epistle, his slavery alone is mentioned. To Philemon

he writes as a prisoner. To the Thessalqnians he omits any

description of himself. These are small points, but, like a

key, which may be very small yet unlock a large door, they

open up to us the proper perspective with which to view each
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epistle. To say, for instance, that Philippians was not

written by the apostle Paul might be misunderstood, yet the

statement conveys an instructive truth. It is not as an

apostle but as a slave that he penned that epistle. Galatians,

on the other hand, demands a recognition of his apostleship.

Another point of prime importance is the title of our Lord

which is almost always used. It is evident, from the many

variations in the manuscripts, that the early scribes, like the

vast majority of His saints today, had no conception of the

vast difference which the simple transposition of His name

and title produces. They saw no harm in writing "Jesus

Christ" when the text read "Christ Jesus." The tendency

seems to have been to put His name first, as it is done today.

Paul alone uses "Christ Jesus," placing the emphasis on His

title in recognition of His present exaltation in the heavens

(1 Pet. 5:10, 14 should read "Christ" for "Christ Jesus").

And this is almost characteristic of the introduction to his

epistles. Even Titus reads "Christ Jesus" in Codex Alex-

andrinus.

Like the name "Paul," this title involves one of the essen

tial truths of the present economy of God's grace to the

nations. In Hebrews, James, John and Jude the Lord is

viewed from the standpoint of His rejection. His exal

tation waits until the day of Hig manifestation. He is

never called "Christ Jesus" as though He were already

exercising the office of the Messiah. Paul is not concerned

with His rejection on earth, but with His exaltation in

heaven, where He is seated at God's right hand far above

the highest archangel. His present place of power and

sovereignty in the celestial realms is acknowledged by Paul

when he uses the title "Christ Jesus."

Thus the forefront of almost every one of Paul's epistles

reminds us that t.heir proper application is the interval of

. Christ's rejection on earth and His investiture with heavenly

honors which we are destined to share with Him.

A. E. K.
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TO WHOM PAULAS EPISTLES WERE WRITTEN

Romans, to all who are in Rome, beloved of, God, called saints.

1 Cor. to the ecclesia of God which is in Corinth, hallowed in

Christ Jesus, called saints, together with all who are calling

on the name of the Lord in every place, theirs and ours.

2 Cor. to the ecclesia of God which is in Corinth together with

all the saints who are in entire Achaia.

Gal. to the ecclesias of Galatia.

Eph. to all the saints who are believing also in Christ Jesus.

Phil, to all the sain^ in Christ Jesus who are in.Philippi to

gether with the superintendents and servants.

Col. to the saints and faithful brethren in Christ in Colosse. -

1 Tljess. to the Thessalonian ecclesia in God, the Father, and

the Lord Jesus Christ.

2 Thess. to the Thessalonian ecclesia in God, our Father, and

the Lord Jesus Christ.

1 Tim. to Timothy, a genuine child in faith.

2 Tim. to Timothy, a beloved child.

Titus, to Titus, a genuine child according to the common faith.

Philemon, to Philemon, the beloved, and our fellow worker, and

Apphia, the sister, and Archippus, our fellow soldier and the

ecclesia in your house.

As the accompanying list shows, practically all of Paul's

epistles are addressed to the Uncircumcision, and none are

written to the Circumcision. Timothy is an exception to

this, yet his father was a Greek. The destination of all

was outside the land of Israel and none are sent to the

dispersion among the nations, as is the case with Peter's

epistles.

Roughly speaking Paul wrote nine epistles to seven

ecclesias and four letters to three private persons. The

objection that these epistles apply only to the ones to whom

they are written is sustained to a limited extent by the local

allusions, which we cannot appropriate. Can we trace a

definite title to any of these unfoldings? What right have

we to take any of them to ourselves?

The answer lies in the introduction to the Ephesian

epistle. It was a circular letter for all saints who believe
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in Christ Jesus. In those days this excluded all of the Cir

cumcision whose hope rested solely on Messiah's future

glory. It included all who base their expectations on His

present exaltation in the heavens.

Thus the Ephesian epistle, which transcends and ranks

all the rest, is distinctly and directly addressed to us. In

it we have specific directions as to our relation to Paul's

prior ministries, which are unfolded in his previous epistles.

Not only are we unable to directly apply their local allu

sions, but even their doctrine is to be modified to accord with

the latest and crowning revelation as given in this epistle.

The evangel which Paul had preached, which is categorically

set forth in the Roman group of epistles, is definitely in

cluded in the present grace, only that the privileged and

prior place of the Jew no longer obtains (Eph. 3:6). Justi

fication and conciliation, the great themes of these epistles,

are ours just as really as they belonged to the Romans and

Corinthians and Galatians. The promise of His presence

is ours just as it was the expectation of the Thessalonians.

Yet each of these doctrines is modified and glorified by the

ranking revelation of the Ephesian epistle.

From these considerations it is evident that the addresses

on these epistles, with the exception of Ephesians, is in

tended to limit the contents to the place or ecclesia to which

it was sent. We are not dependent on mere tradition when

we apply portions of them directly to ourselves. They

reveal Paul's evangel, which is for us. And the indirect

profit is great, for all is done in the atmosphere of grace

into which we have come.

Strictly speaking Romans was not written to an ecclesia,

but to the individual saints. This accords with the char

acter of the letter which deals with our personal relationship

to God rather than our corporate testimony. The same is

true of the Ephesian group. Paul addresses the saints

rather than the ecclesia as a whole in Philippi and Colosse.

In the personal epistles Paul assumes the character of a

father in writing to Timothy and Titus. He calls them his

children, genuine and beloved.
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HOSEA

Hosea is the most powerful, certainly the most com-<

prehensive, of the Minor Prophets. Expositors are unani

mous in affirming that he is very enigmatic, and it is ex

tremely difficult to follow him with detailed exegesis. The

difficulty is attributed partly to unusual literary forms,

mostly to the rugged obscurity of his style. As a fact, the

ambiguity complained of by expositors inheres in the tra

ditional view of prophecy rather than the morphological

and stylistic peculiarities of the writer. Religious thought

is unalterably committed to the opinion that prophecy is

either a catalogue of predictions, or a statement of moral

principles in ornate form. This idea, inferred from a

priori reflection, rather than from a study of its contents, is

taken for granted, and the student rarely thinks of mak

ing an inductive study of what prophecy is, and how it

was made. With this prejudice in mind, he deprives the

book of a well-defined historical foundation, or background

of events, personal and political, which the histories of

Judah and Israel furnish.

If the principles advocated in these studies are al

lowed, the obscurity narrows itself down to a few isolated

passages which have suffered either in the process of trans

mission or in consequence of faulty treatment on the part

of the Jewish editors of the text. The headline places the

words of the prophet alongside the events of the time

which called them forth. This sets the book on a solid
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basis, and secures a sound exegesis and a safe application.

Studied with the historic situations specified in the title

constantly in mind, the book gives a satisfactory account

of itself: it stands out as a work whose foundations go

deep into the history of Israel, and whose first relation is

with the Kingdom of God in that nation.

Northern Israel, called after the name of the most in

fluential tribe, Ephraim, is in the forefront of Hosea.

Judah is not overlooked, but stands in the distance, a de

gree less corrupt, included in the general denunciation, yet

merely scorched by the fierce conflagration which wipes out

Ephraim. The nation appears as wholly gangrened with

corruption. Hosea traces the origin of the corruption, and

of the impending national disaster which fills his horizon,

back to the national schism. With the annalist, he regards

the revolt from the house of David as the embryo of a

rupture with Jehovah. With Isaiah, he looks upon the

Assyrian as God's instrument of avenging this double of

fense. The hosts mustered under the Assyrian are ad

vancing "to bind them to their two iniquities (10:10 cf.

Isa. 8:6-7). In keeping with this duplex aspect of the

apostasy, Hosea views Israel's restoration as the exact re

versal of the national schism, by the way in which he

speaks of Israel willingly joining Judah under "one head"

(1:11), and "invoking Jehovah their God, and David their

king" (3:5).

The political and religious situation throughout the book

reflects the character of the period suggested in the title.

Those troublous times stand before us instinct with life and

historic reality. We can trace the success and prosperity

realized under Jeroboam II., the idleness and luxury for

which it furnished the material, the political break up
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that followed, as exhibited in a long foreign domination,

a series of revolutions, a succession of short-lived and weak

kings, the factious struggles between the two leading

parties, one seeking a union with Assyria, the other favor

ing an alliance with Egypt.

The message of Hosea unfolds itself according to a singu

larly consistent and methodic arrangement which contrasts

strangely with the picturesque abruptness of his style. It

divides into three sections. The moral connection between

the parts is clear. The opening and closing sections are

founded on the two leading images under which Hosea con

ceives the relation between Jehovah and Israel. The first,

under the image of marriage in its legal and primal as

pects, sets forth the status of Israel under law and under

promise. The dissolution of the legal bond is ensued by a

long period of denationalization. The primal bond, being

indissoluble, is the basis of Israel's hope, the pledge of its

future blessing and restoration. The concluding section

presents the same set of facts under the figure of sonship

in its double aspect. First, we see the infantile stage:

Israel, chafing under the restraints of guardianship, kicks

off the traces, and goes astray. Then we see maturity:

Israel, renouncing childish pranks and youthful follies,

yields intelligent, voluntary obedience to God. Both sec

tions move in the family circle and merge their pathos in

producing one connected realistic picture: an unhappy

family experience with a happy ending.

The intervening section reviews the chain of providential

dealings flowing from the privileged relationship. Hosea's

conception of Israel's failure comes down to one funda

mental principle: attempt to divorce responsibility from

privilege. By repudiating the former and claiming the
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latter Israel stultified itself with a sense of self-security,

while indolence, loose morals, formalism, and spiritual con

ceit sapped its very vitals. Jehovah could neither brook

the evil nor blot out the evildoer forever. Neither holiness

nor love could be satisfied by such procedure. "How shall

I give thee up, Ephraim, surrender thee, Israel? How

shall I give thee up as Admah, place thee as Zeboim ?

My heart is upset in me, my comfort burns all at once!

I will not execute my fierce anger, I will not return to

destroy Ephraim: for I am God, not man, the Holy One

in thy midst, and I will not ,come in wrath" (11:8-9).

God's love and holiness can forgive and forget, for it is

free from all passion even in its wrath. The tracing of the

correctives designed to purge Israel from evil and restore

it to conjugal fidelity and filial devotion is marked through

out by intense animation. The argument sways to and

fro between two opposites—of inflexible justice which will

bleed Israel to death, and conquering love which, in spite

of all, finds a way of mercy. Hosea always, behind judg

ment, discloses a prospect of redemption. The whole con

cludes with an appeal to the wise to consider God's ways

with His people.

Title: The times in which God's Ways and Purposes for

Israel are traced—1:1.

1. The Unfaithful Wife Repudiated and Restored—

1:2-3:5.

2. The Process of Restoring the Wife and Recovering

the Son—4:1-13:8.

3. The Unwise Son Lost and Found—13:9-14:8.

Appeal : Let the wise heed this tracing of God's Ways

and Purpose for Israel—14:9.
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i.

ISRAEL'S TWOFOLD STATUS

Israel's backsliding is presented under the emblem of the

adulterous wife: "Go, take to thee a wife of whoredoms,

and children of whoredoms; for to whore the land whores

away from Jehovah" (1:2). It is important to note that the

wife is not (as generally interpreted) the nation as such.

The mother and her children are consistently distinguished.

The children are urged to contend with their mother for her

shameful conduct (2:2). They are deprived of compassion

for their mother's misdeeds (2:4-5). They face the threat,

"I will bleed thy mother" (4:1-5). The two represent the

constituent elements in the system described as "land." The

children symbolize the people of Northern Israel. The

power which welded Northern Israel into a nation, which

molded its character, and directed its course as a body poli

tic—that power is the mother. The wife of whoredom is the

religio-political system represented by the kings and the

priesthood. The system set up by Jeroboam, from first to

last, held Israel with an unshaken grip. None among the

kings had the moral force to shake it off; none among the

people had the courage to rise in protest against it. Through

out Israel's existence, at the inauguration of each new reign,

the annalist reiterates the melancholy complaint, "They de

parted not from the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat."

The first section, by varied application of one symbol, out

lines the fate of the apostate organization and its people.

The discourse is in pendulum form: successive paragraphs

alternate between rejection and restoration. In the first

Hosea is directed to take a wife of whoredoms, and give

names to the children born of her, which indicate the man

ner of the putting away of Israel on the part of God
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(1:2-9). The second is an announcing of a national re

storation in which the stages of 'judgment symbolized by

the names of the prophet's children are reversed (1:10-2:l).

In the third the discourse returns to the sentence of rejec

tion. It details the physical and ethical means, by which

the transition from a state of enmity to God to one of cove

nant with Him is to be effected (2:2-13). The fourth is an

expansion of the restoration. The happiness of the people

is described as one of complete inner and outer harmony

between heaven and earth, God and His people (2:14-23).

In the final paragraph the same emblem appears in a new

setting. Here, too, the contrasted principles of judgment

and restoration coalesce. We see that Israel is to be purged

of corruption by means of a long exile. But this exile is

not an unalterable fate. Divine grace reaches beyond the

judgment; here also behind the long exile the prophet's

gaze sees his people returning home (3:1-5).

The children of the adulterous wife symbolize successive

stages of divorce from God. Their names remind the people

of the coming misery and doom. They indicate the steps

in the process of repudiation; loss of independence, with-*

drawal of compassion, deposal from the position as God's

especial people. The first child was named Jezreel, "for a

little further, and I visit the blood of Jezreel upon the

house of Jehu, and I cause to cease from the kingdom the

house of Israel. And it is to be in that day, that I break

the bow of Israel in the vale of Jezreel" (1:4-5). The in

terpretation which connects this passage with the captivity

breaks down entirely. The language is very explicit in re

gard to the cause of judgment, the object against which it

is directed, and the place of its execution. It spells the

doom of the then ruling dynasty of Jehu. Now the cap-
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tivity, coming more than a century after the extinction of

that dynasty, could not be a retribution expressly aimed

at it. Again, the captivity is ascribed to the sins of Jero

boam, not the excesses committed by Jehu at Jezreel, which

are the subject of this pronouncement. Once more, the

collapse of Israel's commonwealth was accomplished at

Samaria, not in the vale of Jezreel. From all this it fol

lows, that this passage contemplates a temporary foreign

domination. It views the political situation that ensued the

first encounter of Israel with the imperial power of Assyria.

Of this more anon, when we come to study the central sec

tion of the prophecy.

The second child received the name Uncompassioned to

indicate that the divine attitude of protective benevolence,

hitherto enjoyed by the sinful nation, was henceforward to

be altered into one of active hostility. "I will have no further

compassion on the house of Israel; indeed, removing I re

move them" (1:6). The story of this compassion is told in

Kings. In the time of Jehu and Jehoahaz God delivered

Israel to the power of the Syrians, causing it to be smitten

in all its borders, and beginning to cut Israel off (2 Ki.

10:32-33). However, He had not yet spoken to root out

the name of Israel from under heaven. So when Jehoahaz

prayed for relief, Jehovah hearkened unto him, and raised

to Israel a savior, so that they went out from under the

hand of the Syrians (2 Ki. 13:5). This compassion con

tinued throughout the next reign, so that Joash had been

able to recover the cities which the Syrians had conquered

in the days of his father Jehoahaz (2 Ki. 13:25). God

sent still further help through Jeroboam the son of Joash,

who reconquered Damascus and Hamath, so far as they had

belonged to Judah under David and Solomon, and to re-
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store the ancient boundaries of Israel, from Hamath to the

Dead Sea, according to the message sent through the

prophet Jonah (2 Ki. 14:25-27). But this last display of

grace failed to arouse the nation out of the lethargy of sin;

they continued in the sins of Jeroboam. Therefore God

Himself will become their enemy; like a lion He will spring

upon them, tear them in pieces, and carry the remainder

off (5:14).

When God's compassion is withdrawn the state of re

pudiation quickly ensues. Thus Hosea is instructed about

his third child as follows: "Call his name Not-my-peaple;

for ye are not my people, and I am not for you" (1:9). On

entering the promised land, the provisions of the Sinaitic

covenant were read and its obligations formally assumed;

then the priests and the elders made the declaration: "This

day thou art become the people of Jehovah thy God"

(Deut. 27:9). This appointment of Israel as God's repre

sentative nation was now to be repealed. For the sake of

clearness, let one thing be firmly borne in mind—the limita

tion of this decree of repudiation to Northern Israel. It is

explicitly affirmed (1:7) that God's compassion will be con

tinued toward Judah, who is to be delivered from the power

of Assyria, to which Israel succumbs. Indeed, through the

display of Jehovah's might in the salvation of Judah, Israel

is to learn that Jehovah is no longer its own God, but that

He has dissolved His covenant bond with them.

From the symbolical action, which depicts the judgment

that falls blow after blow upon the people, issuing in the

destruction of the kingdom, there is a sudden transition to

the nation's final restoration (1:10-2:l).

Despite the putting away, the Abrahamic promise of a

countless posterity stands fast (Gen. 22:17-28:14). As it
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was promised to the progenitor of the nation that in his

seed all nations shall be blessed, this people cannot always

remain a witness to the divine curse. As it now bears the

stamp of estrangement from God, so shall it unmistakably

bear the stamp of divine approval. One by one the suc

cessive steps in the process of repudiation are reversed and

undone until the symbols of judgment become the signs and

tokens of salvation. As the names of ill omen proclaimed

their rejection, so is the salvation awaiting the nation in

the future announced by the alteration of the names into

their opposite through the omission of the negative lo tib

The Mosaic declaration, that God had received the whole

people into the place of a son (Ex. 4:22), is here in

dividualized: individual Israelites are sons of the God who

by his revelation proves Himself living. The infantile state

of legal sonship (11:1), merely tied by nature, is to give

place to mature relationship resting on intelligent, volun

tary choice, determined by sympathy of disposition. The

consequences of this gracious act will be a new relation

ship to God, the ceasing of the present division of *the

Davidic Kingdom, and the willing reunion of all tribes under

one head. God's people, countless as the sand of the sea,

will then go up from the land of their exile to Jezreel

(1:11). By this exodus a military advance is meant. The

people will take position in the great plain, so often the

scene of bloody encounters of Israel with the nations, and

where God often smote to the ground the superior might of

the nations. The day of Jezreel here is the day of reckon

ing with the nations, when Israel will finally conquer, thus

approving itself the people anew received into God's favor.

Thus the members of the nation will then be greeted as be

longing to and the favored of Jehovah. At the very place
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where Israel's might first went down before the power of

Assyria, and where the decree Uncompassioned became an

actual fact, there shall they be called "Sons of the Living

God" (1:10).

A second abrupt turn brings us back to the original topic

of apostasy (2:2-13). The law required the nearest rela

tive to be the first to expose and lay hands on the worshiper

of other gods (Deut. 13:16-11). The penalty for evading

this law was blotting out of one's name from under heaven

(Deut. 29:20). Hence Hosea urges the children to "con-*

tend" with their mother for her whoredoms (2:2). But

since they not only fail to remonstrate, but actually follow

in her ways, they are threatened with the same doom (2:4).

The mother's whoredom is this: Ignoring God as the giver

of all her blessings, she supposed that these could be secured

by dalliance with "lovers" and slavish obedience to "baal."

Therefore Jehovah will alienate from her her lovers by ex

posing to them her villainy (2:10). He will take away His

help, withdraw His benefits, stop the round of religious

feasts, lay the land waste, and thus by want and affliction

bring her to reflection (2:9-12).

This chastisement is a visitation for the "days of the

baals," viz., the kings (2:13). That these, and not idols

are meant, is clear, for idol worship and departure from

God are the distinctive features of the "days of the baals."

What point would there be in saying that the days of idola

try were characterized by idolatry ? The idea refutes it

self. The word "baal" is here used, as often in the Old

Testament, in the sense of "owner," "Lord." This exhibits

a meaning, pertinent to the sense of the passage, and in

harmony with the facts of history. The misuse of God's

gifts "through baal," viz., at the king's direction, lay at the
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root of Israel's apostasy (2:8). Hence the "days of the

baals" are visited" (2:13); and their names, taken out of

Israel's mouth (2:17). The more the prophets rebuked its

sin, the more the people persevered in sacrificing "through

baal," that is, in accordance with the king's institution

(11:2). Ephraim offended and died "through baal," through

the king's offense (13:1). Ephraim offended "through

baal" long before Baal worship became the national religion,

and died long after it had been extirpated. But Ephraim

offended when Jeroboam "made Israel to sin," and died be

cause it "departed not from the sins of Jeroboam." Hosea

views the kings as the prime cause of Israel's fall (5:1;

8:4). Israel is chastened for their crimes until their very

names will fade out of its memory (2:17).

The discourse now returns to the subject of restoration

to depict the results which will ensue the resolution "I will

return to my first husband." As of old she is led into the

wilderness, to reawaken the memories of youth (2:14).

There, in the wilderness, Jehovah wooes her back; and

when, as in the time of her first love, she joyfully responds

to Him, He will restore to her the promised land (2:15).

The consequence is a state of perfect bliss. The physi

ognomy of that state is distinguished by a truce of nature

and a truce of nations. Peace and secure rest are vouchsafed

to the people. It will enjoy rest from beasts and men. God

imposes on the beasts, which may prove destructive, a regu

lation which they must observe (2:18). But as Jehovah

forbids the beasts to inflict injury, so also He wards off

from Israel the attacks of men. War will have an end in

the land. God Himself shatters the implements of war,

and casts them out of the land (2:18).

This outer harmony has its inner ground in the reciprocal
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love relationship between God and Israel (2:19). The new

relation shall not be merely an outward one; it shall no

longer remain one sided; it will be reciprocal and perm

anent. In immovable fidelity will God join His people to

Himself, and this fidelity will be mutual. God will again

call Israel His people, and "Israel, with full knowledge of

what it says, will invoke Jehovah as its God (2:23).

The restoration of Israel is followed by a state of uni

versal harmony which is in contrast with the present, when

disorders of various kinds appear in the economy of nature,

and dissonances mar the state of society. Here one thing

demands another. Fruits demand sap from the ground, the

ground rain from heaven, the heaven clouds from

God. So, finally, the asking and the sighing of all

creation turns upward to the God of life. When the cove

nant is in fruition, blessing streams upon all. His goodness

makes one creature answer the demand of another, and then

no need remains unsatisfied (2:21-22).

In the concluding paragraph of the discourse the same

emblem reappears, but with a fresh application, for which

the antecedent section prepared the way. "Go, love further

a woman, lover of evil and an adulteress, even as Jehovah

loves the sons of Israel, though they be turners to other

gods and lovers of raisin cakes" (3:1). In the first emblem

the objects symbolized by the mother and her children, at

first carefully distinguished, tended to coalesce after the

children failed to remonstrate with their parent. In this

second emblem the distinction has vanished. What at first

appeared as distinct objects have now amalgamated and be

come one indivisible whole. The sons of Israel are no

longer the victims of a system. They themselves are the

system. "It shall be, like people, like priest: when I visit
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upon them their ways, and return to them their doings"

(4:9). The cause directly responsible for this state of things

appears in the counts of the indictment "turners to other

gods and lovers of raisin cakes." The first item requires

no comment. It refers to the acceptance of the golden

calves as the national deity. The raisin cake was the por

tion dealt out by David to all the people on "the occasion

of transporting the ark to Zion (2 la. 6:19). It was the

token of the king's pleasure in the people for their devo

tion to the service of God. When Jeroboam inaugurated

the worship of the calves he probably imitated the original

inaugural ceremony in this particular as he did in others.

The psychological reason which made the introduction of

idolatry in Israel so easy is thus laid bare. The people

courted man's favor. To please the king was thought a

matter of greater consequence than obedience to God. This

also accounts for the tenacity with which the people clung

to the "sins of Jeroboam."

The "lover of evil" is now placed in detention where she

can have no intercourse with her paramours. The detention

serves a twofold object: to cure her from idolatry, and to

wean her away from the "other man," viz., the king, who

was the cause of her downfall. But even in confinement

she is "for Him." This fact is attested by a singular pro

cedure; "So I dig her for fifteen pieces of silver, and an

homer of barley, and a letech of barley." *The price paid

is the price of a slave (Ex. 21:32; Zee. 11:12). It was a

custom in Israel at the time of release, if a slave professed

love for his master, to dig his ear as a token that thence-

*One homer equals 10 ephahs (Ezk. 45:11); one letech equals

y2 a homer equals 5 ephahs. The price of an ephah of barley

was 1 shekel (.0. Ki. 7:1-18). Hosea paid 30 shekels, half in

money and half in barley.
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forward he belonged to his master forever. God, in mar

velous condescension, marks as His very own a nation open

ly professing allegiance to "other lords."

The chastisement corresponds exactly with the sin. As

the disease was caused by infatuation with a vicious national

system, so the cure consists in complete denationalization.

The sons of Israel are to abide many days without king and

without prince, the heads of civil government; without sac

rifice and garrison, viz., religious and military organiza

tion. The ephod and teraphim were media employed in

seeking guidance and searching into the future (see at

4:12). The ephod, the shoulder dress of the high priest, to

which the Urim and Thummim were attached, was the

medium through which God communicated His will to the

people, and was resorted to to ascertain the mind of God

(Isa. 23:9; 30:7). It was imitated in idolatrous worship

(Judg. 17:5; 18:5). The teraphim were tablets used in

ancestral worship, and were supposed to bring "good luck."

The worship of Jehovah and also the worship of idols would

be taken away, along with civil government.

This emblem, like the preceding, looks beyond the putting

away to a restoration, which was not indicated in the symbol,

but which flows from the affirmation of a love that is unin

fluenced by evil (3:1). The return to Jehovah is connected

with invoking David their king, for just as the revolt of

the ten tribes from the house of David was merely the sequel

and effect of their apostasy from God, and was openly de

clared in the setting up of the calves, there can be no true

return to God without a return to David their king, God's

definite choice for the throne of Israel. When the Israelites

return to Jehovah, they invoke two things: His fear and His

goodness. His fear is His protection. They invoke the pro-
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tecting compassion which He withheld (1:6). Thus God is

called the fear of Isaac (Gen.. 31:42-53), viz., His pro

tector, who instilled fear into the patriarch's enemies. His

goodness is the goodness manifested in His gifts which He

took away (2:5-9). Compare Jer. 31:12, where the "good

ness of the Lord" is explained as consisting in the same

gifts mentioned here—corn, new wine, oil, etc.

The emblem prophecy strikes deep into the divine pur

pose. It goes deep into the foundation of things and ex

plores God's strange ways. What we have here is a master

ly dissertation on law and promise. Hosea sees the scope

of these contrasted revelations reflected in the marriage in

stitution. Accordingly, he presents Israel's relation to God

under both law and promise under that figure (2:2, 19).

Scripture views marriage in two separate aspects: the legal

and the primal. Divorce is a distinctively legal institution,

a -concession to hardness foreign to the primal arrange

ment (Matt. 19:8), which contemplates it as a divinely ef

fected indissoluble union (Matt. 19:5-6). The covenant

relationship of Israel under law eventuates in divorce. But,

underlying and antedating the legal enactment, is the primal

inviolable promise, in virtue of which Israel is to be re

ceived into an indissoluble covenant relation. Hosea resolves

the seeming contradiction between law and promise by dis

tinguishing between process and purpose. God's purpose

for Israel, founded on immutable promise, is irrevocable.

Nothing can induce God to change His mind or reverse the

decree that has gone out of His mouth. "The gifts and call

ing of God are without repentance." God's process with

Israel, founded on conditional promise,_is temporary and

educative. The law is but the means to an end. It does

not invalidate the promise, but is subsidiary to and pro-
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motes its fulfilment. Despite its austere aspect and un-

amiable character, it is nevertheless a minister of blessing.

When Israel's first love to her God is again revived at

the time of her trial in the wilderness, she will call Him her

Consort, not her Baal (2:16). "My Consort," expresses

devotion as heartfelt as it is unreserved; it excludes all

dalliance with the many "lords" of former days, and im

plies a bliss such as the law could not give. Under law

God was seen at a distance, through intermediaries, and

under the aspect of authority rather than love. This fact

was reflected in the marriage relation, which emphasized the

absolute dependence of the woman on the man. Under

promise it is a close, intimate and tender bond, exercised

in reciprocal love. It is not like the legal bond, tied merely

by custom, without regard to individual assent; but rests on

a mutual choice, determined by sympathy of disposition.

Hosea not merely saw that in virtue of God's inviolable

promise Israel will yet be called to life, he was also granted

a profound insight into the hidden glory of its future rela

tion. To him, that unfathomable mercy appeared the deep

est fact of God's ways; the blissful love communion between

Jehovah and Israel, adorned in bridal beauty and wholly

and solely devoted to Him, appeared the ultimate aim of

those ways.

Such is the glorious "afterward" awaiting Israel beyond

the "many days" of exile.

V. G.
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THE CHRIST OF GOD

Forth came He from the dazzling fields of light,

Creation's glorious Firstborn, Heir of all

The worlds that by His word commenced their course.

Irradiant morning stars together sang,

And seraph throngs with swiftness sped to seal

His slightest wish. Fair image of the great

Invisible, peerless in grace and truth,

He stands alone, the lovely One of God's

Great universe. Titles, rare, illustrious,.

Illume His brow, yet there's a fragrant name

To be acclaimed in ages yet unrolled,

The name of Jesus, Saviour of the world.

And so Christ came, exultant in God's will,

The truth incarnate 'mid the haunts of men.

With gentle step and sympathetic touch,

He graced the shores of lowly Galilee.

In fevered cot and opulent abode

His presence shed an influence deep, divine.

The powers of evil trembled at His word;

While life and death awaited His command.

More wonderful than miracles, His trust

Sublime, His rare, abiding faith in God.

Oft' in the eventide He stood alone,

And no one crept anear the lonely One^

To whisper words of sympathy or thanks.

He prayed alone in Olivet's dark aisles,

And seraphs heard with hush of folded wing,

The intercession of the Christ of God.

Thro' cities proud, and villages obscure,

Messiah moved, with mind serenely set.
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Heart, head, and hand, divinely harmonized

In sweet compassion's tender ministry.

Thro' cypress vales of dark Gethsemane,

The Saviour went with thoughts of love unvoiced

To human ear. 'Twas God alone that heard

And sent His angel near to strengthen Him.

Then evil footsteps marred the hush of night,

And Judas came with kiss of dark intent.

To Pilate's judgment hall the rabble surged,

Preferred Barabbas, and condemned the Christ

Of God. But He, unmoved and fearless, stood,

The Lamb of God, the Saviour of the world.

The darkness deepened, Calvary's brow was rent,

While He, the Prince of Life, oblation gave

To death—a priceless gift, the gem of peace.

And now the last great cry ascends beyond

The pall, beyond the demon's triumph brief;

For, lo, the grave was not a charnel house

To Him, the Lord of Lords, and King of Kings.

He rose therefrom in matchless majesty,

And passed with power to grace the throne of God.

Enthroned, He waits the fateful hour decreed

By God, when the long silence of the years

Shall break with sound of Heaven's heraldry;

And He who was despised on earth shall ride

To glorious victory, and a reign of peace.

E'en then His triumph's incomplete, for He

Shall reign till love environs all in God.

What greatness His, the regal Christ of God!

What tenderness and pity infinite,

That He should leave the heights of majesty

To learn obedience in the paths of pain!

'Tis thus the love of God enfolds the world,

And brings to all the glory of His grace.

How truly, then, we'll crown Him Lord of all,

And revel in His name—the Christ of God.

William Mealand.



THE TEACHING OF THE TYPES

Beginning with the laver of the tabernacle (Ex. 30:17A21),

let us compare it with the sea and the ten lavers of Solo

mon's temple (1 Kings 1:23-39); and also with the river

of Ezekiel (ch. 47:1-12). The progress of its typical teach

ing during the ages will then be discovered to our view. If

we then connect each type with its proper antitype, the dis-

pensational setting of each will be clear; and we shall be in

a position to apprehend the truth which is present with us

now.

THE TABERNACLE OF MOSES

When Jehovah tabernacled among His people He made

provision for their approach; for though He did indeed

dwell in their midst, it was behind thick curtains and a veil

(Ex. 25:27). In the court of the tabernacle, right in the

way between the gate and the door, stood two vessels: the

brazen altar and the brazen laver (Ex. 40:29-34).

The laver is not included in the description of the taber

nacle and its vessels (Ex. 25:28). After all has been

described in minutest detail, after the atonement money has

been provided for (Ex. 30:11-16), then the laver is added

and set in its prominent place, intercepting every priest who

would draw nigh to Jehovah (Ex. 30:17-21).

And even then, its description is most meagre: no dimen

sions, no shape, nothing to define its proportions. This is

notable indeed where all else, with painful exactitude, fol

lowed the pattern shown to Moses on the mount.
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What was it for? "To wash withal" (Ex. 40:30). How

simple and beautiful a picture, of the cleansing necessary

for communion with God!

Moses bathed Aaron and his sons, thus fitting them for

the presence of a holy God (Ex. 29:4). Such a cleansed

condition speaks of nearness and communion, which is life.

So we see that the laver was a "laver of regeneration"

(Titus 3:5). The initiatory washing of the priest led to a

new life of nearness to Jehovah.

But why was the laver left out of the description of the

vessels of the tabernacle? Why such seeming indifference

as to its shape? Does not this proclaim, with no uncertain

sound, that it forms no integral part of the completed struc

ture, but was added for the time being because of the tab

ernacle's *own imperfection? If it was laid on them only

"until the era of rectification" (Heb. 9:10), we can see why

no importance attaches to its form or dimensions.

But is there any other evidence as to its transitory nature ?

THE TEMPLE OF SOLOMON

The temple of Solomon, which replaced the tabernacle,

had no laver between the altar and the house. In its stead

we see the brazen sea at one side of the court and the ten

lavers, five on each side of the house (1 Kings 7:23-39; 2

Chron. 4:2-6).

The brazen sea is never called a laver. It stood upon

twelve oxen (1 Kings 7:25; 2 Chron. 4:2-4), speaking of

service. The altar before the house has grown to such

proportions that it alone fills the court in front of the house,

the sea being placed to the left of the porch. The sig

nificance of these radical changes will come before us again.

The ten lavers were used to wash the offerings. Though

permanently stationed on each side of the house, they were

set on bases, each having four brazen wheels (1 Kings

7:30). As the wheels have no other use we may call them
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tongues, for they tell us once more that the'layers are only

"until the era of rectification."

THE TEMPLE OF EZEKIEL

But again, let us make sure of our conclusions, and look

at Ezekiel's temple. What place has the truth of the laver

there?

We can hardly expect to find the single laver of the tab

ernacle, for that has already been taken out of the midst.

If we look on each side of the house for the ten lavers

of the temple, surely enough, they are gone: they have been

wheeled away!

If we look on the right shoulder of the house. eastward

over against the south (Ezek. 47:1), where the brazen sea

stood, that too is gone. But in its place, issuing from under

the threshold of the house, flows the river of living water,

which removes the curse and brings abundant life and fruit-

fulness (Ezek. 47:8, 9).

Here is water indeed! Not a small laver full; not two

thousand baths, the limit of the brazen sea; but a flowing,

living river, deepening as it flows (Ezek. 47:3-5).

Thus we have pictured for us in the courts of God the

metamorphosis of the laver, or rather of the truth which it

inaugurates, for the laver itself and the ten lavers disap

pear, and are all alike finally lost in the river of living

water.

THE ANTITYPES

The tabernacle with its various ordinances was a type of

that which was to come. The temple of Solomon likewise

spoke of a future glory to be realized, when He, who is

greater than Solomon, shall inaugurate His reign of peace.

Ezekiel's temple—still future—will be standing in that

Millennial day. It, too, will be a type, not indeeH of the

Day of Jehovah in which it stands, but of the succeeding
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one, the Day of God (2 Peter 3:12) in which the curse will

be no more, and a new creation will proclaim that the era

of rectification has come.

Types which bring before us such widely different

thoughts must picture to us widely different antitypes. It

is exceedingly important that we obtain God's mind as to

the teaching of the type; and it is no less imperative that

we connect each type with the antitype which is proper to it.

THE TABERNACLE PERIOD

The tabernacle stood from Sinai to Solomon. The epistle

to the Hebrews deals with the realities which the tabernacle

and its ritual prefigured. In it God's Son is set forth as

the Antitype of Moses (Heb. 3:2-6) and of Aaron (Heb.

5:4), and of Joshua (Heb. 4:8). The Hebrews are in the

wilderness. One worthy of more glory than Moses is their

Leader. He is about to bring them into God's rest, which

Joshua failed to do. His priesthood far transcends Aaron's,

for it is founded upon better promises and is untransferable.

The first covenant given at Sinai fades before the second

(Heb. 8:7-13).

The tabernacle itself is briefly summarized in the ninth

chapter, followed by this significant statement (Heb. 9:9):

"Which is a parable for the present period" (instead of

"the time then present," as in the Authorized Version. See

the Revised rendering). In the eleventh chapter the cloud

of witnesses mentioned by name goes no further than the

tabernacle days. Mount Sinai of the twelfth chapter, and

the "camp" of chapter thirteen, all bring before us truths

connected with the tabernacle.

The days of the temple are not in view in this, epistle.

Now the epistle to the Hebrews was manifestly written

to those who are the subjects of Divine blessing (Heb. 2:3,

4; 6:5) as recorded in the book of Acts. We therefore read

of the ruins of the tabernacle of David as a present reality

among them (Ac. 15:16).
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Christ is the true Antitype of the tabernacle. Until His

glorious appearing, access into Jehovah's presence must be

by means of the antitype of the tabernacle ritual, so far as

that nation is concerned. [For the moment it will greatly

aid us in understanding these types to dismiss from our

minds the ministry of the apostle Paul to the nations in

which we are given the truth for the present economy.]

John's baptism

But before the true Tabernacle was manifested came

John, baptizing in Jordan. What, in the type, is a picture

of this?

Christ was that Prophet like unto Moses (Deut. 18:

15-19), who came to deliver His people from bondage (Acts

7:20-39). Israel in Egypt corresponds to Israel under law,

and the Lord came to lead them out into that good land He

had prepared for them. But, like Israel of old, they tarried

in the wilderness. How sadly true is the type in every way!

Tens of thousands of them "believed," but they were "all

zealous of the law" (Acts 21:20). They were not well-

pleasing to God, and were strewn along the wilderness* (1

Cor. 10:5).

The introduction to the wilderness was by baptism. They

.all baptized themselves to Moses in the cloud and in the

sea. This severed them from Egypt and united them to

Moses. And so, when John began to preach the kingdom

of the heavens, he too baptized them unto the true Moses,

the Lord Jesus (Matt. 3:6).

If a mother were to take her seven boys, who had been

playing in the dirt all day, and wash the faces and hands

of three of them, she would thus divide them into two com

panies. The clean ones would be "sanctified." She would

be apt to call them "my" boys, in contrast to those who

were not clean. And, besides this, the clean boys would

have a common bond, which would distinguish them from
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the unwashed ones, making them a unit. So it was both in

Egypt and in the ministry of John the Baptist and our

Lord. When the people "baptized themselves to Moses in

the cloud and in the sea/' they not only were separated from

the Egyptians, but were identified with Moses.

All the prophets and the law prophesied until John: then

the kingdom of the heavens began to be preached. But

John did not baptize in his own name. He was not the

Prophet who was to come. "John baptizes with the baptism

of repentance, saying to the people that they should believe

on Him who is coming after Him, that is, on Jesus. Now

when they [i.e., the people] hear this, they are baptized in

the name of the Lord Jesus" (Acts 19:4-5).

What then did John's baptism signify ?

First, it was a confession: they needed to be washed, or

ceremonially cleansed. They confessed their sins (Matt.

3:6).

It was unto repentance, the prime requisite for Israel's

blessing. The nation had become a byword and a hissing;

they were scattered over all the earth; the nations ruled

over them (Deut. 28:37, 43, 48. 1 Kings 8:46, 49).

The curses which were written in the law of Moses visited

them in their disobedience. So then, in Deut. 30:1-5, we

read: "And it shall come to pass when all these things are

come upon thee, the blessing and the curse, which I have set

before thee, and thou shalt call them to mind among all the

nations, whither the Lord thy God hath driven thee, and

shalt return unto the Lord thy God, and shalt obey His

voice according to all that I command thee this day, thou

and thy sons, with all thine heart and with all thy soul; that

then the Lord thy God will turn thy captivity and have com

passion upon thee, and will return and gather thee from all

the peoples whither the Lord thy God hath scattered thee.

If any of thine be driven out unto the outmost parts of

heaven, from thence will the Lord thy God gather thee, and
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from thence will He fetch thee: and the Lord thy God will

bring thee into the land which thy fathers possessed, and

thou shalt possess it; and He will do thee good, and multiply

thee above thy fathers."

Since the days when Moses consecrated Aaron and his

sons (Ex. 29:4. Lev. 8:6), all baptism was performed by

the person baptized. The priest washed himself at the

laver (Ex. 40:31*). The defiled clothes were to be washed

by the man himself (Lev. 11:40). Naaman dipped or bap

tized himself in Jordan (2 Kings 5:14).

But, when John came, he did the baptizing (Matt. 3:6).

So they called him "the Baptist." By his baptism, those

who received it not only became a separate company, but

were identified with the Coming One, and thus became a

unit.

John came in the spirit and power of Elijah to prepare

the way of the Lord (Matt. 11:14. Luke 1:17). And this

is why the Lord underwent John's baptism (Matt. 3:13).

He needed no cleansing. No defilement was there to be re

moved. But as Moses was with the sons of Israel in the

cloud and in the sea, so He also identified Himself with

those who had been baptized unto His name. And here, too,

is emphasized the two grand methods of baptism which the

cloud and the sea set forth. Here, too, there is a cloud, and

its significance is clearly seen; for, through it comes the

Dove, that Divine Spirit which is the true cleanser, sancti-

fier, and giver of abundant life (Matt. 3:16).

We pause to grieve over the fearful hypocrisy which

reigned in the nation in those times. John himself saw how

superficial many of those were who came to his baptism. In

his bold and fearless way he denounces them, saying, "O

progeny of vipers, who intimates to you to flee from the corn^

ing indignation"? (Matt. 3:7). Repentance and baptism

in name and form were not enough. Suitable fruit must be

produced to prove its reality (Matt. 3:8). The One to
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Whom they had been baptized could not be deceived. He

would not baptize with water, but by His baptism there

would be a severing of the real and the unreal. Those would

receive the baptism of holy spirit, but such as these the

baptism of fire (Matt. 3:11).

BAPTISM AND THE KINGDOM

Repentance is always connected with baptism when ad

ministered to the sons of Israel (Acts 2:38). The words

of Moses, in Deuteronomy, are the long lost key to the

right understanding of this much-abused word. Before Je

hovah can bless His people Israel in the land they must

turn to Him. And, to prove the sincerity of their repent

ance, they must also bring forth its proper fruits. None

of them will ever enjoy that earthly kingdom except they

enter through this door. But, for the other nations, God

opened another door—the door of faith (Acts 15:9; 14-27),

Baptism was the outward seal of repentance during

John's ministry, and that of the Lord Himself while on

earth. - The Lord Himself never baptized with or in water,

but left that to His disciples (John 4:2).

The oneness of those thus baptized, and their separation

from the rest, is seen when there arose a question between

John's disciples and the Jews about purification (John 3:25).

They go to John, and tell him of the Lord, how He (or His

disciples) baptize, and all come to Him. John's disciples

were Jews; but now they are distinguished from other Jews.

This incident shows, too, how the ministry of John merged

into the Lord's, and how John's disciples formed the nucleus

of the Lord's followers. These, while one with the Jews

by the fleshly rite of circumcision, were separated from

them by the fleshly rite of baptism.

The same ministry is continued by Peter on the day of

Pentecost. The kingdom had been proclaimed by John and

the Lord, Israel refused it, and murdered the Lord's
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Anointed. But now, in resurrection. He is proclaimed to

them again as David's Son, whom God had raised up to sit

on David's throne (Acts 2:23, 29, 31). But, before the

day of the Lord could come manifestly, God's hand must

be displayed in judgment. Prophet after prophet had

spoken of the opening of that terrible day. More awful

than the judgments that delivered them from Egypt was

to be the portion of His enemies (Acts 2:20. Joel 2:1-11.

Amos. 5:18-20. Zephaniah. Dan. 12:1. Isa. 66:15;

2:11-12).

How then were they, who were guilty of that sin of sins,

the murder of God's Anointed—how could they escape

them ? "Repent, and be baptized each of you in the name

of Jesus Christ for the pardon of your sins, and you shall

be obtaining the gratuity of the holy spirit; for the promise

is to you and to your children, and to all those afar, as many

as the Lord our God should call. And with more words

and different, he certified, and entreated them, saying, 'Be

saved from this crooked generation!' " (Acts 2:38-40).

He had shown how that generation was going on to the

terrible judgments which would usher in-the Day of the

Lord. To be saved from these judgments was the end he

desired for them. In order to be saved it was necessary for

them to repent. Nor this alone; but they must also be bap

tized. A priest (in the type of this period, the tabernacle)

might have said: "The waters of the laver have no intrinsic

value, I will not wash in it." But he would have been re

minded of Jehovah's word "that he die not" (Ex. 30:20).

So also none of His people Israel will enter into that king

dom except by the way of repentance and baptism. This is

the key to that strange word in Peter's epistle (who writes

to the diaspora, or dispersion, who are in the wilderness

and are about to enter the kingdom, and who are surrounded

by the fiery trial he spoke of in his Pentecostal sermon) :

"A representation of baptism, which is now saving you (not
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the putting away the filth of the flesh, but the inquiry of

a good conscience toward God) by the resurrection of Jesus

Christ" (1 Pet. 3:21). Baptism will be the entrance into

the Ark of Safety in that day, whose tempestuous judgments

will so much resemble the waters of Noah (Isa. 54:9. Matt.

24:37-39).

Two notable results of John's baptism have been noticed.

(1) It separated its subjects from the nation as a whole,

and (2) it formed them into a separate company.

These two thoughts continue to be seen both in our Lord's

ministry and that of the twelve, as recorded in the book of

Acts. When the proselyte Cornelius had received the gift

of holy spirit, and thus given evidence that God had ac

knowledged him, Peter could say, "Who should forbid water,

that these should not be baptized?" (Acts 10:44-48).

Why should not these men of the nations become one with

the baptized company at Jerusalem, since God had sealed

them? Not even all of those who had been baptized in

water had received the gift of holy spirit. In Samaria they

were baptized, but holy spirit had fallen upon none of them

(Acts 8:15-17). Simon Magus would have bought the right

to impart this spirit with money. If, then, those who had

not even received these gifts should be identified with the

saints at Jerusalem, and be delivered from the indignation

about to be poured upon that nation and the whole earth,

why should not these men of the nations be baptized who

had received the gift, even as the apostles themselves at the

first? (Acts 11:15, 17).

So God comes in and forms a new ground of unity which

supersedes (and rules in a sense) that of baptism in water,

though both continued together for a time. •

Remarkable as was the fact that John baptized his dis

ciples (instead of exhorting them to do it themselves as

under the law), still more remarkable is the fact that, after

this manner had become so thoroughly established, Saul
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should be told to baptize hinuself* (Acts 22:16). Had he

been baptized like the rest, then he would have been iden

tified with the company at Jerusalem, just as the Samari

tans and Cornelius had been. His self-baptism is but one

of a variety of symptoms which afterward developed into

a clear and definite line of cleavage between him and Jeru

salem, and his ministry and that of the twelve.

As his ministries will come before us at length later on,

we will not pursue them further now.

Now we know that the temple and its service speaks of

the time when our Lord, like Solomon, will sit upon His

glorious throne and rule in peace (2 Sam. 7: 12-16). It

is a type of the millennial age. But the tabernacle pre

ceded the temple. It stood during David's reign. The

Lord would not suffer David to build Him a house (2 Sam.

7:5-13). (1 Chron. 17:4). But now the tabernacle of David

is fallen, as the prophet Amos foretold.

But after Israel has been sifted among the nations, and

the sinners have died by the sword (Amos 9:9), then will

the tabernacle of David be built again (Acts 15:16). From

this we gather, not that the tabernacle itself (as an earthly

material structure), but the truth which it represents, the

economy which it typifies, will continue until Israel comes

into that good land promised to their fathers, and even

after this, so long as the Lord, like David, deals in judg

ment. This is the latter boundary of the antitype. Until

then the laver holds its* place midway between the altar

and the throne. So long will the word go forth—"Repent

and be baptized for the pardon of your sins" (Acts 2:38).

While the tabernacle stood no one dared approach Him

unless first he be cleansed at the laver. So, in Israel, when

the kingdom of God began to be preached by John, and

was continued by the Lord and by Peter, and by the twelve

*Baptisai, 2 pers. Sing. Indefinite, Imperative Middle, as is also shown
in the next statement, "and wash away thy sins." The indicative,
ebaptisato, is used of Naaman who "dipped himself" in Jordan. (2 Ki. 5:14).
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at Pentecost, and as it will again be preached at the time

of the end, all the way, until the Greater than Solomon is

peacefully reigning on His throne, baptism in water will

stand right in the midst of the way of approach.

All this is clear; but why a change?

The absolute need of cleansing denotes a state of dis

tance from God. But a cleansed condition speaks of near

ness and fellowship. So it was that the laver was "a laver

of regeneration" (Titus 3:5. Exodus 29:4). The initia

tory washing of the priest was the new birth that intro

duced him to a life of nearness to Jehovah.

As the sacrifices were continually repeated because of

their imperfection (Heb. 10:2), so also the washing was

continually repeated, adding nothing to the meaning of the

type.

In that glorious day when all Israel shall be saved, then

all will have been born from above; all will have been

cleansed at the "laver of regeneration." The whole nation

will have been initiated into the priesthood. Hence there

is no longer any need for the laver in this aspect. They

all will be near (Rom. 11: 26. John 3:3. Ex. 19:6. 1

Pet. 2:9. Rev. 1:6).

Solomon's temple

Thus, in the temple of Solomon, the laver is taken out

of the midst of the way of approach (1 Kings 7:23-39).

In its stead is "the great sea" mounted upon oxen, and

the ten lavers on either side of the house.

The great sea speaks of the abundant blessing and con

sequent holiness which will be the portion of Israel in that

day. They will no longer be exhorted to "repent and be

baptized," for all will be regenerate. All that is needed is

to maintain them in holiness in their priestly service for

the nations.

The nations will approach through them. Solomon's

temple was "a house of prayer for all nations." It was
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but a feeble type of that grand time when all the nations

will approach through Israel (Is. 66:23). These sustain

no such relation to Jehovah as Israel: hence for them there

are lavers. In that glorious kingdom will be brought to

pass the command of the King: "All authority is given

unto Me in heaven and on earth; go ye, then, disciple all

nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the holy spirit, teaching them to keep all

things whatsoever I have instructed you; and lo, I am with

you all the days, till the conclusion of the eon" (Matt.

28:18, 20).

EZEKIEl/s TEMPLE

- During the day of Jehovah, the temple described by the

prophet Ezekiel will be built in the holy oblation (Ezek.

40-42; 45:1, 7). In many respects it is a counterpart of

Solomon's temple. It speaks of a day beyond even the

day in which it stands. The day of Jehovah is character

ized by the number seven. In Ezekiel's temple the unit

of measure is one-seventh longer than in Solomon's, speak

ing of the eighth day, or day of God. Seven speaks of

completion. Eight speaks of a new beginning. In the day

of God all things will be new. There will be a new creation.

Among the notable changes in Ezekiel's temple as com

pared with Solomon's we are most interested in the fate of

the ten lavers and the brazen sea. The lavers were on

wheels, and, as we have already seen, they are gone; they

have been wheeled away. And why? In Rev. 21:3 we

read, "And I hear a loud voice out of the throne saying:

'Lo! God's tabernacle is with mankind, and he will be tab

ernacling with them, and they will be His peoples, and

God Himself will be with them. And He will be brush

ing away every tear from their eyes. And death will be

no more, nor mourning, nor clamor, nor misery; they will

be no more, since the former things passed away.' "

And He Who is sitting on the throne said: "hoi I am
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making all new!" And He is saying, "Write, since these

sayings are faithful and true." And He said to me: "I

have become the A and the Z, the Origin and the Consum

mation. To him who is thirsting I shall be giving gratuit

ously from the water of the spring of life."

The lavers entirely disappear, for there will be no sin

to cleanse (Ezek. 47:1). The priestly ministry of Israel

for the nations is no longer needed. Israel no longer needs

to cleanse the sacrifices of the nations, for two reasons:

the sacrifices no longer need cleansing, and the nations no

longer need the intervention of priests. They, themselves,

are clean, and can draw nigh to offer for themselves. What

need then for the ten lavers ?

The brazen sea has its blessed counterpart. In its place,

on the right shoulder of the house, is the river of life,

which flows forth and destroys the curse. It proceeds out

of the throne of God, an ever deepening stream, bringing

life and fruitfulness wherever it goes (Rev. 22:1-3). Where

there is abundant life there is no need for regeneration.

Where there is holiness no cleansing is needed. No, not

even a sea; for His servants shall serve Him. There will

be no more doom. God Himself shall dwell with men. He

will impose no carnal ordinances between Himself and man

kind. The era of rectification has come (Rev. 21:3).

Thus have we traced, in the courts of God, the way of

approach to Him. For His own great name's sake He put

barriers between Himself and mankind. But by Christ

He will yet break all the barriers down; and, by Him,

bring man back to Himself.

The very existence of a tabernacle or a temple, or even

Ezekiel's glorious house, is proof positive of a distant God.

So in the new earth there is no temple, but God Himself

comes out into the open (Rev. 21:22). Means of approach

seem to speak of nearness: but they really proclaim es

trangement. As we approach perfection they are all done

away.



THE STORY OF ELDER TSUI

(Pronounced T'sway)

By the September of 1900, the aspect of affairs had so

changed that Christians were receiving indemnity for their

losses and sufferings; there being no Protestant missionary

or church in the Tsehchow Prefecture, the Roman Catholics

had complete charge of this business; the Protestants con

sisted of two church members baptized elsewhere, and three

enquirers, of whom Mr. T'sui was one. This brought him

in touch with the R. Cs., and through them he received a

small recompense from the Chinese government in the way

of grain. A rumor got abroad that Mr. Ernest Taylor of the

C. I. M., who had reached Luan Fu, 70 miles to the north,

was coming down to Tsehchow^ but he did not come; the

magistrate, however, had given public notice to the people

that, if he came, he was to be received by the people in a

kneeling posture as he passed by, in token of penitence.

Shortly after this, two German missionaries of the name

of Witt and Wohlleber, member of the China Inland Mis

sion, arrived at Luan Fu, to take over the work there. This

station had been opened by Mr. C. T. Studd and me in 1888.

Mr. T'sui determined to go there and visit them, taking with

him a certain Mr. Tien. On arriving, he saw Mr. Witt. At

that time Mr. T'sui was still taking opium, and he also had

an abscess on his leg, which made traveling both painful

and very slow. Mr. Witt asked him where he was from, and,

on learning he was from Tsehchow Fu, 70 miles off, asked

him how long he had taken to come? The reply was, "four
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or five days." Have you a Bible? "No! It was burnt dur

ing the Boxer troubles." "What books have you read?"

T'sui replied, "I have read Pilgrim's Progress; but it, to

gether with my hymn book and other Christian books, have

all been burnt." Mr. Witt permitted him to stay the night,

though, at first he doubted his story; this was a trial to Mr.

T'sui, but he was greatly comforted by the remark of a na

tive Christian, a Mr. Yang, who had been brought to the

Lord years ago as a result of my preaching on the streets,

"Don't fear, brother, just keep trusting in the Lord; Jesus

knows your matters." The next day, Mr. T'sui went to call

on another Mr. Yang. This man was one of the two church

members in Tsehchow Fu mentioned above; but in those

troublous times he had, alas! joined the R. C's.; his craft

was wood-engraving, which he had formerly carried on at

the provincial capital, Taiyuan Fu, where he first heard the

gospel, and had been received into fellowship in the Baptist

Church. They both went to see a certain Mr. Chin, who

was in charge of the Gospel Hall in the city; while there, a

renegade of the name of Kwoh came along and asked Mr.

Yang to take Mr. T'sui to see the priests; he refused to do

so and, after this man had gone, Mr. Yang warned Mr. T'sui

against going, saying he could get no real good there. Mr.

T'sui's fellow-companion, Mr. T'ien^ was keen to go up to

the provincial capital, and urged him to go with him; for

this, Mr. T'sui had no inclination, and while in this uncer

tain state of mind, having returned to his inn, another R.

C. named Wang came along, and asked him to open a medi

cine shop, dispensary and small opium refuge with him

at Hu-Kwan, ten miles from Hu-an; to this Mr. T'sui

agreed.
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THE KEY—CHRIST

"The Unveiling of Jesus Christ"—such is the divine

title to this scroll. And a divine title it surely is, for it sug

gests both the contents and character of the prophecy

which it commences. This is not a revelation merely of

things to come, but it is an unveiling of a person. And the

title of this person—Christ—is the key to the method by

which this unveiling proceeds. Indeed, the scroll is but an

expansion and an unfolding of its opening words.

If we compare this with the man-made title, "The Reve

lation of St. John, the Divine," how weak and foolish the

human addition seems! It undoubtedly was revealed

through the beloved disciple, but John never sanctioned

such an epithet as "Divine" after his name. 'Twere better

to call him "Boanerges," a Son of Thunder, in this con

nection, if we must presume to add to this book in spite

of the solemn curse on the one who does it. Let us brush

this all aside. It is not merely a revelation through John,

it is an unveiling of Jesus Christ.

The title, Christ, is the key to the understanding of this

prophecy. With this as a clue the book is transformed

from a rambling record of unrelated events to a clear and

comprehensive account on His unveiling. Its characters

no longer move in a mist of uncertainty; its occurrences are

no longer a series of confused happenings, but each scene

keeps its appointed position, each character its proper

place in the program, according to God's purpose.

We are accustomed to restrict this title to our Lord. Our
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versions never apply it to any other person. But it is well

for us to apprehend that this is not a proper name, which

belongs to Him alone, but a title which He shares with

others, even though He, in this, as in all else, has the pre

eminence. Just as there are many masters, but He is the

Master, or Lord, so, too, there were many christs, or

anointed ones, though He is the Anointed One, called, in

Hebrew, the Messiah, in Greek the Christ, in English the

Anointed. Hence it is that we read of Him (Ps. 45:6-7;

Heb. 1:8-9):

"Thy throne, O God, is for the eon of the eons:

The scepter of Thy kingdom is a scepter of rectitude;

Thou lovest righteousness and hatest lawlessness:

Therefore, God, Thy God, anoints Thee with the oil of exul

tation above Thy partners."

When Jehovah first planted His tabernacle in the midst

of His people Israel He gave directions for the compound

ing of the holy anointing oil (Ex. 30:23). It was com

posed of olive oil with myrrh and cinnamon, calamus and

cassia, fit symbol of the spirit of Jehovah which supplied

the qualifications needed to fill the office of priest or king,

or prophet. It was freely used in sanctifying the taber

nacle and Aaron and his sons and all the priests who came

after them. With it Samuel anointed Saul to be the leader

in Israel and David to be their king. Indeed, David was

thrice anointed, first in the hidden obscurity of-his home

in Bethlehem (1 Sam. 16:13), then by the men of Judah

in Hebron (2 Sam. 2:4), and, seven years and six months

later, over all Israel (2 Sam. 5:3). In this he is a perfect

picture of his greater Son, who was anointed by God long

before His people acknowledge His claim to the throne.

The only prophet of whose anointing we have any record

is Elisha, who received a double portion of Elijah's spirit

when he was parted from him in a chariot of fire.

Before entering on His earthly ministry, the proclama-
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tion of the Kingdom of the Heavens, our Lord was anointed

as He came out from John's baptism, by the spirit of God

descending, not in symbolic oil, but in the likeness of a

dove (Mt. 8:17), and by the declaration of the Father:

"This is My beloved Son, in Whom I delight." Doubtless

He refers to this when He commences His ministry in the

synagogue at Nazareth. He opened the scroll of the

prophet Isaiah, and read the passage (Isa. 61:1), where it

is written:

"The spirit of the Lord is upon me,

On account of which He anoints me to preach the evangel to

the poor;

He has commissioned me to proclaim a pardon to the captives,

To make the blind to see,

To commission those who have been oppressed with a

pardon,

To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord (Lu. 4:18-19).

Here we have His anointing to the office of Prophet. Like

the men of God of the ancient time, He goes about among

the apostate nation to bring them to repentance. Here, too,

He is anointed King, yet, like David, He would not press

His claim to the throne until the people wanted Him. In

stead, they stirred up Herod and Pilate against Him (Acts

4:27). Yet, like David in the cave of Adullam, a few,

such as Peter, are led to acknowledge, "Thou art the

Christ, the Son of the living God." After His resurrection

many more acknowledge His anointing, fulfilling the type

of David's exaltation to the throne of Judah. But, like

David, seven years must still elapse before He is crowned

King of all Israel. These seven years are fully detailed

in this unveiling.

Of old, three classes were anointed with the holy anoint

ing oil—prophets, and kings, and priests. Christ was

anointed with holy spirit and power (Ac. 10:38) and fulfills

all these functions. He is the prophet like Moses. He is
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the promised Son of David. He is a priest after the order

of Melchisedec.

In this prophecy Christ is unveiled in these three charac

ters in succession. First, He is presented as Prophet to

the ecclesias in the synagogue, then He is seen in the

center of the throne, preparing to assert His regal claims,

then the temple is in view and His priestly prerogatives are

pressed.

Then comes the climax, or turning point, of the prophecy,

when the new creation is ushered upon the scene. Then

He appears in the same characters again, but in reverse

order. Priesthood is first. No temple, indeed, is seen, but

He Himself is the Temple of the New Jerusalem. Then

the throne appears and His reign extends to the limit of

the eonian times. Finally He is a Prophet once again, in

the midst of the ecclesias, as we saw Him at the beginning

of the scroll.

This beautiful method of unfolding truth is often em

ployed in the Scriptures. The epistle to the Ephesians is

a perfect example of this plan, which is called, in Greek,

an epanodos, or, in English, a reversion.

Let us note how beautifully this method is carried out in

the introduction and conclusion of this book. We begin

with the swift unveiling of Jestis Christ and end with His

swift coming. Is this not most impressive? How better

could the Divine Author force upon us the most important

point of all? That is, the great truth that God has not

deserted this earth to itself as most people think, but that

when the right time comes the Lord will come swiftly and

Christ will be unveiled speedily.

Notice, now, the point of second importance, the blessing

and the curse, one at the opening and the other at the close.

In the light of this how dare any one tamper with this

prophecy? How can anyone insist that there is no bless

ing in it? It is our happy portion to repudiate everything
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that man has sought to add to it (especially the false title),

and to claim the happy lot of those who read or hear this

scroll and endeavor to conform our ways to the truth it

unfolds. In this unveiling two separate sections of the

prophecy are devoted to each of His glories, one in the day

of Jehovah and one in the day of God. He appears first in

the character of a Prophet to His own people in the syna

gogues. Here we see no throne, nor does He perform any

act of worship. He is God's spokesman to the apostate

people of His choice. Neither rule nor ritual, but righteous

ness is His theme. He exposes and rebukes and exhorts

and promises. These are not the functions of a priest;

nor are they the commands of a king. It is of more im

portance than we dream to know the character in which

He presents Himself in this and succeeding sections. How

much stress He lays upon the manner of His manifestation

may be seen when, in each of the letters to the seven ec-

clesias, He repeats some appropriate part of His appear

ance to meet their special need. The fact that He moves

among the lampstands somewhat after the manner of the

priests in the tabernacle is no reason for making Him a

priest in this section, for Moses, the prophet, had access

into the holy place, as well as his brother,, Aaron, and his

sons.

The body of the book, as is shown in the literary frame

work accompanying the notes in the Concordant Version

(the translation which we will follow throughout), is filled

by the Throne and Temple sections. The first is political in

its scope. The latter is religious. Such a division as this

may often be noted in the Hebrew Scriptures. Kings and

Chronicles, so-called, treat of much the same matter, but

one from the human, the other from the divine side. The

Minor Prophets are, half of them, political in aim, and half

are religious in their object. So that such a division is

nothing new, but well known and the natural sequence of

God's dealings in the past.
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In the first section, as the Prophet like Moses, He speaks

to His own people, Israel. Now, however, He associates

them with Himself in the kingdom and temple service. Not

only is He a royal Priest, but they are a regal priesthood;

Let us go back to the birth of the nation and see what

part Jehovah wished them to play in the earth's affairs.

They were rid of the bondage of Egypt. They camped

beside Mount Sinai. And Moses went up unto God and

Jehovah called unto him out of the mountain, saying, "Thus

shalt thou say to the house of Jacob, and tell the sons of

Israel: 'Ye have seen what I did unto the Egyptians, and

how I bear you on vulture's wings, and brought you unto

Myself. Now, therefore, if you will obey My voice, indeed,

and keep My covenant, then ye shall be a peculiar treasure

unto Me above all people: for all the earth is Mine; and

ye shall be unto Me a kingdom of priests and a holy na

tion' " (Ex. 19:3-6).

This is God's program for the people He had redeemed

and brought to Himself. Not for their own sakes merely

had He broken the bonds and brought them back to Him.

He wished to have all His creatures blessed and they were

the chosen channel. He needed a mediatorial nation to

bridge the gulf between Him and mankind. The two as

pects of this mediation are presented in the two characters

which they were to fill. As kings they were to rule the

other nations for God: as priests they were to bring them

to God. As kings they execute God's will; as priests they

lead in His worship. God's primal purpose for them has

never been fulfilled. They did not obey, hence they never

yet have been a kingdom of priests or a holy nation. As

the scroll before us unfolds, we will find that He has ways

and means to prepare them for these great functions. After

the judgments have purged them, then they are ready to

fulfill the purpose for which they were originally caltad.

As priests, they live and reign with Christ the thousand

years.
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The political section opens with the most magnificent

scene which has ever been opened to mortal gaze. The

throne of the divine majesty is seen, upon the cherubim.

Surrounding it are twenty-four thrones filled by the highest

dignitaries of the celestial realms. About all these are

thousands upon thousands of messengers. And, in its ever

widening reach, the vision includes the entire creation. The

grandeur of the scene fades before the momentous question

brought before them. The action is sublime in its sim

plicity. A sealed scroll, symbol of a lost allotment, lies upon

the hand of the Enthroned. The redemption of earth's

sovereignty from the hands of God's enemies is involved in

the opening of the scroll with its seven seals. The lists

are open to all. The cry goes forth: "Who is able to open

the scroll ?" And no one was found in all the universe who

was able to break the seals!

Today the world is full of those who think themselves

able to redeem mankind. The peace conference, which is

about to convene as this is being written, is hailed as the

great opportunity of the ages to redeem the world from

autocracy. Democracy is to be the great deliverer. Give

the nations the right to rule themselves and no other re

demption will be needed! Form a League of Nations and

war will cease from the earth! But alas! for all these

schemes! They all ignore the fact that no one is able. No

man, no ruler, no messenger, not even the enthroned elders,

are able to so much as look at the scroll. How then is the

great task to be accomplished? Amidst all the vast con

course there is One who is the subject of this unveiling.

And is He not unveiled here ? In the center of the mes

sengers and of the seniors and of the very throne itself

appears a little Lamb as though slain. His weakness and

death has made Him able! As the lion of Judah's tribe,

He will open the seals and redeem by power what He has

already redeemed by blood.
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The storm of earth's political redemption is unfolded

as each successive seal is snapped. Providential judg

ments, war, famine, pestilence, follow each other in quick

succession. The seventh seal is expanded into seven trum- .

pets when the providential judgments give place to direct

inflictions. The seventh trumpet carries the section to its

climax. The kingdoms of this world become the kingdom

of our Lord and His Christ and it will last for the eons

of the eons. Amen!

Referring to the framework, it will be seen that there

is a threefold action in this section. There are three pre

paratory visions. The first prepares for the seals. The

second for the trumpets. The third is followed by the

seven thunders. Before the war-trumpets sound the alarm

Jehovah takes steps to shield His own from the fury of

His indignation. The one hundred and forty-four thou

sand and the vast crowd, both from the nation of His

choice, both candidates for the coming kingdom, are pre

served from the terrible visitations of the trumpets.

The temple section covers the same period of time and

engages us with the same characters as the political sec

tion, but they are viewed from an entirely different angle.

The one hundred and forty-four thousand are seen once

more. The great conqueror reappears under the figure of

a horn of the wild beast.

But the temple section, far more than the preceding one,

engages us with the nation of Israel, both faithful and

apostate. The action is twofold. First, when the temple

is opened, the ark of the covenant is in view, which de

mands the redemption of Israel. Later, after this has

been accomplished, the law is exposed, which demands the

destruction of the apostates. This is accomplished by the

pouring out of the seven bowls.

It will be of great help to us, when we come to study

the closing chapters of this scroll, to consider them under
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the same subjects as the preceding part. The temple and

the throne come before us again. It is especially profitable

to note that the standpoint of the apostle in his closing

message to the ecclesias is not that of the distant future

on the new earth, but the same as obtains in the earlier

section of the scroll.

When once the mind grasps the three great themes of the

book connected with the synagogues, with the throne, and

with the temple, it is easy to get a grasp of the whole

prophecy and its various parts. Once this is learned the

way is open to enter and enjoy the further unfolding with

profit and pleasure.

A. E. K.
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Our little magazine has always been supported by its

loving friends. It is a question whether the subscription

price has ever paid its expenses. This is more than ever

true today, as the cost of producing it has risen to over two

hundred and twenty-five per cent, of what it was a few years

ago. Our friends have stood by us loyally or else we could

not have survived. Lately an added burden has been laid

upon us and our English subscribers by the heavy charge for

money orders and the fall in the rate of exchange.

In an earnest endeavor to merit the trust committed to us,

we shall use every possible effort to reduce the cost of our

publications and to avoid the ruinous exchange rates. Hence

we suggest that English subscribers send their remittances

to our financial agent, Mr. Alexander Thompson, Murray

Place, Corstorphine, Scotland.

Many have suggested that we raise our subscription rate

and the price of our publications. This has been done in

the case of "The Mystery of the Gospel," which is now 75c

in paper covers and $1.50 in cloth. We hesitate to charge

more for the magazine, as those who would gladly pay have

doubtless already donated, and those who are unable to pay

would be discouraged.

Be sure to notify us as early as possible of any change in

your address.
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THE PLACE OF EPHESIANS

Having perceived the unparalleled importance of Paul's

epistles for the present period, it will pay us to pursue our

studies of the opening words of each of his epistles.

The most vital and interesting of all is found in the

foreword to the so-called epistle to the Ephesians/ We

will continue to call it "Ephesians" because of custom and

convenience and because it is almost a certainty that it was

sent to Ephesus. But we are practically certain that it

was a circular letter addressed to all the believers in

Christ Jesus, and that the introduction has been spoiled by

the addition of the words "in Ephesus."

This was done so soon that the evidence for its removal

is largely derived from sources earlier than our best manu

scripts. So much depends on this reading that we shall

present some of the facts and reasons which lead us to

leave out "in Ephesus" and thus read the epistle as ad

dressed "to all the saints who believing also in Christ

Jesus."

The best manuscript we have, Vaticanus, was originally

written without "in Ephesus." It was added in the margin.

This manuscript was written with great care, and it is not

easy to see how the words "in Ephesus" would be left out

by accident.

The next best text, Sinaiticus, was also written without

"in Ephesus," which was inserted by a later corrector. So

that both of the best manuscripts we have were originally

written without these words.
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The early and almost universal tradition that it was

sent to the Ephesians does not seem to have been based

on the text itself, for Marcion gave this epistle the title

"To the Laodicenes." He could hardly have done this un

less he found the epistle without the words "in Ephesus"

as part of the text.

No man, in the early centuries, made as thorough a study

of the text of Scripture as Origen. Living in the early part

of the third century, he was already examining manuscripts,

and classified readings as occurring "in most MSS.," or

"in the oldest MSS." He does not seem to have had any

evidence for "in Ephesus," and his interpretation of the

words "which are" are criticized by a later writer, when

the sentence had become meaningless because the special

force of the title "Christ Jesus" had been lost.

Basil, a writer of the fourth century, consulted the

texts of his day and reported that the older manuscripts

omitted "in Ephesus," while the later ones included it.

This is especially interesting, in view of the fact that the

two oldest manuscripts we have were written about the time

he conducted his investigation. They were both originally

without the words, which were added later to conform with

the trend of the times.

It seems beyond any reasonable doubt, then, that, as

originally written, the words "in Ephesus" were not a part

of the text. Some have proposed the theory that copies

were made for many places, and that one of these, which

was sent to Ephesus, contained these words. Another,

sent to Laodicea, was addressed to the Laodiceans, and so

for each copy that was made. But this does not agree with

Origen's rendering of the passage, and would certainly

have called for some remark by a writer early enough to

have seen or heard of such copies.

Besides the difficulty which the interpolation is supposed

to solve is aggravated rather than removed. The real ob-
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jection to the true reading lies in the fact that it is not

addressed to all saints, but only to those who believe in

Christ Jesus. The insertion of "in Ephesus" does not de

lete this limitation but localizes it. Not all the saints in

Ephesus, but only those believing in Christ Jesus, are in

view. The addition only robs the distinction between all

saints and those who believe in Christ Jesus of its clear

ness.

We may congratulate ourselves and rejoice that we have

so far recovered primitive truth that we can receive and

appreciate the original reading. For those who have never

exulted in the title of His present glory, "Christ Jesus,"

as contrasted with "Jesus Christ" the badge of His hu

miliation, the passage lacks all point and purpose. But

once that distinction is realized it becomes the key to un

lock the truth of the present secret economy.

We conclude then that the passage should read, "to all

the saints who are believing also in Christ Jesus." We

deduce from this that it was not written to the saints of

the circumcision who knew Him only as Jesus Christ, re

jected on earth, whose glory awaits the era of His un

veiling. It was not meant to include those to whom He

brews was addressed, or James, Peter, John, or Jude. It

was confined to those to whom Paul had ministered, directly

or indirectly, whether by word of mouth, or by his epistles.

Thus we open the door, long since shut and barred and

bolted, which opens into the treasuries of present truth.

Ephesians is the charter of the church, the foundation of its

faith. It is a systematic treatise on the doctrine for today.

It is to be taken fully and without reservations or restric

tions. All of Paul's epistles apply to the present, but all

others contain personal or local allusions, which we can

take only in a secondary sense. The prison epistles are

especially in point, but even Philippians and Colossians

contain matters of local or temporal application.
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All of Paul's epistles are involved in the Ephesian epistle.

The accompanying prison epistles, Philippians and Colos-

sians, are not revelations of fresh truth, but corrective com

mentaries based upon Ephesian truth. The other epistles

are included and modified by its teaching. The Promise

Epistles, written to the Thessalonians, are distinctly in

cluded in present truth by the reference to those who have

a prior expectation (Eph. 1:12), the one expectation (4:4)

and the helmet, the hope of salvation (6:17).

The Preparatory Epistles, Romans, Corinthians and Ga-

latians, are included by the fact that we have become joint

participants of the evangel which Paul had preached (3:6),

which is fully expounded in this group of epistles. The

reference to righteousness (6:14) and the evangel of peace

(6:15) are pointed references to Paul's previous ministry.

Thus we may take all of Paul's writings as our present

guide, with due deference to the transcendent and ruling

revelation contained in Paul's epistle to the Ephesians.

A. E. K.
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We trust that the truths to which we testify in this little

magazine are of God and we rely on His blessing and

guidance in their promulgation. The expressions of intense

joy and satisfaction which reach us from many of our

readers have aroused in us a great desire to spread the

knowledge of His glorious grace with a much freer hand

and in a wider sphere. Along with this comes the added

wish to do it in a more scriptural way and to lean more

heavily on God and less on man.

We hesitate, however, to do anything revolutionary with

out the advice and cooperation of our friends, for all who

know His truth are our fellow laborers. It has been the

privilege of the editors and contributors of this magazine to

do so gratuitously. They have acted on the divine prin

ciple "You got gratuitously: gratuitously give." Not that

they ignore the personal gifts which have been sent by

loving friends or their right to live of the gospel. Paul did

not press this claim, and as it helps the truth in these

avaricious days to be without a price tag, we glory in our

privilege and hope to be able to continue our service un

influenced by the warping effect of wealth or patronage,, yet

sustained by God, even if it be by a raven.

More than this, we wish our friends to consider carefully

and prayerfully a revolutionary change in the business

affairs of the magazine. In short, we would like to send it
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free of cost to all who really wish it, leaving the question

of a contribution entirely to their own consciences before

God.

This will create the true scriptural condition "that there

may be an equality" (2 Gor. 8:14) and lift the whole work

above the sordid atmosphere which shrouds the world today.

Those who cannot pay will not lack and those who have

abundance will supply their want.

From the standpoint of the publisher, there is a great

relief. Every subscription he accepts amounts to a con

tract to deliver goods in the future for which he has no

present funds and which cost him more than the selling

price. If some., who think we are making money out of

peddling God's truth, would try to conduct a business along

these lines for a short period, they would soon appreciate

our position. So that, in the past, we have already been

dependent on unsolicited gifts as God sends them and the

change would not be as great as at first appears.

There are some disadvantages. Postage will be higher

for second-class rates are not granted to publications with

out a definite subscription price. The world looks upon

every such periodical as a scheme to make money. It can

not understand a gratuitous gift. A few may take undue

advantage. But can we not leave that to burden their

consciences before God? Some, because one article in the

magazine do.es not agree with their conception of truth, will

refuse to support it further forgetting that none of it is

perfect, and that, if everyone acted in this way all testimony

of this kind would soon vanish. Remember, nothing is put

in the magazine with a view to attracting support. If we

sought to please you, then we would seek to do the same

with others, also. The result would be what we see all
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around us: God's truth wrested to suit human misappre

hension.

Much more might be said, but we prefer to lay this

before our readers. Perhaps the main benefit will be a

much more rapid spread of the truth. We would send to

all those who, in the judgment of our readers, would appre

ciate it. We would need to print many more copies.

No change will be made during the present volume. If

we are encouraged in this step it may be inaugurated with

volume twelve.

In the first number of this volume we referred briefly to a

book entitled "Letters to a Missionary." These were

written by R. F. Johnston, C. M. G., tutor of the Manchu

ex-Emperor Hsiian Jung, to Stanley P. Smith of the Tseh-

chowfu Mission. We are in receipt of "Reply Letters" by

S. P. Smith, being eight letters, principally on Christianity

and Its Doctrines, the Bible, the Atonement, Heathen Reli

gions, the Super-natural, Free Thought, etc. We trust they

will have a wide circulation, especially amongst those who

have read "Letters to a Missionary." It may be secured

from the Author, Tsehchowfu, via Tsinghwachen, Honan,

China, for fifteen cents. After April, 1920, he should be

addressed care of Dr. A. C. Stanley Smith, 108 St. Peter's

St., S. Croydon, England, as he hopes to be in England for

some time on furlough.

The next few issues of the magazine may be even later

than usual, notwithstanding our efforts to get back to

schedule.
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Our friends and fellow helpers on the Version will be over

joyed to know of its progress in every way. The orders

have surpassed all expectations. A special edition, without

notes, will be issued as soon as arrangements can be made

and a thorough revision is completed. Though the work

will be temporarily delayed by the enlarged outlook, the

indications are that its future progress will be twice as fast

as we dared to hope. Even the financial prospects look

bright beyond the present crisis occasioned by the necessity

of a large and unexpected outlay. We feel certain^ however,

that all that we spend now will bear fruit a hundred-fold

in the future.

To the dear saints who have been praying for the work,

we would say, Pause in your prayers and petitions for a

season of thanksgiving to God, Who has so signally and

graciously given us a token of His favor and approval.

Special prayer, however, is desired that the work may con

tinue faithfully in His fear, and for His sustaining strength

in this most arduous task.

A plan has been worked out and approved by a number

of responsible brethren whereby the work can be very mate

rially aided by its friends without the actual expenditure of

a single cent. All that is necessary is to deposit the funds

in your own name in a bank we will designate until such

time as they will be needed. Then we will pay both prin

cipal and interest before using it in the work. It is an

exceptional opportunity which may soon pass away. Details

on application to those who wish to avail themselves of this

remarkable plan.
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The Assyrian Campaigns

Hosea's opening discourse is a dark picture of apostasy

. encircled in a golden frame of promise. A far-reaching

crisis intervenes between promise and consummation. It

is declared with unmistakable definiteness, that Israel will

first be dissolved in the crucible of judgment, and then,

redeemed therefrom, fulfil its true destiny. Instead of

perfecting the then present legal system, he announces

inflexibly its approaching end, which after long denational

ization will be followed by a regeneration, the making of

a new covenant.

In the central section of Hosea, which is the subject of

the present study, the sombre colors predominate. The

impending doom -fills the foreground, the promise of sal

vation forms merely the bright fringe of the judgment

cloud then ascending. The names of the prophet's children

indicated the successive disasters that were to overtake

the Northern Kingdom and wipe it out of existence, with

out specifying in what way, or by what means, the disasters

would be brought about. The successive blows to which

Ephraim succumbed are the focal points of the central

section. The long-drawn-out process of uprooting Israel

is here traced from inception to completion.

The scene unfolding itself before us is a great "conten

tion" in which Jehovah and Israel are the opposing parties

(4:1). When the defection of the mother was discovered

and the children were urged to contend with her, none of

the sons of Israel responded to the call. Indeed, they
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would not suffer any one to espouse the cause of God

(4:4). Jehovah finds His champion among the aliens.

The Assyrian steps into the breach and takes up the side

of God. Accordingly, he wears a title indicative of his

official capacity as God's representative in the contention

—"King Contender" (5:13; 6:10).

From the time that Jehovah "began to cut off Israel"

the Assyrian assumes a peculiar relation in respect to the.

Northern Kingdom. He becomes the medium through

which both divine compassion and indignation are shown

to Ephraim. Since their secession from the house of David,

God never dealt with Ephraim directly, as He did with

Judah. When the showing of mercy was in order, the

Assyrian acted the part of Israel's "savior." This is the

role in which he appears in Ephraim's struggle with Syria.

When Jehoahaz invoked Jehovah's aid against the Syrians,

Shalmaneser II appeared on the scene as Israel's deliverer.

In the battle of Karkar (854) he defeated the Syrians,

and by diverting their forces, secured respite for Jehoahaz.

Shalmaneser II next defeated Syria in three successive

campaigns (849, 846, 842). These are the "three times"

that Joash smote the Syrians (2 Ki. 13:19). Taking ad

vantage of the enfeebled state of Syria consequent on the

Assyrian victories, Joash recovered the cities which the

Syrians had captured from his father (2 Ki. 13:25). In

839-8, the accession year of Jeroboam II, Shalmaneser once

more inflicted a defeat on Syria, and Jeroboam, taking ad

vantage of the ensuing demoralization of his foe, restored

the original border of the Northern Kingdom (2 Ki. 14:25).

The part played by Assyria in this showing of God's mercy

to Israel is unmistakably established by linking the restora

tion of Israel's border with Jonah's ministry (2 Ki. 14:25).

The book of Jonah reveals the secret both of Israel's
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waning power and Assyria's rising strength. The truant

prophet exemplified the religious conceit of his nation—a

conceit that openly defied God's will while professing His

name. Assyria, on the other hand, laying no claim to the

knowledge of the true God actually reverenced His name

and obeyed His word.

When the time arrived for God's attitude to assume the

garb of active enmity (1:6), the role of the Assyrian is

correspondingly altered. He appears on the scene as the

"rod of Jehovah's anger," sent against the "profane na

tion" with the charge to tread down the people of his

wrath (Isa. 10:6). This is the capacity in which the

Assyrian figures throughout the central part of Hosea (chh.

4:1-13:8). This lengthy section portrays the contest of

Israel with the power of Assyria. The place of promi

nence is accorded to the successive Assyrian invasions—the

great campaigns of Pul, Tiglath-Pileser and Shamaneser

IV—which obliterated the kingdom of the ten tribes. In

tervening paragraphs picture the internal conditions in

Israel in the interim between the invasions. A prelude

shows how deep-seated the evil is; the entire national life

is corroded by it, so that the political nationality must be

broken utterly to pieces. A postlude reviews the history

of the nation from the exodus to the captivity.

The subjoined literary framework of chapters 4:1-13:8 is

designed to assist the student in mastering this seemingly

intricate part of the work.

4:1-5:7. Prelude: The Guilt of Samaria.

5:8-15. Campaign of Pul.

6:1-7:16. Interim: Repentance and Reinstatement.

8:1-9:17. Campaign of Tiglath-Pileser.

10:1-4. Interim: Diplomatic Duplicity.

10:5-15. Campaign of Shalmaneser.

11:1-13:8. Postlude: The Fall of Samaria (Divine Reflec

tions).
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The Prelude is a formal indictment of the rulers and in

habitants of the land (4:1-5:7). The address was appar

ently delivered one month before Pul's invasion (5:7).

The paragraph divisions are only faintly marked, but the

main charge stands out with great clearness: Israel has

forgotten Jehovah's law (4:6). The effects of this de

parture from the law are written in large characters. Civil

and ecclesiastical authorities are reeking with crime, and

society wades knee-deep in a cesspool of infamy. The

national religion is of a hybrid type. The worship of the

high places is worship of Jehovah, under symbols of the

calves, but the sacred rites are being saturated with the

sensual rites of the nature worship of the idolatries round

about. The kings are the chief criminals. They are taxed

with having alienated the people from God (4:18; 5:1, 2, 7).

Judah, which will be scorched by the judgment (5:5), is

urged to keep at a distance and not dally with the corrupt

worship of the sister kingdom, which is about to be given

up by God (4:15, 17).

The first judgment is now ushered in (5:8-15). In strict

accordance with the law, the first invasion, that of Pul, is

preceeded by the sounding of an alarm heralding the on

coming evil (5:8). The force of the impact is terriffic. The

blow is staggering: Ephraim is overthrown, broken in

judgment (5:11). Ephraim's efforts to placate Assyria

are unavailing; for as the lioness is behind her cub which

is learning the art of prey, so God is back of the blows

struck by the Assyrian. It is really He that tears Israel

in pieces (5:14). Still the overthrow of Ephraim is not

final. It is a rude shock designed to awaken the dormant

conscience of a careless nation. God will wait for affliction

to do its work (5:15).

Accordingly, the next section opens with Ephraim speak-
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ing in tones of penitence (6:1-8). But, how trust such

transitory penitence? Israel is hopelessly defiled, and

there is no evidence of thorough-going amendment. With

the slightest relenting in the divine severity corruption

appears in its full heat. This fact is elaborated in the

imagery of the oven (7:4-7), which rests on the idea that

when once the oven is heated to its full heat the baker may

leave it all night; it will do its work unattended. So cor

ruption in Ephraim has reached the point where it will do

its deadly work of itself. Ephraim hurries from one al

liance to another before the first is fully formed. Signs

of decay are visible, but Ephraim will not see them. Or,

if he sees, he goes to the wrong source for healing—"they

return—not on high" (7:16).

This temporary overthrow of the Ephramite kingdom,

which according to chapter 1:4 was directed against the

dynasty of Jehu, covers the period bounded by the two

campaigns of Pul to the west. The first occurred in the

last year of Jeroboam II and resulted in the establishment

of Assyrian dominance. The second took place at, or

shortly after, the accession of Menahem when, on receipt

of tribute, Pul withdrew, allowing the native kings to re

sume the reins of government (2 Kings 15:19). We are

now in a position to understand the point and force of the

statement "In two days we shall live; in the third day we

shall be established, and shall live before him" (6:2). The

"two days" are the Palestinian expeditions of Pul. The

receiving of the Israelitish kingdom' actually took place

"after two days of invasion"; when the third day dawned,

viz., at the third invasion, Ephraim was already reestab

lished as an independent kingdom. But an evanescent re

pentance could only postpone the disaster.

The second trumpet is blown (8:1). The "enemy"—
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Tiglath-Pileser—forthwith comes swooping upon Israel

like a vulture. Perseverance in the two national crimes—

revolt against the house of David and departure from

Jehovah—was responsible for the disaster. "They have

ignored my covenant, and transgressed against my law.

. . . Israel has cast off good: the enemy shall pursue

him: they have made kings, but not from ine; unmade

thenv, and I knew it not. Out of their silver and gold they

(the kings) made themselves idols, that they may be cut

off. He has cast off thy calf, O Samaria! Mine anger

is roused against them." "Israel has cast off good. ...

they have made kings, etc." This passage is akin to

Isa. 8:6-7, "forasmuch as this people have refused the

waters of Shiloah that go softly, and rejoice in Rezin and

Remaliah's son, therefore Adonai bringeth upon them

the king of Assyria." Both prophets look upon

the Assyrian invasion as a punishment for revolting against

the house of David. In following its kings Israel has

acted like an obstinate beast that has shaken off guidance.

Samaria never recovered from the blow struck by Tiglath-

Pileser. A string of sententious sayings picture the hope

lessness of the situation. The reserves of hope are suc

cessively frustrated. No stock: if there be stock, no fruit:

if there be fruit, it shall be for aliens (8:7). They have

spent in buying the favor of the nations all that makes

them worth bidding for (8:8). The scattering of their

bribes makes them feel the pinch of contracted resources

(8:10). Their root is dried up (9:16). Their doom is

sealed. God has cast them off, and they shall become wan

derers among the nations (9:17). The echo of a praying

voice affords the only relief in this fearfully gloomy out

look. "Give them, O Jehovah!—what will thou give them?—

a bereaved womb and dry breasts" (9:14). The prophet
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sets out to invoke a blessing. A brief pause reveals him

undecided what is best to ask for his people. A momen

tary reflection suggests that the greatest blessing for Israel

under the circumstances would be no more children to

suffer in the judgment.

A short paragraph pictures the condition of Ephraim in

the brief interim between the invasion of Tiglath-Pileser

and Shalmaneser (10:1-4). Tiglath-Pileser devasted a

large section of the land and carried part of the population

to Assyria (1 Chr. 5:26). In consequence of the denuded

and depopulated condition of the land Israel is compared

to an "empty vine." The extremity of the situation made

the people desperate. But desperation begotten of sin led

to more sin. "And the king of Assyria found conspiracy

in Hoshea; for he had sent messengers to So, king of

Egypt, and offered no tribute to the king of Assyria, as he

had done year and year" (2 Kings 17:4). Their treaties

with the nations are so much perjury against Jehovah

(10:8). This duplicity makes matters worse and only ag

gravates the storm ready to burst against them. The

despair that creeps over the people is already openly

expressed among the crowds. "No king f^r us, for we

feared not Jehovah! and the king (the king of Assyria

against whom they have revolted after swearing fealty in

God's name)—what will he do to us" (10:3)?

The last stage in the drama is the campaign of Shal

maneser (10:5-15). It is the last chapter of Israel's history

realistically written. The stirring scenes of the final phase

of the struggle live before us. The air is filled with gloomy

forebodings. The capture of the king, the panic among

the people, the disgrace of the priesthood, the collapse of

the national sanctuary—the news of these disasters follow

ing one another in quick succession spread consternation
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among the people whose whole national life is of a piece

with the original scandal. The hosts of the nations sur

round the city. Ephraim's days are numbered. The

pleasant task of treading the corn is soon to be replaced

by the laborious task of drawing the plough (10:11).

Amid the din of battle and the tumult of the city the voice

of prophecy calls the people to repentance. "Sow to your

selves in righteousness; reap according to mercy" (10:12).

But the call falls on deaf ears. A people hardened in

transgression cannot suddenly break away from old habits.

Meanwhile the news of the fall of all the fortresses and

the massacre of the population of Beth-arbel is flashed

(10:14). A tumult breaks out among the people. The

invaders take advantage of the confusion to press the attack.

The city falls to the victorious Assyrians. The kingdom of

Israel has ceased—faded like a dream.

Hosea 10:14 is a bit of realistic information that ampli

fies the record of Samaria's fall in 2 Kings 17:4-6. The

events may thus be pieced together. At the news of Shal-

maneser's approach, Hoshea went out to meet him. At

Beth-arbel, in the territory of Issachar, he was defeated

by the Assyrians. The population of Beth-arbel was put

to the sword. Hoshea fell back on Samaria. The Assy

rians followed and invested the capital. Beth-el, the nation

al shrine, soon fell before the invaders and experienced the

fate of Beth-arbel. The collapse of the national shrine dis

heartened the people. Further resistance was impossible

and Samaria surrendered.

"Shalman," in Hosea 10:14, is the abbreviated form of

Shalmaneser, as documentary evidence shows. King Tul-

kuti-ninib, in a copy of a seal-inscription upon a clay tablet

of the time of Sennacherib, styles himself "son of Shal

maneser" (on the obverse), and "son of Shalman" (on the
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reverse). "Tulkuti-ninib, king of hosts, son of Shalmane-

ser, king of Assyria . , . " "Tulkuti-ninib, king of

hosts, son of Shalman, king of Assyria/' (Annals of the

Kings of Assyria, Vol. I, pp. 13-16; photos p. XXXVII.)

Therefore, in using both forms of the name the Hebrew

Scriptures have followed a practice common among the As

syrians. The "Shalman" of Hosea is not a fictitious "un

known," but a well-known historic figure—king Shal-

maneser of 2 Kings 17:3.

The Postlude (11:1-13:8) embodies the divine musings

over the sad ending of Ephraim's career. The divine

thoughts sway from tender reminiscences of Israel's youth

to longing anticipations of his return to filial obedience.

Israel's whole course has been a sorry record of backsliding.

God has experienced the disappointment of one watching

the first promise of spring change into rotten fruit. But

this disappointment is only temporary. This fact is em

phasized and illustrated by two references to the experience

of Jacob, the father of the tribes. The passages in ques

tion, Hosea 12:4-5 and 12:13-14, have been the despair of

expositors. As rendered in our versions, they are at var

iance with the facts as recorded in Genesis and out of

harmony with the context. This fact has led some exposi

tors to proclaim them spurious, or out of place.

We believe the passages in question to be parenthetic,

and that once the main drift of thought has been caught

and the outstanding features of the Genesis story kept in

mind, the passages give a satisfactory account of them

selves; and the theory of parenthesis explains the abrupt

introduction of the references, which all students note. We

must not allow stylistic difficulties to influence us to the

extent of tampering with historic records. The references

to Jacob occur in a broad forecast of God's dealings with
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the nation,, past and future. A parallel is instituted

between God's ways with the patriarch and the nation.

The one is introduced to illustrate the other. This makes

it certain that the events in question must be rendered in

harmony with the ancient records. The only hope of eluci

dating these passages of recognized difficulties lies in con

forming to the general trend of thought and strict adher

ence to the Genesis narrative.

Hosea 12:4-5 is a parenthesis. I am not meaning to sug

gest by this that it is a "gloss/' or that it has any less

authority as representative of the writer's thought than the

rest of the matter. All that is meant is that it can be

removed to a distance without interrupting the main flow

of the argument. The allusion has an indicated place in

the order of the thought, but the recognition of its supple

mentary character assists the mind to hold the train of

thought suspended while the subordinate matter is being

taken in. It is clear that the reference to Jacob can be

omitted without impairing the sense.

"The Lard has a contention with .Judah, to

visit Jacob according to his ways; according

to his dealings will he render to him [] there

fore return thou to thy God: observe mercy

and judgment, and expect thy God contin

ually."

But while the reference could be left out without weaken

ing the point and force of the argument, its omission would

greatly detract from its richness. The future is neces

sarily problematic, and the linking of it with the living

experience of a revered personage imparts to it zest and

interest. Hosea has been exhibiting the utter futility of

Ephraim's duplicity in the light of God's retributive jus

tice. A well-known episode in Jacob's life affords an

apposite illustration of the principle.
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"In the womb he supplanted his brother, and

in his manhood he departed from God; yea,

he departed from the angel and was exhausted:

there he (Jacob)wept , and He (God) is fa

vorable to him. He (God) finds him (Jacob)

at Bethel, and there He (God) speaks to us

(Israel). Jehovah, the God of hosts, Jehovah

(speaks to us) his memorial (the pillar which

Jacob set up in commemoration of the event)."

The patriarch's scheming was futile. He had to return

to God to get his blessing; and when he returned found

a ready welcome. Is the effect of his thrilling experience

lost on Jacob's-descendants? Will Judah fail to take it

to heart?

The second reference, Hosea 12:18-14, is likewise par

enthetic, and, like the first, could be omitted without dis

turbing the course of the argument.

"Is Gilead iniquity? they have become aim

less: at Gilgal they sacrifice bullocks; their

altars are as heaps in the furrows of the field

[] Ephraim has provoked most bitterly: there

fore he shall leave his blood upon him, and his

reproach shall his Lord return to him."

"And by a prophet Jehovah caused Israel

to rise to Egypt, and by a prophet he was

preserved."

The reference to Jacob is, however, pertinent to the

force of the argument. While Ephraim, like his ancestor,

is bent on having his own way, he lacks his virtue; for

whereas Ephraim mixes itself with the peoples, Jacob

endured exile and slavery rather than contract adulterous

alliances with the peoples of Canaan (12:13), Hosea goes

on to complete the recital: "And by a prophet Jehovah

caused Israel to rise to Egypt, etc." By a process of accom

modation, the current versions refer the passage to the

Exodus. But the prophet speaks of Israel the man, not

Israel the nation. Failure to see this renders the passage
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inexplicable and meaningless. The reference is not to the

Exodus under Moses, but to Jacob's going to Egypt. Hosea

writes in the spirit of Psalm 105:16-21. Joseph is the

prophet through whom Jacob and his sons were preserved in

Egypt during the great famine. Read in this light/the ref

erence fits well the special scope of this section and the

message of Hosea as a whole, that Israel is to be restored

after a long exile. Their captivity is not hopeless. Like

Jacob's going to Egypt, it is part of the divine plan for the

nation's preservation. The sojourn in Egypt was a mere

incident in the staging of the Exodus. As it was so shall it

be. Beyond the exile lies a glorious restoration. "I will

cause, thee yet again to dwell in tents, as in the days of

seasons." V. G.

V. G.
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THE EONS OF THE. EONS

The course of time, in the Scriptures, is divided into three

grand divisions: the eons or ages, the time before they

began, and the time after they have run their course. Almost

all of God's revelation is confined to the eons, yet it is of

the utmost value to know that they are not eternal in the

past nor everlasting in the future. They have definite

boundaries. We know nothing of the commencement of

time before the eons, nor of the end of the time after the

eons, but the eons themselves are marked by a definite

beginning and a predetermined end. Eternity, if we wish

to use a term not sanctioned by Scripture, might be loosely

applied to either the pre-eonian or the post-eonian times,

but can never be correctly coupled with any age or eon, or

with the whole course of the eons. Just as we are, at pres

ent, near the end or conclusion of an eon, so the time will

come when mankind will reach the consummation of all

the eons. Each one is a definite length of time and the

duration of all the eons is but the sum of the duration of

each one. Very little, indeed, is said of the times before

the eons. Paul, to whom alone the full scope of God's

revelation was disclosed, tells us of the times outside the

eons, just as he, too, enlarges the sphere of God's grace to

include the entire universe. In both space and time he

transcends the earth-bound eonian limits of previous un-

foldings and enlarges our vision to include heaven as well

as earth, and all time, of which the eons are but a paren

thesis. He tells us of God's promises given us before the

ednian times (Z Tim. 1:9, Titus 1:2). The translators of
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our Authorized version,, realizing the fact that their theology

would not allow them to render it "eternal" or "everlast

ing/* as they have done everywhere else except in Rom.

16:25, changed boldly to "before the world began/2 leaving

out the word times and substituting world for "eternal." The

Revisers, to their great credit, were consistent to the point

of absurdity. They render it "before times eternal/' an

impossible phrase, which, while it mars their work and

makes no sense, at least suggests to the discerning student

that "eternal" is not as ancient as has been supposed.

It is worth while to note in passing, the great value of

consistency in the translation of this passage. Judged by

every other standard, the old reading is much better. Yet

the absurdly consistent rendering is the one which transmits

the true thought, distorted though it be. One step further

in the same direction and the Revisers would have discovered

to our view the great doctrine of the eons. They should

have chosen some term which connects their eternal with

their oft-repeated margin for "ever." This we have tried

to do in the words "eon" and "eonian."

The conclusion of the eons is likewise involved inobscur-

ity in our versions. They suggest that this august event

has already occurred at the manifestation of Christ (Heb.

9:26). However the words may be translated, the argu

ment of the passage is clear. The high priest went in every

year with the blood, of others. Not so Christ. He sacri

ficed Himself once. There was no sacrifice on His part

from the disruption, when sin entered, until His manifesta

tion. Neither will there be any further otfering needed all

the way to the conclusion of the eons, when sin is put

away.

The single suffering of Christ suffices both for the past

and future, from sin's entrance to its exit, from the dis

ruption to the conclusion of the eons, when sin is put away.

There is a sense in which sin is "put away" potentially or

in the experience of the believer, but in the sense here indi-
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cated, as the antithesis of the disruption/it can refer only

to the actual removal of sin itself—which will occur at the

very time indicated, the conclusion of the eons.

° Having discovered that the eons are a definite division

of time, with a commencement and a conclusion, the way is

open to consider the eonian times themselves.

Five eons or ages are referred to in the Scriptures. These,

with the time before and the time after the eons, make seven

subdivisions of all time. To the student of numbers in Scrip

ture and in nature these figures are satisfactory and signi

ficant. The material sphere shows similar features. There

are three great divisions, subterranean, terrestrial and celes

tial. Both sound and light divide, first into three and then

into seven subdivisions. The number seven denotes com

pletion or perfection and should not be associated with the

eons, for they are the scene of sin and imperfection. It is

only their passing that procures perfection. They are well

characterized by the number five, the number of weakness

and work.

The five eons are separated from one another by the

four great physical and moral cataclysms which punctuate

the history of the human race and the earth which it inhab

its. These are: the disruption of Gen. 1:2, the deluge, the

judgment period of this unveiling, and the fiery ordeal

which ushers in the new heavens and the new earth. What

other events can compare with these for scope and inten

sity? These affect the physical and moral constitution of

the earth and its inhabitants to such an extent as to intro

duce a new and unprecedented state of affairs which con

stitutes a new eon or age.

As this Unveiling gives us an account of two of these

great crises which are still future it will help us to com

pare them with the corresponding catastrophes in the past.

The fiery cataclysm which transforms this earth into a new

one has its counterpart in the first disaster of which we

have any record. After the earth had been created perfect
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it became (not was) "waste and void." Without inquiring

into the meaning of these terms, it is enough to know that

Isaiah uses the same expression, and insists that it was not

so created (Isa. 45:18). It became so. The first earth was

swept away by water. So the present earth will be refined

by fire. The first was a physical regeneration. The last

will be a chemical recreation.

The j udgments which occupy the bulk of this Unveiling

have their counterpart in the deluge. As it was in the days

of Noah so will it be in the days of the Son of Man.

These four great crises in God's dealings with the earth

are the boundary stones between the iive eons or ages.

There was one eon before the cataclysm of the second verse

of Genesis. Another filled in the time until the deluge. The

present evil eon commenced then and will last until Christ

comes to claim His regal rights. Then comes the kingdom

eon which yields to the last grand eon when a new heaven

and a new earth usher in the day of God.

These iive eons are divided into two groups. The first

group comprises the first three eons. The second group

includes the last two, which are often called the eons of

the eons. The last one is once called the eon of the eons

(Heb. 1:8). We learn from this that the first three eons

are preparatory to the last two, which spring out of them.

The first three eons are in man's day and are most unsatis

factory when viewed by themselves. But when we con

sider them as the ground in which the seed which springs

up and blooms in the last two eons finds its r>\»ots, they take

on a new and more satisfactory character. The present

evil eon crucified the Lord of glory and thus proclaimed its

utter depravity, yet, at the same time, its very sin provided

the sacrifice on which repose all the blessings and glories

of the last two eons.

These two groups of eons are opposites. The first group

is full of human failure and culminates in the utter aliena

tion of the race from God. The second group is actively
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under the sovereignty of Christ anil He proves such a mag

nificent success that, at their close, the whole human race

is reconciled to God.

The Unveiling occupies the closing years of the evil eons

but covers the whole range of the eons of the eons. In

fact it carries us across the crisis from the eons of shame

into the eons of glory.

We cannot help expressing our deep regret that our trans

lators should ever have rendered eon by ever. In one place

they were forced to render it more correctly. Speaking of

a secret which God hid (Col. 1:26) they should, to be con

sistent, have had it "hid forever . . . but now is made

manifest to His saints." Only the evident absurdity of

their usual rendering kept them from using it here. But

is it npt just as ridiculous to ascribe glory and dominion

to God now, on the earth, when He has no hand in its gov

ernment and His name is blasphemed on every side? The

Scriptures ascribe honor and glorr to Him for the eons of

the eons—not in this present evil eon.

It is, if anything, even more to be deplored that the

Revisers, who had such an excellent opportunity to correct

this theological fraud, and who advertise their intention

to avoid this fault in their preface, did not render this word

by some consistent system, or at least allow of a uniform

marginal note. As it is they give the word "age" in the

margin in about half of its occurrences, but leave the other

half unnoted. The intelligent reader must infer from this

that the word "age" does not occur in the latter cases, and

is thus led astray.

It is no proof of devotion and loyalty to God to intrude

with the endlessness of God's glory where that is not the

point, and more especially when such a course eventually

leads to other distortions of the Scriptures which emphati

cally deny His grandest glory. To say that God will be

glorified on the earth does not deny His heavenly glories.

To ascribe honor to Him for the eons of the eons does not
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imply that He will be "dishonored after they have passed

by. On the contrary, to falsify this fine phrase by "for

ever and ever" makes impossible the ultimate reconciliation

of all the consummation after the eons of the eons have run

their courses. It thus denies that He will become All in

all. This is the honor and glory which does last for ever.

All others are transient and lead to it or are merged into it.

If we look back, He is the Creator of all. This is truth

absolute and we cannot allow any modification to mar it.

In the future He is the Reconciler of all. This, too, is truth

absolute and we dare not deny His desire or ability to accom

plish it. For this, creation was only the prelude. For this

the cross was endured. This is what Christ's resurrection

secured. This is the solution of the entrance of sin, the

answer to all the problems of the eons.

Let it then be distinctly noted that those who hold to the

ScrituraJ doctrine of the eons do not limit the life or glory

of God, but rather refuse the limitations which rob Him

of His greatest and grandest glory.

The last two eons are the only ones mentioned in this

Unveiling, and they are always joined together in all of

the fourteen occurrences. In fact the phrase "for the eons

of tne eons" occurs in every instance except one, and there

it is almost the same, for eons of eons" (Un. 14:11), the

article being omitted twice.

How much more satisfactory and full of meaning is the

opening doxology in the light of the doctrine of the eons!

"To Him who is loving us and looses us from our sins by

His blood and makes us a kingdom and priesthood to His

God and Father—to Him be glory and might for the eons

of the eons! Amen!" Once we see that it is the purpose

of this book to unveil His glories for these two eons the

aptness of the praise appeals to us. The kingdom and

priesthood spoken of are confined to these eons. In fact it

is* only in these that His glory and might are displayed.

Before these eons He was veiled in weakness and shame, not
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manifested in majesty and power. After these eons He will

lay aside all the glories connected with the kingdom and

priesthood. God Himself, we read, will tent with mankind

on the new earth. And at the consummation, all sovereignty

and authority and power will vanish and the Son will cease

to reign, for He hands over the kingdom to the Father. Is

it not much grander to see His subjection to the Father

after all else has become subordinate than to think of the

endless exercise of might to cope with evil and hold it in

check ? Is it not infinitely more to God the Father's glory

that His might should not find endless exercise but that it

finally effects the purposes of love? Much that finds a

fitting place in these doxologies may well be His for ever,

but there is always some glory which has no place beyond

the pale of the eons. mu.

This is even more evident in the two passages where this

phrase is associated with the reign of Christ and His saints

(11:5, 22:5). The abolition of all sovereignty and author

ity and power precludes the possibility of an endless reign

either by Christ or by His saints. They certainly do not

reign now. They certainly will not reign when every form

of government has passed away. They reign in between

these two conditions—in the eons of the eons.

Most, if not all of us, approach the Scriptures with the

superstition that the consummation will find the earth one

vast charnel bouse and death will reign supreme over all

except a favored few. To suggest that the phrase, "Who

lives for the eons of the eons/' does not describe the end

lessness of His life insinuates that we consign Him to the

realm of death after the eons have passed by. Not so!

He is the Conqueror of death. His conquest will not be

complete until the consummation, when the death state will

be abolished absolutely. If we would only grasp the Scrip

tural teaching representing the final outcome of all, that

the time will come when death will be vanquished completely,

and all who were held in its power will be alive, then it
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will become trite and trivial to say that He lives forever.

Eventually all will live forever. But not all, by any means,

will live for the eons of the eons.

What is "eternal" life? Is the word life a chameleon

which suddenly changes its significance when the word

"eternal" touches it? There is no valid reason whatever

why we should understand life in this phrase in any but

its usual force. The difficulty, of course, lies in the fact

that, although the believer has "eternal" life, millions of

saints have died and millions more will give up their life

in the grim persecutions of the Lord's day. If we live while

we are dead, why then we can just as logically say that

we are dead while we live! Prejudice repudiates such a

statement, but prejudice should not decide. We know that

we are alive and not dead. And we ought to know that any

saint who dies never entered into "eternal" life. If he had

he could not die. Cannot we see the unreasonableness of

such trifling with the sacred Scriptures? If life is death

and death life, then we no longer have any revelation from

God.

Paul, speaking to Titus, reminds him of the expectation

of eonian life, which God, who cannot lie promised before

the times of the eons (Tit. 1:2). Again, near the end of

his epistle, he repeats the expression, "the expectation of

eonian life."

John, the beloved apostle, who so often sepaks of eonian

life, for his ministry is especially adapted to the coming

eon, gives us the same expectation: "And this is the promise

that He has promised us, even eonian life." (1 Jm 2:25).

But what of the Scriptures which affirm that some have

eonian life? In John 3:15-16 it is the subjunctive, may

have, so that no present possession is in point. In Jn. 6:54

the Lord defines His position. Of certain. He says, "he is

having eonian life and I will be raising him in the last

day." Having eonian life is not incompatible with death

"until the last day." It is evidently life beginning with the
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resurrection. It is not life- in this eon, but in the coming

eon (Lu. 18:30). The gift of God is eonian life (Ro. 6:23).

Not merely a continuous existence, but life for the eons of

the eons when it will be worth while to live. In brief, eonian

life is life for the eons of the eons. It is not a miserable

existence in this evil eon, subject to infirmity and decay

without actual dissolution. Such a fate would be unutter

ably fearful to contemplate* . But more than this it is not

death with its decay and corruption. It is life. Life beyond

death. Resurrection life, when all who are Christ's will

have been made alive to join in His glorious unveiling. It

is life for the eons of the eons.

The doctrine of the eons is of the utmost value in placing

this prophecy in its true perspective. It does not give us

"the end of the world." It does not carry us beyond the

eons. It ends, or rather consummates, nothing. It describes

to us the turning point in God's dealings with mankind. It

portrays the greatest crisis in the history of the human

race. It carries us out of the evil eons into the good.

This prophecy does not lead us into "the final state." To

the very end it occupies us with transient administrations

which precede the consummation. As it is the unveiling of

Jesus Christ in His official glories it is manifestly not con

cerned with that august ultimate when He lays these glories

aside and abdicates the throne in favor of His God and

Father.

Hence this scroll must be viewed; not as a visitation of

final vengeance on the race, but as the beginning of His

active and open intervention, through Christ, to bring man

kind back to Himself and to usher in the long promised

blessings which lead to His final goal.
A. E. K.



THE STORY OF ELDER T'SUI

(Pronounced T'sway)

Soon afterwards Messrs Witt and Lawson were about to

go on a preaching tour to Tsehchowfu, near Mr. T'sui's

home.

Mr. Wang asked him, "Did not Mr. Witt ask you

to go to your home to receive him?" "No/* replied Mr.

T'sui, "but you remember, in the Scripture he selected,

there were the words, 'Whither I go, ye know the way';

however, I have been such a short time with you, that I

feel bad at the thought of going." To this Mr. Wang

replied that he certainly ought to go; so next day he

started, going hj a nearer route than that taken by Messrs

Witt and Lawson, These two duly arrived at Tsehchowfu,

and the next day sent out their man to invite T'sui to the

inn in the south suburb of the city, where they were staying;

there they sold books and preached. Mr. Lawson returned,

and Mr. Witt paid a visit to Mr. T'sui's home, six miles

from the city at a village named Hwoh-shiu (Sheeoo),

where he stayed about ten days preaching with T'sui in

the village, and especially at the idolatrous gathering which

was on all the time he was there. While there, they paid

a visit to a village, three or four miles away, where there

was a worthy carpenter of the name of Ma, one of the

three "enquirers" in the Prefecture. Here I will make a

digression to 'tell the story of his becoming interested in

the truth.
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When Mr. T'sui was a teacher in his wife's village* as

mentioned previously, his school was held in the temple,

and this Mr. Ma, who was doing carpenter's work in the

village, went there at night to sleep. * On retiring, he used

to see Mr. Tu'si kneeling down to pray, and asked him what

he was doing. Mr. T'sui told him he was worshipping the

true God, and that the idols were false; Ma was much

interested and, during the nights of the three or four days

he was working there, asked him many questions. Mr. Ma

went home resolved not to worship idols any more, but to

acknowledge the true God; however, his knowledge of the

gospel was then very limited; but it was sufficient to make

him a marked man in the village. During the Boxer

troubles, he suffered persecution; once they dragged him

to the temple, and some wicked men told his wife that he

had been burned to death there. This "gave her such a

terrible shock that she fainted and she died a few days

after. When he put away his idols Ma had also given up

vegeterianism. About three years after I got to Tschchowfu

he was considered fit for baptism, and was the first mem

ber of oru church. Mr. T'sui being baptized later in the

same year, 1906. Mr. Ma's eldest son was baptized the

next year, and has now become head of our Christian busi

ness store in this prefecture. Mr. Ma, senior, is now 72

years old, and his time of departure cannot be far off; how

ever, he was able to attend worship when my wife and I

visited the eastern village, less than a month ago.

After Mr. Witt's return Mr. T'sui went back to Huk-

wan, and stayed with Mr. Wang some months, during which

time many Roman Catholics broke off opium; but, though

doing this work, he himself was not saved from the drug.

I first set foot in Tsehchowfu in July 9, 1903, in company

with Mr. Witt.



Baptism

THE TRANSITION

For clearness sake we have entirely omitted the consid

eration of our subject as set forth in connection with

the ministry of the apostle Paul. The fact that he washed

away his sins by baptizing himself, is, as we have seen,

one of a number of remarkable features that distinguished

him from the rest of the apostles (Acts 22:16). They had

been with the Lord on earth. When one was to be chosen

to supply Judas' empty place, the qualification was one

who had companied with Him from John's baptism onward

(Acts 1:21, 22). Paul had seen the Lord from heaven

after His ascension, but was not qualified to have a part

in the ministry of the twelve. They preached repentance

and baptism; he preached faith.

The Book of Acts is divided into two parts by these two

ministries. The incidents of the first half seem to be re

peated in the second. Whatever miracle Peter wrought,

Paul did the same. Compare—■

Acts 3:1 with 14:8.

Acts 9:34 with 28:8.

Acts 9:36 with 20:9.

Acts 5:15 with 19:11, 12.

Acts 10 with 9:3-12; 16:9; 18:9; 22:18; 23:11;

27:23.

Acts 12:7 with 16:26, etc.

"For he who operates in Peter for the apostleship of the

Circumcision, operates in me, too, for the nations," said the

apostle to the Galatians (Gal. 2:8).
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This distinction is clearly marked in Acts 18:2: "By

all means separate to Me Barnabas and Saul for the work

for which I have called them." Hitherto the gospel had

come through the twelve apostles. But Paul (as his name

now becomes) did not receive his gospel from them, nor

from any man, but by revelation from Christ Himself

(Gal. 1:11, 12).

And not only so, but the time also was revealed to him

when he should make it known to the twelve. And this

he did separately, first of all to those of reputation, lest

a conference should be fatal to his cause. And those who

seemed to be of note did not add anything to him, but

rather, when they saw that the gospel of the Uncircum-

cism had been committed unto Paul as the gospel of the

Circumcision had been to Peter, they gave to him and

Barnabas the right hand of fellowship. They would con

fine themselves to the Circumcision, while Paul and Barn

abas went to the nations (Gal. 2:2-9).

Paul's account of this ministry is found set forth in

Rom. 15:8-21. The doctrine which characterizes it is

justification by faith apart from works of any kind. This

teaching is fully opened up in the first four chapters of

his letter to the Romans, that to the Galatians, and his

first letter to Timothy.

Paul calls it (in contrast to the other apostles) "my"

gospel. (Rom. 216; 16:25. 1 Cor. 4:15; 15:1. 2 Cor.

11:4. 1 Thess. 1:5. 2 Tim. 2:8.)

While it is not the fulfilment of the promises God had

made, it is in perfect accordance with the prophetic utter

ances concerning blessing to the nations with His people

Israel (Rom. 15:9-12, according as). In it the Jew is first,

and the nations get a secondary place. This accounts for

the statements found in Romans 1:16; 2:9; 2:10; 3:29, 80,

Mercy to the nations was to accompany the blessing of

Israel: "Rejoice ye nations with His people." There is

no hint that this ministry and grace exhausts such Scrip-
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tures. Indeed they await their fulfilment in Jehovah's day*

But the grace dispensed is in perfect harmony with the re

vealed counsels of God (Rom. 15:9).

When Israel failed, and it seemed that the counsels of

mercy for the nations would also fail, then God sends His

Son in glory to turn Saul of Tarsus, His bitterest enemy, to

work His purposes of grace (Gal. 1:15, 16; Acts 9:1-18).

This was at once the pledge and type of Israel's future

, conversion.

Peter had said that the heavens must receive the Messiah

until the times of the restoration of all things (Acts 3:21).

While this remains true of the things spoken hy the

prophets, still, in a very real sense, He came forth from

heaven and arrested Saul. When He comes to Israel He

will come in glory (Titus 2:13; 1 Pet. 1:7; Matt. 25:31).

So He came to Saul. The nation will get a sight of Him

(Zech. 12:10; Rev. 1:7). So did Saul. They will be born

at once (Isa 66:8). So was Saul (1 Cor. 15:8). They

will become a priest-nation. Saul offers up the Gentiles to

God (Rom. 15).

But Saul's birth and the glorious manifestation were all,

from one point of view, premature. Hence, he says he was

an abortion (1 Cor. 15:8). Its full maturity and future

fulfilment awaits the day of Jehovah, of which the prophets

have written.

What is manifest is this: God has not been balked by

the failure of Israel. Had they been obedient (as human

calculations go), then they would have been the channel of

blessing to the nations (Acts 3:19-21).

But since they will not even have His blessing for them

selves, God takes one man, His most malignant enemy, and

uses him to do the work which Israel should have done.

Paul takes their place. All that will fit them for it has

been true of him in spirit (1 Tim. 1:11). For him the

Lord has already come in glory, and His priestly ministry

among the nations is after the style of that ministry which
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will be fulfilled by Israel in the day of Jehovah (Rom.

15:16; Rev. 1:6; 1 Pet. 2:9; Rev. 20:6). It was for the

nations, in spirit, as though they were already blessed with

faithful Israel.

In connection with this ministry, baptism in water still

obtained (1 Cor. 1:14-16). But, like the case of Cornelius,

the spirit baptism preceded and ruled the fleshly rite. All

were baptised in spirit. Only such as had undergone spirit

baptism were eligible to water baptism (Acts 15:8; Rom.

«5:5).

In connection with the ministry of the twelve, all were

baptised in water; but not all in spirit. Now this was re

versed. All were baptised in spirit, but not all in water.

THE TITLES OF CHRIST IN CONNECTION WITH BAPTISM

Volumes of precious truth cluster around the names and

titles of our Lord, or Master, Jesus Christ. To understand

baptism in its various administrations we will need to

notice how His titles are used in connection with it.

Kurios is translated "Lord" as a rule. Eph. 6:5 shows

that the title means master. We have used the latter as a

synonym for "Lord." Likewise Christos is generally trans

literated "Christ." It means Anointed. "Messiah" is its

Hebrew equivalent.

john's baptism

John baptized into the name of "the Lord Jesus" (Acts

19:5). It was in view of the personal presence of the

Master on earth, to prepare a people for Him. Those

who owned the Man "Jesus" as their Master were his

disciples.

peter/s baptism

Peter and the twelve baptized Israelites unto the name

of "Jesus" (Acts 2:38), the name associated with His

humiliation and shame. The emphasis here is that the
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man "Jesus"—whom they had crucified and rejected-—tie

was the Messiah. To be identified with Him was the object

of that baptism.

But the Samaritans had no part in the Messiah; that

was reserved for the priest nation alone. Jews alone were

to be associated / with Him in His anointing. To the

Samaritans the Messiah sustained the relation of Master.

But when on earth the Master had been among them as

a man kiiown as "Jesus," and so they were fittingly bap

tized unto the name and title "the Lord Jesus" (Acts 8:16),

The proselytes of the nations, like the Samaritans, had

no part in the anointing of Israel. Neither had they any

personal relation to Him while in His humiliation. So they

were simply and appropriately baptized unto the title

"Lord" (Acts 10:48).

Thus, while baptism united these three classes in one,

it was a compound unity. Just as the space surrounding

the temple was one, yet divided into various courts, so the

Jews, the Samaritans, and the nations were united and yet

preserved their distinctness. °

paui/s baptism

But when we come to the baptism under Paul's ministry

there is a change. The same name and title is used which

Peter employs for Israelites (Paul's and Peter's "acts"

always seem to have some point of correspondence) but

the order is inverse. Peter used Jesus Christ. Paul used

Christ (Gal. 8:27), or Christ Jesus (Rom. 6:3, according

to the Received Text, and R.V.).

The same as to words, yet widely different as to emphasis.

To the Jew, the great question which their baptism an

swered was that "Jesus"—the lowly, despised crucified

One—was the Messiah. Their baptism was a confession

of this.

But with the nations the circumstances weie entirely dif

ferent. Even as their apostle had known Him only after
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He was glorified, so they acknowledged Him by the title

of His glory, "Christ/' or "the Anointed." And to identify

this glorious One with the lowly Man of Calvary, they

added His name, "Jesus."

As their baptism identified them with Him in this new

and glorious resurrection sphere it attained a vastly greater

force and significance than it previously held. It spoke to

them of His baptism on the cross for their sins, and made

them one with Him in His death. But it could not stop

there, for He was risen. They, too, were raised in Him.

He lived a new, a resurrection life. And so they, too, in

Christ Jesus, the Glorious One, had a life beyond the grave,

beyond the reach of death. This life is eonian, and has

its counterpart in the Millennial age, when the nations that

believe on Him will be blessed with life (John 11:26).

Thus we see that the apostles did not vary the formula

used in baptism because of ignorance or carelessness, but

always chose that which was appropriate to the circum

stances. They showed the most acute discrimination. It

is evident from this that their non-use of the formula at

the end of Matthew's account w,as dictated by an intelligent

grasp of the fact that it was not intended to be used until

the kingdom had been inaugurated, as is assumed by the

Lord when He gave it to them.

And here we near the summit of the "doctrine of bap

tisms." God marvellously develops the simple cleansing

of the flesh into a rich and fruitful rite. It speaks of puri

fication indeed, but not of the flesh. By His baptism on

the cross there is cleansing from every defilement. This is

the cleansing that sanctifies and makes meet; that fits for

the fellowship of a thrice holy God.

As we have seen, then, Israel's failure does not hinder

the blessing of the nations. They are not fulfilled, it is

true, as they will yet be in due time; but they are trans

ferred in part to a different moral sphere, and thus re

ceive enrichment. Eonian life they have, but not on earth.
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They can draw nigh to God, but not at Jerusalem, through

Israel. The Apostle Paul takes Israel's priestly place and

offers for the nations (Rom. 15:16: leitourgos, acting as a

priest).

Baptism in water still obtains, no longer after the taber

nacle type, but after the temple system. But it is ruled

by the baptism of spirit.

But the time came when the apostle had completed the

evangel of Christ (Rom. 15:19-23). And so, in Acts 19:21,

we read, "Now as these things were completed, Paul pur

posed in spirit, when he had passed through Macedonia

and Achaia, to go to Jerusalem, saying: 'After I have been

there I must see Rome, too/"

This is a crisis of extreme interest to the saints of God

of the present economy. At this juncture the apostle wrote

the epistles to the Romans and Corinthians. In these

epistles this transitionary period is clearly marked (Rom.

15; 1 Cor. 13:10-13; 2 Cor. 5:16). We are permitted to

see him look back on the ministry which was "ended," and

to look forward to perfection. Hitherto he had known

Christ according to the flesh; henceforth he would know

Him so no longer. He speaks of seeing through a glass

dimly, but of future vision face to face. He speaks of know

ing "in part," but of a perfection which would do away

with any further revelation.

In another passage he speaks of being caught away to

the third heaven, and having heard words which it is not

expedient to utter. John, in his Patmos vision, speaks in

deed of a new heaven as well as a new earth (Rev. 21),

but, while he details the blessings of this nether sphere, he

merely records the fact of the new heaven, and does not

enter there as Paul did.

From 2 Peter 3:6, 7 we learn that the heavens which

are now are the second. Hence, the one seen by John is

the third. This third heaven, then, was the subject of

Paul's visions (2 Cor. 12:2). It is at this juncture, too,
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that he shows that "if any one is in Christ, there is a new

creation; the primitive has passed by; lo! it has become

new! Yet all is of God" (2 Cor. 5:17).

THE PRESENT ECONOMY

Does not all this lead us on in the parallel we have

already discovered? If the blessing under Paul's ministry

among the nations was on the style of the day of Jehovah,

and this ministry came to an end, what shall we look for

next? Shall it not be followed by the day of God, the

perfect state which follows Jehovah's day? Introduction to

the day of the Lord was by regeneration: but a new crea

tion ushers in the day of God. Old things will have passed

away. All things will have become new. And all things

will be of God.

Such is the new ministry upon which the Apostle now

enters—the ministry of the Conciliation (2 Cor. 5:18).

That will be the crowning day of God, when He will be

the God of all the nations. He will no longer be confined

to Israel. So, also, the gospel of the mystery is by the

decree of the eonian God, and is made known, not to one

nation only, but to all nations (Rom. 16:26).

In that day there will be no laver, no sea, no ceremonies

of any kind on the way to God. Life and nearness will

be within each heart. It will be as a flowing river, for

thirst as well as for cleansing (Rev. 21:3 and 22:1-5).

And so it is now.

The forms and ceremonies will have no place there, be

cause the substance will have come which they but weakly

shadowed forth.

So now, in spirit, maturity, perfection, completeness, ful

ness entirety, satisfaction—call it what you will—has come

(Col. 2:9, 10). Not the material, on the earth; but the

spiritual, in the heavenly regions.

How restful it is to look upon a task all finished! And

such a task! And so well done! How we should charge

our hearts to enter and enjoy this solid, satisfying portion.
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Whatever joys and glories the future may have in store,

even though our bodies be changed at His coming, nothing

can add to our completeness in the Anointed. No ordi

nances upon the flesh, no prayer, no worship^ no service,

nothing can make us more acceptable; nothing can remove

defilement or any other barrier to approach, for now we

are perfectly equipped for His presence. The spirit of our

God has cleansed us to His perfect satisfaction. Nothing

can bring us nearer, nothing can make us dearer.

THE SPIRIT SUPREME

But is there any hint as to the divergent quality of the

blessings of this age as compared with that of the future

perfect earth? What right have we to transfer all to

spirit ?

The various baptisms illustrate this most clearly.

As we have seen in our Lord's days upon earth, there

was but one baptism—in water.

In the Pentecostal economy the baptism of spirit was

added in some cases.

In Paul's first ministry to the nations both baptisms con

tinued. But just the reverse of the days of Pentecost; all

had the spirit's baptism, and only some that in water.

But now, in this new economy, there is again but "ONE

baptism" (Eph. 4:5), as in our Lord's time; only it is

not in water, but in spirit.

So we see that gradually, a step at a time, the tendency

has been away from the outward expression by means of

water, towards the end—the inward reality, by means of

spirit.

This may be shown graphically thus:

ONE BAPTISM

IZZ WATER

John and the Lord

TWO BAPTISMS

k.

The Pentecostal Era

ONE BAPTISM

SPIRIT

Paul's Last Ministry
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All the cleansing and sanctification (which the water

only indicated) was really done by spirit. Water came

first to instruct the lower classes in God's school. But

now that spirit has replaced water, why should we cling

to the outward semblance?

There are thus four distinct periods marked out in the

Word. These differ from each other, not alone as to bap

tism, but along other lines as well. By rightly dividing

off and partitioning to each the truth which God associates

with it, we may hope for God's approval of our workman

ship (2 Tim. 2:15).

But the most important and weighty truth for us to

apprehend is this: that, in spirit, the later ministry of the

apostle Paul (subsequent to Acts 28:25-28), as recorded in

the later epistles (Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians),

brings the saints to a stage corresponding to the new earth

of the end of the Apocalypse. In spirit, I say, not as it

will be in that day of physical marvels. Now, as it will be

then, nothing remains to be done (Eph. 2:10, 18; Eph.

4:12, 13). Nothing can be added. Nothing can be im

proved. All is perfect, complete, satisfactory (Phil. 3:15;

Col. 1: 20, 25; 2: 9, 10).

By thus comparing the physical and spiritual, we are

helped much in understanding many seeming difficulties.

Take, for instance, the manifestation of the spirit in sign

gifts (1 Cor. 12). In the millennial age these will be

present to restore and bind up. But in the perfect state

how can there be gifts of healing when there will be no

sickness? No lame man will be there to heal, no dead to

raise to life again. The very glory and perfection of that

age will make such gifts void.

These gifts abounded in Paul's ministry at the first, and

in his earlier epistles. They were common in the Corinthian

assembly. But the apostle, at the crisis already noted, tells

them that "they shall cease" (1 Cor. 13:8-10). How? By

the incoming of maturity, or perfection, just as will be the
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case in the day of God. The perfection of that age will

make void many a millennial blessing.

If Paul's earlier ministry corresponds with Israel's mil

lennial ministry (only with a spiritual tendency and lacking

the measure of material blessing that will obtain then) it

is easy to see why they were done away in this succeeding

ministry, which includes the present grace; and why they

are not mentioned in his later epistles.

In the apostle's own experience a great change is strik

ingly manifest. At one time the earth shook open the

prison doors and set him free (Acts 16:26). But his last

years were spent a prisoner of the Lord in Rome. This

fact, and contrast, is specially emphasised in each of the

later epistles written by him who was now the "prisoner

of Christ Jesus."

At one time kerchiefs taken from his body availed to heal

the sick (Acts 19:12). Later he endures the thorn in the

flesh (2 Cor. 12:7-9). Timothy suffers "often infirmities"

(1 Tim. 5:23), and Trophimus is left at Miletum sick

(2 Tim. 4:20).

It is manifest that, if perfection has indeed come, it is

not in the physical sphere; in fact, the flesh does not re

ceive the comfort that it once obtained. The only medicine

for Paul's thorn was sufficient grace.

From all this it is clear that the tendency towards spirit

which we have observed in the various baptisms is continued

to perfection. (From the former extreme, where spirit

seemed to have no place, we have arrived at the latter where

flesh has none.

All is spirit. The greatest glory of this spiritual com

pleteness is its manifestation in the midst of the utter weak

ness of the flesh. Let us then not look at our flesh to gauge

God's thoughts towards us. Some day the spirit, of which

we have but an earnest^ will energize our bodies, too, and

they will become spiritual bodies—perfect and complete as

the bodies of those who will people the new earth, and with
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powers which will far transcend what even they will enjoy.

Till then let us enjoy to the full the exceeding riches of

God's grace as shown in the high and overwhelming and

superabundant spiritual blessings He has bestowed upon us

in the heavenly spheres. Our home, our hope, our destiny

is there. Let us drop those earthly concerns which are

fitted for a people whose hope is earthly, and set our hearts

and minds on things above. We cannot be there in flesh,

but we can in spirit. Just as in that future day His pres

ence will be our Paradise, so now let us go in spirit to

where He is; at God's right hand, and find our ALL IN

HIM.

A. E. K.
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PAUL'S PRISON EPISTLES

Having once realized the importance of the title "Christ

Jesus" in defining those who are the recipients of the pres-

sent grace, we naturally expect that the companion epistles

of Ephesians—Philippians and Colossians—will enforce the

same distinction. In this we shall not be disappointed.

Paul associates himself with this title as a slave in Philip

pians/and as an apostle in Colossians.

Not only are they written from one who is in Christ

Jesus, but they are addressed to those in Him as well.

Philippians is to "all the saints in Christ Jesus who are in

Philippi, together with the superintendents and servants."

In Colossians there is some question as to the correct read

ing. The two best manuscripts read, "to the saints and

faithful brethren in Christ in Collosse." Codex Alexandri-

nus, however, adds His personal name, making it possible

to render the passage "to the saints and faithful brethren

in Christ Jesus, in Colosse." As scribes were so much

more liable to omit such a name than to add it, the evidence

of a single first-class manuscript like Alexaudrinus is almost

enough to justify its insertion in the text.

Even as it is, this truth is more pointedly exemplified in

the fourth verse, where the apostle speaks of their faith in

Christ Jesus but their love for all the saints. Their faith

could not be shared by all the saints, but this did not

hinder the outflow of their love to those who did not have

the same faith. The Circumcision were to be included in

the circle of their affections, even though they could not
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apprehend the transcendent faith which could be founded

only on Christ in His present exaltation in the heavens,

which had little appeal to those whose expectation was

anchored on earthy and looked forward to the Messiah of

the prophets. In the fifth verse this very thought is sug

gested by the apostle when he describes their expectation

as "reserved in the heavens" It crops out again and again,

especially where the Colossians are exhorted to be concerned

with that which is above, not that on the earth (3:2).

The remarkable statement in the closing salutation

(4:10-11) can be explained only in this light, "Aristarchus,

my fellow captive, is greeting you, and Mark, cousin of

Barnabas (concerning whom you obtained precepts—if

ever he may be coming to you, receive him) and Jesus,

termed Justus, who are of the Circumcision, these are the

only fellow workers for the kingdom of God who became a

solace to me.

It is needless to insist that he had other fellow workers

who were a solace to him. What of Tychicus, who carried

this letter (4:7), of Timothy, who is one with him in writing

it? But they were not fellow workers for the kingdom of

God in the sense that the Circumcision were. These three

men—Artistarchus, Mark and Justus—were within that

limited circle of fellowship which Paul had with the Circum

cision. Just as he gave James, Ceph as and John the right

hand of fellowship many years before (Gal. 2:9) so he had

continued to have fellowship with those connected with

them, even though his transcendent revelations continued to

widen the gulf between them in the sphere of doctrine.

This, it seems, accounts for the special admonition to re

ceive Mark. Why should they not receive him? His

failure as a servant (Acts 15:37-39) was no ground for re

fusing fellowship. It seems clear that the rest of the Cir

cumcision were hardly welcome among the saints to whom

Paul wrote. They were continually stirring up strife and

contending for the observance of the law of Moses, and
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could not grasp the grace which gave the despised aliens a

place of equality with them (Titus 1:10, 1 Tim. 1:7, Gal.

5:12). In Philippians he bids the saints beware of the

mqim-cision as he contemptuously calls the Circumcision,

who based their prerogatives upon a mutilation of the flesh.

Thus it is evident that Paul wrote these epistles, not to

all the saints, but only to those in Christ Jesus. The

saints of the Circumcision, like Peter, never understood or

appreciated the grace which is dispensed by them (2 Pet.

8:15-16).

It is always essential to note the character in which Paul

writes, and to interpret accordingly. Epaphroditus is the

only apostle mentioned in the Philippian epistle. He was

their commissioner to Paul. Paul never speaks of himself

as an apostle in this letter, hence it is our wisdom to rigidly

exclude this thought and all that flows from it. When a

fresh revelation of truth is presented, as in Ephesians, a

divine commission is necessary to enforce his words. We

call for his authority and demand his credentials. None of

this is needed in Philippians. So he writes in the character

of a slave.

Service is the subject of the Philippian epistle. Paul is

presented as a slave, Christ takes the form of a slave, the

Philippians themselves are slaves. This should color and

control the interpretation of every passage. While Ephe

sians and Colossians contain no examples for us to follow,

after which we should fashion our conduct, Philippians

affords four. These are living expressions of the evangel.

"Holding forth the word of life" is, literally, "having on

the word of life" or a living expression. Like the four

examples, the Philippians are exhorted to preach by means

of their lives as well as their lips. It is not the word of

Christ which are presented for our imitation, but His humi

liation from the heights to the death of the cross. Like

wise Paul is presented in his descent from a fancied superi

ority in flesh to a place in Christ Jesus. Timothy's service
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and the sufferings of Epaphroditus complete the fourfold

picture presented for our emulation.

It is evident from the whole tenor of the epistle that the

experience of the believer in Christ Jesus is in point. Paul

details his own experience, rather than definite doctrine and

we are to copy his life as well as believe his words.

All this is suggested by the opening words, "Paul and

Timothy, slaves of Christ Jesus."

This important position is much strengthened by the

inclusion of superintendents and servants in the salutation.

These are those who are especially responsible of the con

duct of the ecclesia. Some of them may have taught but

that was not their function.

The old translation, "bishops and deacons" is misleading.

The control of each ecclesia was in the hands of a number

of overseers or superintendents, all of whom were directly

concerned in the individuals under their eye, not, as now,

an official over many churches, or rather, over many "min

isters." The "minister" of today has no counterpart in the

divine picture of an ecclesia as set in order by the apostle

Paul.

Neither was a "deacon" anything more than a servant or,

better, servitor. The same term is translated "servant,"

"minister," "deacon." It denotes, not an office of honor,

above the rest of the ecclesia, but a place lower than those

who are served. It is used of those who waited on the

guests at the wedding in Cana of Galilee (Jn. 2:5, 9).

This illustrates the basic meaning of the word, for it

carries the thought of serving out, dispensing. It is, not

so much doing things for others, as supplying their needs.

The low place of the servant is shown when our Lord ad

vises His ambitious disciples who wanted to be foremost,

to take the lowest place. "Whoever wants to become great

among you will be your servant, and whoever wants to be

first among you will be your slave (Mt. 20:26). We know

of no translation which renders this passage "will be your
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deacon," because it would reverse the sense, for a deacon

is a position of honor above the rest when it should be a

place of servitude below them.

The spirit of true service pervades the Philippian

epistle. There is no desire for self-exaltation. All humble

themselves and are exalted by God. Christ descended from

the place supreme to the cross of shame. Timothy and

Epaphroditus were true servants, unmindful of themselves

but devoted to the saints. Paul's case is especially instruc

tive, for he, like his Master, stoops to serve. He casts to

the dogs all his physical advantages through Judaism,

which were of no mean value, because of the superiority

found in Christ Jesus.

The prison epistles of Paul present the truth for the

present. The key to their correct interpretation lies in the

title used of our Lord. The teaching of the epistles them

selves is tinged throughout with the truth that they are not

designed for the Circumcision, but only for those chosen out

of both Circumcision and uncircumcision whose blessing and

destiny is linked with Christ exalted in the heavens.

i—i i Li i,.: -:..' A. E. K.



ISRAEL'S LATEST MESSIAH

%he tremendous energy with which the Jews are pushing

their plan of restoring Palestine augurs well for a speedy

repatriation of the land. Money is being raised by the

million, engineering projects are proposed and perfected,

the foundation of the great Jewish university has been laid

near the top of the Mount of Olives, refugees are crowding

in far faster than they can be properly placed, and even a

government is in process of formation, and candidates for

office are not wanting!

Max Nordau, head of the Zionist organization, who was

banished from France during the war, has left his retreat

in Spain to take active direction of affairs. So busy are the

various committees and delegates that the congress which

was to have been held early in the year in Switzerland had

to be indefinitely postponed until business was not so press

ing. There are high hopes that the Peace Conference will

settle the status of the land before this congress is convened,

so that they can take definite action with the assurance that

the political horizon is clear.

The overwhelming sentiment seems to favor a mandate

by Great Britain because the British government issued the

famous manifesto acknowledging the right of the Jews to

the land of promise. England doubtless owes her promi

nent place in the world to the fact that she has, compared

to the other great nations, treated the Jews with justice and

respect. Even in their lo-ammi condition, Jehovah is not
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pleased with the persecutors of his people. The most neces

sary element to the prosperity of any nation is to give them

their dues. ,

The most significant and striking utterance which has

come from the apostate nation was voiced by their leader in

a recent interview. It is the essence of the spirit of anti-

Christ, by which we mean a substitute for Christ, rather

than an opponent of Messiah. He declared that England,

collectively, is their messiah.

In the days of old they leaned on Egypt or flirted with

Assyria, but steadfastly refused the arm of Jehovah. Cen

turies of exile and oppression have not changed them. The

veil is still lying on their hearts. They are surely ready

for the rod of His indignation.

The disgrace of "Christianity" is its treatment of the

Jew, even though it carried out God's purpose and plans.

It is the greatest glory of England to be called IsraeFs

messiah, however blasphemous such a statement may be. It

shows at least a slight perception of their need of a messiah.

As the shadows darken and their distress deepens they will

yet learn the futility of all earthly help and look alone to

Him whose advent cannot be long delayed. The dry bones

are shaking themselves! He alone can clothe them with

flesh!
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EDITORIAL

It has been our pleasure to read a pamphlet on "The Eons

and the Reconciliation/' by Dr. Dansey Smith> of the

Church Missionary Society, Hangchow, Chekiang, China.

Seldom have we seen so clear and concise a statement of

the great doctrine of the eons as is presented in this little

pamphlet. A large chart shows the eons and its associated

subjects and phrases. The text is principally an elucida

tion of this chart. We are so thoroughly in harmony with

it that we will not even mention the minute particulars

which might be criticised.

The second section on the Reconciliation is also accom

panied by a chart showing the gradual unfolding of God's

purpose under the headings: Purpose, Prepared, Promised,

Procured, Preached, Partial, Perfected, and the explana

tion follows these subjects also. While this section has not

the precision and clearness of the first part it is most sug

gestive and helpful. We are asked to say that copies may

be obtained at the address before mentioned.

A most notable sign of the times is found in the Inter-

church World Movement, in which thirty denominations are

combining their efforts to raise money by the world's

methods. It seems that the great drives after funds during

the war as well as the spirit of co-operation of the Allies

have inspired these churches to follow their example. It is
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well named, for it is a World movement. God, Christ and

the Scriptures are replaced by men, money, and machinery.

It is not spotted by the world, for it is all of the world,

with perhaps a spot here and there which suggests Christ.

The many millions to be raised from unbelievers as well as

believers will be spent for (1) The church's work at ■

Home, the principal task being to teach illiterate foreigners

to read and write. (2) Hospitals and Homes. (3) Re

ligious Training for Young People, to provide for more

Washingtons and Lincolns. (4) Higher Education. (5)

The Church's Work Abroad. (No missionaries or evan

gelists mentioned.) (6) Preachers' salaries.

Is there anything in this list that a respectable man of

the world would not commend? Where is the offense of

the cross? It has ceased. The whole thing comes under

the curse of Cain. The blood of Christ, the power of the

evangel, the operation of the holy spirit—all are lacking.

O that the church would realize that God's power taber

nacles only in human weakness!

For the convenience of our English readers, who have

been much disturbed by the abnormal rate of exchange, we

have arranged with Mr. Ezra Cross, 78 Bishopthorpe Road,

York, England, to act as our financial agent. We hope to

spend some of this money in Great Britain and so avoid,

not only the exchange discount, but the forwarding charges

as well. Any of our readers in the British Isles, Aus

tralia, New Zealand, or India may send money either to

England or the office at Los Angeles, Cal. Supplies of

literature, however, should not be ordered from England,

as that would involve double postage and packing. We

hope this will eventually lead to a steady extension of the

work in England and Scotland.



HOSEA

ISRAEL'S RESTORATION

Hosea is one with the other prophets in the aim and nature

of his prophecy, but differs from them in his mode of view

ing and stating things. The characteristic confidence of the

prophets, that God will at last turn everything to the good

of His people, after they have drunk the cup of woe to the

dregs, appears in Hosea in still more triumphant form.

Hosea is the impassioned herald of God's love for His fallen

people. True, he deals mainly in rebuke. He is obliged to

expose the moral corruption, vice, and godl^sness of his

generation. Terrible disaster must soon overtake the

Northern Kingdom and its rulers. Judah also, as he clearly

perceives, will be involved in it. This insight into the un

derlying causes of apostasy is joined with the prospect of

impending doom. But his insight into God's fathomless

compassion is just as deep. Thus, after stern rebuke, the

most glorious promise bursts forth without any introduction.

Despite all appearances to the contrary, he knows that

God will do good to His people at the end, and verify His

promises.

The opening address (chapters 1-3) gives point and form

to Ephraim's guilt, and points out the corrective measures

which God purposes to apply to His wayward people. He

will take away His help from them (2:6) and withdraw His

benefits, which they ascribe to the might of their kings

and to the nations whose favor they court, and thus by want
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and affliction bring them to reflection. He will lead them

into exile where they can no longer practice the idolatries

attached to local conditions. The purpose of these visita

tions is quite apparent. The people are led into exile as

into a new Egypt, and into the wilderness as to a second

sojourn at Sinai, in order to win back their allegiance.

Thus they will come back to their senses and return to the

Lord whom they faithlessly forsook (2:7). Thus in the

time of trouble the Lord will win anew their love; and

when, as in the day of the coming out of Egypt, they joy

fully respond to Him, He will restore to them the prom

ised land (2:5). The political consequence of this con

descension will be the healing of the schism between Judah

- and Ephraim and the willing union of all tribes under one

head (3:5). The sons of Israel, countless as the sand of

the sea, united under one leader, will then march out from

the lands of their captivity, return to their own land, and

there be greeted as belonging to and favored of Jehovah.

The central discourse of Hosea (4:1—1B:8) gives no

essentially new information about the future fortunes of

Israel. It expounds more fully the contents of chaps. 1—3.

Above all, it shows the hopeless corruption of the nation in

its apostasy from God. Having shown itself incorrigible,

Ephraim goes into exile to Egypt and Assyria (8:13; 9:3,

6; 10:6; 11:5, 11), the lands with which it carries on dalli

ance, promising itself help from them. Still God in His

boundless compassion cannot resolve to consign them to utter

oblivion. Jehovah's grace reaches beyond the judgment.

The prophet's gaze pierces the long, gloomy centuries of

denationalization and sees his people returning home. From

the coastlands of the west, from Assyria and Egypt,

whither they were led, God will call them, as a lioness calls

her whelps, and bring them back home. So powerful will be
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His call, that those long alienated from Him, will be ir

resistibly drawn by it, and will render obedience, partly

awed by the terrible might He displays, partly overjoyed

by His salvation and the love manifested in it, and moving

Him to seek His people again. This mixture of feelings

is beautifully expressed in the figure of migratory birds and

wandering doves, flying from distant lands to their native

seats, at first anxiously fluttering, and then gaining con

fidence and nestling in their former haunts (11:10, 11).

The distinctive feature of Hosea is the presentation of

God's relationship to Israel under the emblem of human ties.

The representation varies to suit the special character of

each discourse. The opening address applies the idea of

wedlock to the relation between God and Ephraim; it pre

sents in the Divine Being the burning love of the husband

for the wife of his youth who has turned unfaithful. In

the next discourse God appears as an outraged ruler, sway

ing in alternate moods, between tender reminiscences of

Israel's youth and His own loving mercies, and outbursts of

righteous indignation against an ungrateful people. At

the close God is represented as an offended parent who

yearns tenderly over his wayward child. The closing

scene lacks the intense animation of antecedent sections. In

the earlier discourses, where apostasy and judgment are

in progress, excitement reaches its height. Now the trial

of Ephraim is closed, and the high pitch of excitement and

animation incident to action give place to sedate composure

and calm reflection.

The closing discourse (13:8—14:8) reiterates, with fresh

emphasis, that the casting off of Israel is not an unalterable

fate. The Lord cast them off, to seek them again and win

back their love. Its two divisions have the same starting

point—Israel's apostasy. An after-glance (13:9-16) af-
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^ firms the unalterableness of the sentence issued against

Israel. It justifies the severity of the judgment by pointing

out the gravity of Ephraim's offense. A foreglance

(14:1-8) affirms, with equal emphasis, the certainty of final

restoration. Defection is no barrier to final blessing. God

chose Ephraim for an obedient son; and an obedient son

he will yet be, iniquity notwithstanding.

The opening sentence strikes a note of hope. "Thou hast

destroyed thyself, O Israel, yet in me is thy help." Israel's

predicament is by no means hopeless. There are stores of

untouched resources to draw from. This reserve of hope is

contrasted with the present plight which is the result of the'

disastrous policy on which Ephraim embarked when he

struck out for himself. "Where is thy king, that he may

save thee in all thy cities? and (where are) thy judges, of

whom thou saidst, 'Give me a king and princes?' I give

thee a king in mine anger, and take him in my wrath," The

kings on whom they reposed their hope are lesponsible for

the calamity which has just closed its jaws over the people.

More than this, the doleful experience is not yet ended.

A day of reckoning lies ahead. Ephraim's sin is "bagged,"

bound up in a bundle, like a thing which you wish to take

great care for. His sin is hidden, so as not to be lost. In

the case of a hardened, perverted people a passing visita

tion is useless. Figuratively expressed, when the pain of

one in travail overtakes Ephraim, he is an unwise son,

who does not present himself at the opening of the womb.

By his obstinacy he makes a happy, easy birth impossible.

So the people in its sufferings is compared to one in travail;

while in so far as it retards a salutary result of its suffer

ings, it is like a child refusing to come to the birth. Pain

and suffering have failed to bring about a saving repent

ance. The people must fall a prey to sorer judgment.
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"From the hand of Sheol I will redeem them, from death

I will ransom them. Where are thy plagues/ O Death?

where thy ravage, O Sheol? Repentance is hidden from

mine eyes; though he bears fruit among his brethren, the

wind of Jehovah comes from the east, rising from the

wilderness, to dry up his fountains. He shall spoil the

treasury of all desirable vessels."

Some would take this verse interrogatively "Should I

deliver them from Sheol ?" But the interrogative turn is

without support and improbable in point of form. As» to

meaning, it conflicts with the character of Hosea's prophecy,

which always behind judgment discloses a bright prospect.

Of what object is this gradation of thought, if the deliver

ance from Sheol and death is only hypothetical, or repre

sented as altogether questionable ? The words, therefore,

as they stand affirm the prospect of deliverance. That God

will redeem Israel at last is certain to Hosea. But it is

equally certain to him that no mere passing, superficial suf

fering will come first, but the radical judgment of death.

Thus only from the grip of the powers to which it is now

handed over will the Lord redeem His people. Sheol and

death are summoned to display to the full their grim powers

over Israel. But in the end they themselves become the

object for displaying God's love for His people.

The last clause of verse 14 affirms the irrevocability of

the sentence. "Repentance is hidden from mine eyes." To

hide from God's sight means, in reference to a decree, that

it does not find favor with Him, is not in line with His

thought. Final restoration is certain; but for the present

the verdict "Not my people" stands fast. The unalterable-

ness of the decree is emphasized in verse 15. No matter

what human sympathy and support Ephraim may secure,

the wind of Jehovah will blow against it with irresistible
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force, and dry up its vitals. The Assyrian will prove un

conquerable: He strips Samaria bare. Verse 16 sum

marises the situation. "Samaria has become guilty. Be

cause she has rebelled against her God, they shall fall by

the sword, their infants shall be dashed, and their pregnant

women shall be ripped up."

The prophet hastens to offset the depressing effect of the

gloomy pronouncement. He takes up a brighter strain. He

has already assured the people that if they turn their

thoughts to God, and seek Him earnestly, He would as cer

tainly recall the judgment as He brought it about, and,

what is more, make Himself known, reveal His gracious

character as certainly as the most regular phenomena of

nature occur (6:3). The appeal to return is now taken up

with renewed vigor. "Return, O Israel, to Jehovah thy

God, for thou hast stumbled by thine iniquity." The appeal

gains impressiveness by being cast in the form of mono

logue. At the end (14:8), repentant Ephraim enters into

the drama and monologue changes to dialogue.

The prophet dictates to the people a healing, penitential

prayer. "Remove all iniquity, and take us graciously, that

we may offer our lips "as bullocks." This petition for for

giveness is accompanied by an acknowledgment of the mis

deeds which led to national ruin. They renounce confidence

in Assyria and Egypt, the powers to which they once

looked for help; they forswear the handmade national

deities in which they once trusted, and acknowledge Jehovah

as the only source of effectual help. When God sees this

beautiful flower of repentance, He hastens to reverse His

attitude and to bestow >on the sobered prodigal nation His

unstinted favor. "I will heal their backsliding, I will love

them freely, for my anger is returned from them." God's

smile revives the withered nation. Refreshed like a flower
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moistened with the dew, it puts on beauty, strikes deep

roots, yields fruit, and fills the air with fragrance. Spirit

ual renewal is accompanied by a return of the prosperity of

former days. Israel's abundance furnishes nourishment and

refreshment to the strangers seeking shelter under his

shadow. Ephraim reiterates his repudiation of idols, and

God answers, assuring him of His protective vigilance. Ex

uberant in the vigor of perennial freshness Ephraim ex

claims, "I am like a green fir tree." God brings the

dialogue to a close by proclaiming Himself the source of

Ephraim's fruitfulness.

Hosea has committed his message to writing. He is

anxious that his work should prove effective. Hence, in

sending it forth on its mission, he appeals to the reader to

make proper use of it. "Who is wise to discriminate this?

(who is) discriminating, to know them? For upright are

Jehovah's ways, and the just shall walk in them, but trans

gressors shal] stumble in them." The "ways of Jehovah"

are ways taken by God in the guidance and government of

Israel. These ways lead some to light and progress and

others to darkness and confusion, according to the different

attitude of mind which men assume towards God's revela

tion.

The force of Hosea's appeal is obscured in the current

versions by the capricious rendering of the words hinah and

deth, both of which are at times rendered "knowledge."

That the two words are distinct in meaning is evident from

a study of the passages where they occur side by side

(Pro, 9:10; 24:12; 28:2; 29:7), Binah, a relative of

banah, to build, is the main factor in the building up of

knowledge—discrimination. We learn by observation and

experiment. Knowledge is built up by noting points of

difference and similarity between objects; by studying the
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peculiar behavior of things under similar conditions. Deth,

the accumulated results of observation and experience, is

properly rendered "knowledge." Binah imparts knowledge,

it teaches. Deth uses knowledge, it guides, viz., directs

effort into the channels most likely to secure success.

Knowledge, then, rests on facts and appeals directly to

facts. It is then the opposite of tradition, which builds on

theory and appeals to human opinion. Tradition is the

worst enemy of truth. Devotion to tradition, servile sub

mission to authority, slavish adherence to theory are the

greatest hindrances in the way of truth and knowledge.

Science and religion, more especially the latter, prove the

baneful effects of these.

We-feel instinctively that there is a cause for everything,

and if of an inquiring turn of mind, try to discover this

cause. Theories are supposed explanations of what oc

curs. The facts upon which a theory is built are results of

experiment and observation. They are true. The theory is

a speculation and is not a statement of anything found by

experiment. About the strongest statement we can safely

make in its favor is that it may be true. It may, however,

be a good representation o£ the facts, and be of value in

suggesting methods of work. The history of science shows

a great pile of discarded theories. Each represented facts,

suggested methods of investigation, led to new discoveries,

and each in turn proved to be false and had to be discarded.

There can be but little question that this will be the

ultimate fate of most if not all of our present theories.

This need cause no uneasiness were it not for the fact that

no matter how useful a false theory may be at first, it

finally becomes a serious drag to science, through causing

facts to be misunderstood or even ignored.

The way to use a theory ^is to keep constantly in mind
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that it is not a fact and possibly is not true, but to follow

up all the lines of investigation which it suggests, always

being ready to find that the facts do not agree with the

theory. In particular, one should never hesitate to try a

thing which upon other grounds promises success simply

because a theory predicts failure.



A CORRECTION

On page 129 of the current volume, referring to the bap

tism of proselytes (Acts 10:48) it was stated that they were

baptized unto the title "Lord." This is an error. The para

graph should read:

The proselytes of the nations, as shown in the representa

tive case of Cornelius, were admitted into full fellowship

with Israel by virtue of their reception of the spirit before

baptism. Our Lord Himself, speaking of the proselyte

centurion of Capernaum (Lu. 7:2-10) said of him, "Not

even in Israel found I so much faith!" So they were bap

tized in the name of "Jesus Christ."

As an apology (but in no sense a justification) for this

mistake we desire to state that the article On Baptism was

written more than a dozen years ago and based on the Au

thorized Version, which has the reading "Lord."

We thank the brother who called our attention to it and

reiterate our desire to conform to the truth no matter what

it involves.

Until the new Version is out we are liable to such blun

ders, but trust that pur hearts will ever be open to confess

and correct them.
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BAPTISM IN PAUL'S EPISTLES

The distinctive truth for the present time is given us

through the apostle Paul (Eph. 3:8-9) in the epistles writ

ten after Israel is set aside, or in view of that fact. In per

fect accord with the grace revealed, the least of all saints

is chosen to enlighten all as to the secret economy hitherto

concealed by God.

If we seek to "reconcile" the. various dispensations in

which baptism obtains and fuse them all into one general

and indistinct whole, we only obscure the truth. Truth must

be rightly apportioned, or it is no longer truth.

Even in Paul's letters there are various presentations of

this subject which seem contradictory. If, howexer, we re

member the economy in which each truth finds its place, all

is clear. What seemed contradictory falls into perfect order.

Thus we are enabled to give each Scripture its full weight.

We are not forced to tone down or clip His word to make it

fit some other passage.

Paul wrote nine epistles to seven ecclesias. Seven speaks

of the perfection and completeness of the revelation God

gave through him. Every subject in which we require in

struction is dealt with. True, Peter and John deal with the

same subjects, but their view-point is radically different and

not at all in keeping with the present fulness of grace. Nine

speaks of the intense divinity pervading all. It is three (the

number of God in revelation) squared. These numbers teach

us that through Paul's letters we have the height and per

fection of divine revelation.
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They fall into three groups, according to the measure of

the manifestation of God at the time when they were writ

ten.

Two were written before the truths most characteristic of

the present dispensation had been made known. These are

1 and 2 Thessalonians.

Four were written on the verge of the present period, and

were sent to the Romans, the Corinthians and the Galatians.

Three were given after the public repudiation of Israel

(Acts 28:25-28), in the full blaze of the glorious grace

which is now dispensed. These were written to the Ephe-

sians, the Philippians, and the Colossians.

The remaining four are personal epistles.

This is the key to the various ways in which the truth of

baptism is presented in each. Perfect harmony prevails

when we apprehend the progress of revelation.

THE EARLY LETTERS

The subject is entirely foreign to Thessalonian truth. Its

scenes are laid in that future glory where baptism has no

place.

In Galatians it is mentioned once. "Now on the coming

of faith we are no longer under an escort. For ye are all

sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus. For as many

of you as were baptized into Christ did put on Christ.

There cannot be Jew and Greek/there cannot be bond and

free, there cannot be male and female, for ye are all one

in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:25-28).

Those under the law were children, kept in ward by its ,

wall of ordinances and commandments. But when faith had

come, the saints were given the place of a grown son.

This was not a matter of attainment for some. It was

the portion of all. It is not a question of individual experi

ence. It is not, as in nature, that saints become sons through

infancy and youth. It is a question of dispensation.

All under law, however godly or experienced, were chil

dren. All who are of faith are sons. To illustrate this the
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apostle points to those among them who had been baptized

into Christ. They had been clothed with Christ. And so,

being clothed with Him, they themselves were not seen, but

Christ. All fleshly distinctions are obliterated. The differ

ences between the Greek and the Jew, the slave and the

freeman—even the sexes—all are gone in Him. But this

was true, not alone of those who had been baptized, but of

all. They were "all one in Christ Jesus."

Let us for a moment allow that baptism in water made

them one, as it did those in Jerusalem and Samaria. Then

only those baptized were clothed with Christ. There would

then be a fleshly distinction—a conclusion diametrically op

posite to the apostle's words.

No ordinance could make them one in sonship. That was

by faith alone. Having begun by spirit, it was impossible

for them to be perfected by flesh.

THE TRANSITIONAL LETTERS

The epistle to the Romans contains a retrospective glance

at the ordinance of baptism as administered under the "gos

pel of God," or what Paul terms "my gospel:"

It follows from that most astounding revelation of God's

favor found in the fifth chapter. The sovereignty of sin,

from Adam till Moses, was absolute. No less so is the pres

ent reign of grace. Much as sin majr abound, grace always

superabounds.

"A most dangerous doctrine," some would say. "Then a

man may do just as he pleases! He may revel in sin and

still be saved. Why his very sin will call forth still greater

grants of grace!"

Just so.

"What, then, shall we assert ? That we may be persisting

in sin that grace may increase ? May it not come to that!

We, who died to sin, how shall we still be living in it? Or

are you ignorant that as many as were baptized into Christ

Jesus were baptized into His death? Then we were en-
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tombed together with Him through baptism into His death,

that, even as Christ was roused from among the dead

through the glory of the Father, thus we, too, may walk in

newness of life (Ro. 6:1-2). .

The Received Text reads "Jesus Christ," which is un

fortunate indeed. His personal name Jesus, followed by His

title, Messiah, or Christ, refers us to the days of His hu

miliation. It was unto Christ as having been baptized at the

cross, as having died and been buried, and as having been

raised again; it was unto Christ -Jesus that they were bap

tized. And this united them to Him. They too had been

put to death, had been buried, and had been raised again.

And this put them beyond the boundaries of sin's realm.

Indeed, "We, who died to sin, how shall we still be living,

in it?"

The fact of having undergone the washing of water was

no guarantee of a sinless life. It was only as they appre

hended its spiritual meaning that its power was seen.

But some had not been baptized. Were they excluded

from this unity with Christ? Were they forbidden to iden

tify themselves with Him in His baptism? Or were they

charged to undergo the ordinance in order to obtain these

privileges ?

None are told to be baptized. The apostle carefully

distinguished between "us," those with him, and "ye" (em

phatic or contrastive in the Greek), the Roman saints. Not

even all of those with him had been baptized. He could

only say "as many of us," not "all." Nor does he drop any

hint which would lead us to infer that those with him had

any intentions in that direction.

But still more strongly are we led to believe that it was

not his object to teach the Romans to observe the rite, for

a more fitting juncture could not be found in which he

might have charged them to fulfil it. But he does not do

so. And more than this, he does charge them to "reckon"

it so. All the precious truth which the observance con-
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veyed to its subjects was to be reckoned theirs, just the

same as though they had gone through it. The fact that

God does not charge them to be baptized is a clear indica

tion that it was not according to His will.

The uncertain footing upon which baptism in water rested

during Paul's ministry among the nations, previous to the

present economy, is in sharp contract to its firm hold in

early Pentecostal times. This becomes very apparent by

Paul's course at Corinth, and his subsequent thankfulness

that-he had not baptized more freely (1 Cor/ 1:14-16)..

He regarded baptism as a unifier, or rather, in their case,

a possible cause of division, by uniting them to another

center than Christ. If he had baptized more of them he

might be called upon to answer the charge of baptizing into

his own name; thus creating a unity apart from the unity

God had made by spirit-baptism. He goes on to say: "For

Christ did not commission me to be baptizing, but to be

preaching the evangel, not in wisdom of words, lest the

cross of Christ should be made void." f

The cross put an end to man as to flesh. Oceans of water

applied to his body could not cleanse; neither could it

sanctify for God's presence, nor produce a spiritual unity.

The power of that cross, once known, put an end to all that

concerns the flesh. Flesh avails nothing. If it be reckoned,

if I be baptized in water, then I deny the cross and its

condemnation of the flesh.

And here we arrive at the very pith and marrow of our

subject. Though our Lord had been baptized by John,

still he speaks of another baptism, yet future, which would

give relief from the hindrances in which He exercised His

earthly ministry (Luke 12:50).

All baptism hitherto had been but shadows. But there

can be no shadow without the substance. The washings of

the law and the waters of Jordan did not even remove the

filth of the flesh, much less did they touch the moral defile

ment which separates between the creature and tlie Qreatqr.

What can wash away such defilement?
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Nothing but the death of Christ.

That was the baptism He spoke of. Not His death at

Pilate's hands/but His death in that deeper spiritual sense

of which the physical is but a parable. Just as all fellow

ship and recognition ceases between a dead man and his

friend, so He was severed from the smile and fellowship of

God. And more than this, when He was made the sin offer

ing, as in days of old, God sent fire from above into His

bones, and it prevailed against Him.

How great a marvel that He became a real Man, at times

hungry and weary and worn! But how much greater is the

marvel as we see Him, till then untainted, undefiled, holy,

having no need of any cleansing, any baptism, become sin

for us!

For Himself He could acknowledge no sin; for us He

took all sin.

Then was cleansing needed; then was baptism needed.

Water would not do; no, nor literal fire. Nothing less than

the fierce fury of God's wrath could consume the sin: His

hot displeasure alone could cleanse.

What all this involved we may never know. He alone

could bear it. But we know that it laid Him in the grave,

and that He rose triumphant, and has ascended to God's

right hand.

And as we see Him in that holy place we know that all

the sins that He bore are gone. They never could find en

trance there. And we whisper to our hearts: "His is the

baptism that cleanses and purifies and satisfies. And since

it was not for Himself He bore it (for He had no need),

then it was for me. Whatever means God has provided, that

will I use to obtain the benefits of this baptism of baptisms,

the cross of the Christ of God."

As we have seen, baptism into "Christ Jesus" meant more

than into the "Lord Jesus" (for Samaritans), or "Jesus

Christ" (for Israel's sons in their national standing and

for proselytes of the nations). It was unto Him as having
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died and being risen and glorified. Not death' alone, but

resurrection also.

In his great argument on resurrection the apostle makes

a point of this: "Now if Christ is being proclaimed that

He has been roused from among the dead, how are some

among you saying that there is no resurrection of the dead?

Now if there is no resurrection of the dead, neither has

Christ been roused. Now if Christ has not been roused,

consequently our proclamation, too, is for naught, and. your

faith is for naught. . . . Consequently those, also, who

are reposing in Christ were destroyed. If we have an ex

pectation in Christ in this life only, we are more forlorn

than all men. . . . Else what will those be doing who

are being baptized for the sake of the dead? If the dead

utterly are not roused, why are they also being baptized for

their sakes? And why are we in danger every hour?" (1

Cor. 15:12-29).

Paul died daily. The death here spoken of is that which

baptism sets forth—death with Christ. What shall we do

for those who have died with Christ if there is no resurrec

tion? (Ro. 6:3).

If death is the eiid of all, if there is no resurrection, then
those baptized into "Christ Jesus," acknowledging their

death with Him, are simply sealing their own doom and de

struction. It is the hope of resurrection alone that puts

meaning and joy into the rite for them. But they did re

joice in "Christ Jesus" (1 Cor. 15:31). The apostle bases

his protest upon this. ^

How inconsistent to rejoice in Christ Jesus (the title of

His glory) when they had destroyed the only real cause of

rejoicing-—the resurrection! How inconsistent to identify

themselves with Him in death and then deny His glorious

resurrection and their part in it! Such teaching, instead

of leading to a resurrection experience in this life, leads to

looseness and carelessness and indifference.

In 1 Cor. 10 (one of the earlier transitional epistles) the
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baptism of the fathers into Moses is made the point of a

solemn warning.

Many of their descendants were sheltering themselves

Under the fact that they had been baptized. But, like Simon

of Samaria, their hearts were not right in the sight of God,

Every one of the fathers had been baptized into Moses, and

enjoyed the same spiritual gifts, but this did not shield them

from God's displeasure. The great bulk of them were

strewn along the wilderness. "Wherefore let him that think-

eth he standeth take heed lest he fall."

This passage has often been used by the enemy to destroy

confidence in Christ. But the very opposite is its inten

tion. Those who base their assurance on baptism or spirit

ual gifts, let these take heed! They may think they stand,

but they are certain to have a fall. The baptism of Christ

with holy spirit is the only one that can establish our hearts

forever in God's sight.

The warning follows the fact that the consummation of

the eons had been attained. The drama of earth's history

had reached its crisis by the apostasy of Israel. This

apostasy was burdened with baptism and religious cere- -

monies. Hence the warning.

The last Scripture in the transitional epistles remains to

be noticed. "For even as the body is one and has many

members, yet all the members of the body, being many, are

one body, so also is the Christ. For in one spirit we all

were baptized into one body, whether Jews or Greeks,

whether slaves or free, .and all were made to imbibe one

spirit" (1 Cor. 12:12, 13).

The Corinthians had been the subjects of the washing of

baptism. Not, indeed, necessarily in its outward ceremonial

form, in water, but in the substantial spiritual cleansing of

which water was but the shadow. After mentioning various

classes of the wicked, the apostle says: "And some of you

were these, but you are bathed, but you were hallowed, but

you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and

by the spirit of our God" (1 Cor. 6:9-11). The bathing

which resulted in. their sanctification was by the spirit of

God. "Bathing" really cleanses the flesh; "baptism" does
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not. So the thorough spiritual cleansing is here spoken of

as "bathing," rather than "baptism."

Unity had hitherto been by water. Now for the first time

we read of a unity by spirit-baptism. We have seen how

the laver gives place to the sea, which in its turn is trans

formed into a life-giving river, the source of life and fruit-

fulness wherever it flows. The spirit which baptizes us

into one body is a river of life. Neither laver nor sea fur

nished a draught for the thirsty soul. Cleansing exhausted

their mission. They were not "living" or running water,

like the river. But the spirit He bestows not only binds us

one to another, but it is a draught of delight and life. We

have all been caused to imbibe the same spirit. We all have

the same life. We all are one. This is the "unity of the

spirit/' which cannot be broken, which He charges us to

keep with diligence (Eph. 4:1).

Thus is baptism set forth in the transitional epistles. We

are pointed back towhat has been, and are led on to look

forward to still clearer light. "We know from an instal

ment/' says the apostle, "but whenever maturity may come,

that which is from instalments shall be abrogated" (1 Cor.

13:9, 10). Childhood is past. Manhood is future. Upon

its threshold he says: "When I was a minor, I talked as a

minor, I had a minor's disposition, I took account of things

as a minor; when I have become a man, I have discarded

that which is a minor's" (1 Cor. 13:11).

The apostle had the unique experience of emerging from

one economy, of passing through a second, and was about to

enter the third. The first was characterized by the concrete

forms of childhood; the next, the dignity of sonship; the

last is to be the maturity of the full grown man.

Thus we can easily see the ground for "putting away"

things he once held dear. It is the contempt of the matured

man for the infantile playthings which had fully served

their purpose.

The present secret economy was gradually approached in

the Acts, and those epistles written before its close. The

mystery or secret of the present economy was not made

known until Ephesians was written. Still there is symptom

after symptom pointing forward to it. The manner of
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Paul's conversion was itself a very remarkable indication^

even though he was brought into the (then) existing1 order

of things. He was called as an enemy, outside the land.

His self-baptism has been already mentioned. His preach

ing Messiah as the Son of God is another very prominent

point of divergence from the rest. His separation along

with Barnabas and his sermon at Psidian Antioch drove the

wedge in still further.

There was a great difference/ too, in the effect of his min

istry on those who heard him. All received the spirit.

When the mystery was finally revealed, it was not given to

those alone who should thenceforward be saved, but to those

who had previously received gift of the spirit in connection

with his ministry (Eph. 1:13).

At that time they had no hope of their own, but the hope

of Israel. But they were to be saved from the wrath about

to visit this earth by being caught up into the air. They

and those who had fallen asleep would0 be changed in the

resurrection. They were to bear a heavenly stamp.

The secret (or mystery) of Israel's blindness had been

revealed to the initiated as well as the mystery of the Gos-^

pel, or secret good news—the conciliation.

After all this Israel is publicly and finally repudiated,

and the way is thus cleared for the acknowledgment of the

nations (Acts 28:25-28). .

So we see that, before the present secret economy was

revealed, things were in a ripe state to receive its wondrous

message.

All the while the evangel of God was being proclaimed

among the nations, God was still holding out the offer of

the kingdom to His disobedient people.

Before this, while our Master was still on earth, He had

proclaimed the kingdom as Jehovah's prophet. When they

reject the offer, He quotes the words Jehovah spoke to

Isaiah, blinding their eyes and stopping their ears. He no

longer proclaims the kingdom openly, but veils His teach

ing in parables concerning the interval of its rejection

(Matt. 13).

When, later on, they rejected the King Himself^ He hid

Himself from them, and the Word through Isaiah (which
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he heard when he saw His glory) was again announced

(John 12:37-41).

All manner of sin and blasphemy was forgiven them,

even though they rejected Jehovah and His Messiah. Only

one more way was' open. After He ascended, the prom

ised holy spirit was given, renewing the offer of the king

dom, and promising to send back their Messiah if they

would repent (Acts 3:20). It is the last call. If the spirit

is rejected there is no other resource, Sin against the holy

spirit can not be. pardoned for the eons.

The book of Acts is the record of this final ministry. It

begins with the coming of the spirit: it chronicles the re-

j ection of the spirit: it ends with the spirit's repudiation

of Israel. Its subject is the kingdom of God—the same

kingdom which they had twice rejected in Messiah's preach

ing and His person. Isaiah's thrice quoted testimony

against them (this time referred to as the holy spirit's

specially solemn words) concludes the history. Their

dreadful wars and the sickening horrors of the destruction

of Jerusalem pass unnoticed by their God. Thenceforward

they are out of His reckoning.

They have rejected Jehovah.

They have rej ected Messiah.

Now they have rejected the holy spirit.

This is final. ,

How solemn and far-reaching, then, must be the procla

mation from Rome, the seat of earthly sovereignty, of the

spirit's withdrawal of the offer of the kingdom to Israel.

In the first proclamation of the kingdom, by the Master

Himself, the nations had no place. The Son of David was

not sent but to the house of Israel.

Neither had they any part in the King. The Greeks who

desire to see Him are not accommodated.

And when the kingdom first began to be proclaimed by

the spirit's power, no one dreamed of such a thing, even

though Israel, by the murder of Messiah, had forfeited

every claim to the kingdom. After this dreadful deed they

really had no more right to God's blessing than the other

nations.
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The spirit must needs act upon the principle of grace,
even with the people of the covenant. But this principle
takes in the other nations, too!

The first hint we get of this is in Cornelius' case. The
spirit's gifts are freely bestowed on aliens.. Fleshly dis

tinctions are ignored. Through Paul's ministry among the

nations the spirit gets a larger and still larger place. The

nations receive the spirit. Israel rejects the spirit.

Israel is not cast aside for failure to carry out the ordi

nances. Far from it. They were fiercely zealous for the

ritual, and even tried to force the other nations under its

yoke. This is why Isaiah's words at the close of Acts are

quoted as the words of the holy spirit, and not, as previ

ously, as Jehovah's words or the Master's.

The first rejection of the kingdom drew from Him the

mysteries of the kingdom, which the disciples alone could

understand.

The "rejection of Himself led Him to further unbosom

Himself to His own, though He hid Himself from the muk

titude.

What, then, shall we expect from the rejection of the

spirit?

Publicly and outwardly the spirit seems to withdraw. No

mighty works henceforth display its presence. But to His

own He reveals the greatest secrets that God's purpose has

ever revealed-—the full Mystery of Messiah, and the present

Secret Economy which God had concealed from all previ

ous ages.

The public proclamation of the spirit's rejection of Israel

is the monument God has erected to guard the boundary-

line between the previous and the present dispensation. On

one side is inscribed Isaiah's solemn repudiation. On the

other, "The Salvation of God is sent to the Nations/'

While we have observed with profit the tendency of the

truth before this time, we must not stop here. We must

look to Paul's letters, written after this great and distinct

dispensation-marking event, to get clear, conclusive, and

final teaching on our subject. But we must not open the

letter to the Ephesians without first having closed the book

of Acts.



THE STORY OF ELDER TSUI

(Pronounced T'sway)

"I first reached Tsehchowfu July 9, 1903, and, after

two months, sent a message of invitation to Mr. T'sui; he

came in September for a short stay. The Roman Catholic

Mr. Wang urged his return to him, and when he went T'sui

told him he was a Protestant, and must return to Tseh

chowfu. I got him to help in our Opium Refuge; but at

that time his soul was in a pitiable state, and on hearing our

teaching on holiness, he was so convicted that he felt he had

never been a Christian; one day our little girl Mary, then

only six years old, saw him with a tobacco pipe. She said

to him: "God is not pleased with tobacco smoking;" he

thought this was a wonderful thing for a child to say. I

was considerably convicted on the point. I never felt safe

in letting him go home, for fear he would take opium. At

one time I sent him to a certain village and impressed on

him three times that he was not to go home; someone else

urged him to go and he went. For this I dismissed him;

but, before going, he heard a talk from me on "If thy right

hand causeth thee to stumble, cut it off, and cast it from

thee." He went home thinking over this, and Ephes. 2 was

a]so brought to his mind, with the thought of the Lord's

sufferings on the cross to save him from opium; that

night he told his wife that he had determined to give up

both opium and tobacco; however, he had not destroyed his

pipe which caused him one failure. Since then to the pres

ent time, he has been entirely free from both habits. After

a time, I felt it safe to try him again in the Refuge. Other

failings, however, still had a hold on him. In making
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opium pills once, he stole some opium; this, of course,

caused declension in soul, and anxious about his eternal

welfare, I asked into matters; he confessed to certain faults.

Then I said, this is an opportunity to get really clean be

fore the Lord, let us go to Him with confession and prayer;

after this I said, "Is there nothing else that you can think

of?" He said "No"; but his heart smote him about the

opium, and he knew that he was wrong. This sin was not

confessed till I was at home in England, 1908-1909. It

was brought about in the following way: When we went on

our last furlough in 1908, we gave the work into the hands

of a trustworthy elder, whom I had baptized about 20 years

before, of the name of Ch'eng; I was then in a station about

150 miles to the west of Tsehchowfu, called Hungtung. Mr.

Ch'eng was a native of Hwochow, 30 miles to the north of

this city, which was at that time an out station of the Hung

tung church. A certain Norwegian lady, Miss Anna Jakob-

sen, came with another lady to work there, and a good

many years after she married this Mr. Ch'eng. Mrs.

Ch'eng was a most zealous seeker for souls. At that time

the revival meetings, held by Mr. Jonathan Goforth of

the Presbyterian Mission of Canada, were attracting great

attention and Mrs. Ch'eng wrote to him three times, invit

ing him to Tsehchowfu; however, he was too preoccupied

to make this possible, but suggested some coming from

Tsehchowfu to meetings he was to hold in Hwaiking-Fu,

about 45 miles away. Accordingly Mr. and Mrs. Ch'eng

with a party of some thirteen or fourteen, went to the meet

ings. . From the first the Spirit of God convicted very many

deepty of sin, and amongst them Mr. T'sui. The sins he

was convicted about had nearly all been committed previous

to his baptism, which was two years before this, Aug. 25,

1906; amongst them were want of love to his aged mother,

treating his wife badly, various acts of theft and a certain

offense against me, which, strangely enough, at the time

he could not recall. On his return to Tsehchowfu, he gave
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his own experience and an account of the conference, besides

going about confessing and making restitution to those

whom he had defrauded, in some cases restoring the original

things stolen, in others refunding with money, making it

clear that this was a result of his believing in Jesus. The

consequence was a revival here, and also at Kaoping> one of

our out stations, 30 miles north. In that revival^ among

other things, some eight women unbound their feet, a very

much more difficult thing to do in those days than it is now,,

when the government openly enjoins it. It was during the

revival in this place that T'sui determined to pray at night

for a certain opium patient, and while engaged in this, the

Holy Spirit suddenly brought to his mind his theft of the

opium, and the offense against me referred to, above, viz.,

having told me an untruth in addition to his dishonest act.

For this he made restitution, paying the worth of what he

had taken to Mrs; Ch'eng, who was then in charge, and

wrote a letter to me in England, making full confession of

his sin. .

We returned from England in June, 1909, and during the

past ten years, his prayerful life and spirituality have been

a great help to the Church. The Lord has, from time to

time, sent some of his chosen saints to us to hold revival

meetings, and meetings for the fullness of the Spirit, and

all of these have left their mark on Mr. T'sui. However,

during these years he has> been through very deep waters,

and has had his faith very severely tried, especially in fam

ily matters. In three years he lost three daughters, all from

the same dread disease—consumption; all three were bap

tized Christians. The first to be taken was Yun Kwei Nii

("Cloud daughter"). She was unmarried and only 19; she

had been baptized on Mar. 17, 1914, and fell asleep less

than two months after, on May the 15th. She had been

nurse to our Granville, and was ripe for going when the

time came. The other two Shih Liu ("Pomegranate") and

Lu teh (Ruth) were both married, but both young at the
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time of their death; the former 28, and the latter 24. They

both left us in the same year, 1916^ the former on the 6th

of April, and the latter on Dec. 10. I was with Shih Liu

just before she passed away, and while in private prayer

at the other end of the room^ I heard her repeatedly prais

ing the Lord and speaking to Him about His cross. Ruth

passed away in the elderjs home; she was one of my wife's

beloved pupils. The elder's faith, then so sorely tried,

never appeared so strong as in this crushing trial; I can

see him now pacing round that coffin with uplifted hands,

praising and adoring God, riot counting it too hard a thing

that she should even be raised up then and there from death!

Just as I am writing, he is now going through fresh family

trials in connection with his wife and daughter-in-law. The

great consolation, he tells me, that has upheld him in all his

trials has been the knowledge that "all things work together

for good to them that love God," and.also that sublime

truth which has so enlarged his heart and widened his out

look that, finally, "God will be all in all." We have had

much fellowship in prayer together, and I have seldom met

with one more fervent in prayer, praise and thanksgiving.

Scores of times I can remember his breaking out in exultant

joy, the "shouting" of which the Psalms in Hebrew speak

so often, and holy laughter; he has known much of "the

manifestation of the Spirit" in many ways. Oh, how often

have I heard his fervent thanks that in the name of Jesus

every knee shall bow, of things in heaven and things in

earth and things under the earth!" Will my readers kindly

offer a prayer for this dear brother, that he may emerge

from his present trials triumphant, and be found of Christ,

should He return soon, waiting, watching, working and

without spot?" Stanley P. Smith.



A CHANGE IN CHINA

The following extracts from a circular letter will interest

our readers.

Kaoyihsien, Chihi, North China.

We praise God for His power to* save, and rejoice to see

His work among the Chinese. The people as a whole are

tired of their idols and their vain religions, and want some

thing that can satisfy their thirsty souls. In many places

the people are doing away with their idols, and idol temples

are being turned into schools. vWe now have great oppor

tunities, here In China, to give the people the Gospel.

Below I will quote the words of a Chinese Christian

(Cheng-Ching-yi) speaking on the subject "China for

Christ." He said: "We cannot close our eyes to the fact

that the Church is facing today an unparalleled opportunity

such as it has never had before. There is an unusual will

ingness on the part of the more enlightened classes out

side of the Christian church to study and investigate" Chris

tian truth. _ Many have realized that the nation is desper

ately in need of help and guidance which can be supplied

by Christianity alone. There is hope in Christianity be

cause it has a living Lord, Jesus Christ. Man after man

who used to despise Christianity, and would not even glance

at its printed pages, is now coming to regard it as the hope

for China. Such a friendly attitude towards Christianity

offers a golden opportunity for us to present before them
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the power and reality of the Lord Jesus Christ. It would

be lamentable if we did not see it; it would be sinful if

we saw it and did not take advantage of it, I feel like

asking the question: Are we determined to act in accord

ance with the times and do our utmost to win China for the

Lord?"

On December the 25th to the 28th, we had, what we call

it here, a big meeting. The believers and enquirers from

the villages came to the city and stayed with us over the

meetings. The Christians made food for the people from

the outside and took up an offering which covered the same,

those that had helped, so that the poor who could not give

had free meals. We had a blessed time of refreshing from

the Lord. At times our chapel was jammed full of people

who eagerly listened to the word as it went forth. The

natives helped considerably in the meetings. I realize that

what we need is a staff of spirit-filled native workers, well

established in the word of God, to go forth with the mes

sage to the people.

Lately the Lord has added a few more to the company

of believers here, for which we do praise Him. Please re

member us and the Chinese in your prayers.

Your fellow-workers in Christ Jesus,

Abraham Heidal and Wife.



EPHESIANS 3:21

"Unto him be glory in the church of Christ

Jesus throughout all ages, world without end.

Amen."

The writer would preface his remarks on the above pas

sage by owning to the possession of a great respect for the

King James version of the Scriptures. To him there is a

wonderful dignity and stateliness attached thereto—-hal

lowed it may be by the associations of childhood; and per

haps enhanced by the fact that from it he learned to read

the English language. And while many of the so-called

"Twentieth Century" versions put some passages in a much

more pungent and powerful form, yet somehow they lack

the regal poise and balance of movement apparent in the

"authorized."

However, there are little foxes which spoil the grapes.

The little foxes of human theory, human philosophy, human

prejudice and human assumption, have spoiled many lusci

ous grapes from the vine of revelation. The verse before

us is an illustration of how extremely little the translators

knew of an extremely important doctrine in* the divine li

brary. When those who were responsible for this literary

atrocity came to this verse, they did not translate it, they

tortured it. Like Torquenada's fiends of old they placed

the Greek in the thumbscrew of Theology, and in the verse

before us we behold the mangled, crippled and distorted

corpse which was the fruit of their labors. As this verse

stands, instead of being a cathedral of truth, the golden

shrine of a precious revelation, it is the morgue wherein
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lies interred the unidentified remains of a divine verity. And

this is not the only ruined temple, or morgue, or shambles,

in the English Bible: there are many such scattered all over

the field of New Testament literature. In them lie truths

dead and buried and forgotten of men, wrapped in the grave

clothes of human glosses and human guesses^ awaiting a

resurrection to bless sincere seekers after truth.

In most of the cases which are similar to this it is evi

dent that what those good, and well-intentioned men did was

not to translate God's wisdom, but their own ignorance, into

the English language. And what we read in verses of this

class is not divine revelation but bankrupt human philosophy

—and very rusty, moth-eaten philosophy at that. There

is not a verse in the English Bible, either in the Old Testa

ment or the New, containing the words "everlasting" or

"eternal," which does not witness to the fact that, as trans

lators of these particular terms, these gentlemen would have

made, and did make, excellent literary butchers.

The count against those who perpetrated this is twofold.

First, they left out what God put in. Second, they put in

what God left out. In the original, there is absolutely noth

ing corresponding to the phrase "world without end"; nor

is there an allusion to all the ages, but a reference to one

definite age, and one only, which, while it is the flower and

fruitage of th^m all, is certainly not synonymous with all.

And not only did they contradict what God said here, but

they even contradicted what they themselves had said else

where, for in Matt. 28 they make the Lord himself say

"unto the end of the world," and here, if you please, they

reveal that the world will have no end at all!

* Irreverence has no right to demand our respect—we need

Jiave, should have, no reverence for irreverence. There are

those who look on the Authorized Version as if it were al-
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most an improvement on the original Greek. They seem

to think that the translators really have "gilded refined

gold." What they have done, in this and other instances,

is to cover the refined gold with the dull, dead paint of their

wretched conceit. This particular passage is irrelevant to

the original manuscript, and irreverent to its original

author. Nor does age add verity to fiction, or change error

into truth. When it becomes an established law that the

older a man grows the holier he becomes, then shall we

accept the dictum that the older a doctrine is the more true

is it likely to be.

But the translation of this verse if not true is at least

useful in this: it shows exactly what the dogma is that the

translators were anxious to have the Bible teach. The Eng

lish contains, a parallelism and balances "throughout all

ages," as an equivalent over against the phrase "world with

out end." Here they enshrined their fundamental dogma

concerning age-time, viz., that it was, or rather, will be,

endless.

Before widening out into the larger aspects of our subject

let us remind ourselves of the correct and literal reading of

this verse. "Unto him be glory in the church through

Christ Jesus into all the generations of the age of the ages."

You will have perceived that Ephesians is divided into

two great sections, a doctrinal section and a practical one.

Now note that this scripture comes at the close of the doc

trinal portion. It is a doxology—one of those peculiarly

Pauline outbursts of praise which marks the completion of

a cycle of revelation. In Ephesians 1 the doctrine of the

Irresistible God has been displayed; His all-embracing pur

pose has been expounded; His all-encircling love has been

unveiled; and now the glory of that work, which includes

all things in heaven and on earth, is ascribed to Him to
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whom it shall yet ascend "from all the generations of the

age of the ages."

A similar doxology is found at the close of the ninth to

eleventh chapters of Romans. It is Paul's triumphal shoutj

his glad challenge to every lying theory of man. In Romans

11 Paul has been dealing with two great fulnesses. The

word "fulness" means " full-number". On the one hand he

alludes to the full-number of the Jews, and on the other to

the full-number of the Gentiles. In Ephesians he deals not

only with the full-number of people but the full-number of

periods as well. There he refers to the fact that the full-

number of the Gentiles, and the full-number of the Jews,

with the added thought of the full-number of the heavenly

creatures, will come to their divine destiny in a certain

period which marks the completion of the "fulness" or "full-

number of the times." The "all things on earth" of Ephe

sians includes the full-number of Jews and Gentiles in

Romans 11, which again is the equivalent of the "all in

Adam" of Romans 5.

And now we gather up these thoughts and come over to

Ephesians three, where we find the concluding era of the

full number of the times—"the age of the ages"—joined

with the full number of the Adamie and angelic races allud

ed to under the embracing description "all the generations,"

which apparently will be found in their allness or complete

ness in "the age of the ages." It is Paul's vision of the com

pleted "purpose of the ages." In that completing age "every

knee shall bow," and Paul becomes a forerunner of that

throng innumerable when he anticipates the worshiping

courtesy of creation; "for this cause I bow the knee unto

the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the whole

family in heaven and earth is named." What does that

mean? Does it not link the "knee" and the "name" to-
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gether in a way reminding us that when "every knee" does

bow it will be "in the name of Jesus ... to the glorjr of

God the Father"? And if it is "to the glory of God the

Father" do we not see that glory ascending in Ephesian 3

from "all the generations of the age of the ages." And,

mark you, it is "ALL the generations." You cannot leave

one moment out and have all the ages; nor can you leave

one individual out and have all the generations. Our verse,

as God wrote it though not as man, translated it, marks that

period which exhausts both time and creation.

Now here in Ephesian 3 we have three great allusions to

the "times of the ages." First we are carried back into the

mysterious depths of the past, beyond the hours and days

and years of time as they have been recorded on human

calendars; past the dim dawning of an earthly creation

when great horned beasts alone were masters of primeval

earth; back past the birth of sun, moon and stars; past the

first, faint movement of the nebulae in yawning space; back

to the far-flung horizon of Time itself; back to a point "the

beginning of the ages" (v. 9). Theologians tell us that

the Greek term "the agqs" is synonymous with eternity;

they tell us—and they are used to being believed—that the

idea may be symbolised by a mighty ocean with its waves

unnumbered breaking upon the rocks and so they would

have us look at the ages as being the endless wave-series

on the bosom of eternity.

Now if "the ages" in Greek be synonymous with that idea

of eternity then eternity had a beginning. It says so, right

here, "from the beginning of the ages." So much for the

commencement of age-time.

Let us now observe how Ephesians 3 touches upon age-

time in its continuance. Read verse 11. The "purpose of
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the ages" is the divine justification of their existence. The

divine plan running all the way through. The purpose

God had, and has, in every age, and year, and day> and

hour, and moment of eonian time. If the moments had a

voice that voice would utter the fact: "In Him we live and

move and have our being." Not a moment of all the mighty

oceans of age-time but is saturated with divine purpose. A

divine tendency, a heavenly urge, a celestial impetus resides

in, and is communicated to its contents, by each moment of

time by virtue of the informing purpose which dwells within.

It is that purpose which makes human life and human

history a thing of reason. Without it existence would be

idiotic—the empty drivel of blind chance, without either

whence or whither.

And the word "purpose" I assume to mean the same with

God as it does with man. It means this at least that God

lias "made up His mind" concerning the outcome of creation.

The ages are unfolding the determination of God. And

the puny rudder of man's misnamed "free-will' cannot resist

the surging tides of God. Always remember that what we

find in the ages is not a possibility, but a PURPOSE.

Humanity is not a divine speculation, but rather one of

God's investments. God is the God of certainty and not of

chance, and He has "made up His mind" and the ages are

working out the nature of His plan.

Having looked at the continuation of the ages, let us

now note their consummation as touched o\\ in verse 21.

The "age of the ages" is marked by what? GLORY. There

you have the purpose of the ages explained. God's glory is

His own goal, and you can never divorce the Creator's

glory from the creature's good. What is associated with,

or involved in, the glory may be seen even in the answer of

Jehovah to Moses' request "show me thy glory." Exod
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33:18,19. The request is glory, and the answer is.grace.

"Judgment is His strange work."

But in that coming crowning age of the ages there will be

a vehicle for that glory. And the vehicle is—THE

CHURCH. In chapter 2 we have already seen the church

as the vehicle of grace in "the ages to come." Here then

we behold it as the vehicle oi glory in the age of the ages.

And as Moses learned that the grace of God revealed the

glory of God, so here it seems to be the display of grace

through the coming eons that calls for the ascription of

glory in their crowning, climactic era.

But not only will there be a vehicle for that glory, but

there will also be its efficient cause—"Christ Jesus our

Lord." He through whom the grace will descend will

channel the returning glory back to the throne of the

Father.

In addition to all this we have the sphere in which, and

to which, and through which, that glory will shine, viz., "all

the generations." Were we to pause here and show how the

age of the ages is to be marked by that final resurrection

which destroys death, we could perhaps expand on the in-

clusiveness of the phrase "all the generations." Suffice it

here to remark that it is a "birth term," and as such brings

the thought close up as a parallel to the comprehensive

phrase in verse 15 "the whole family in heaven and earth."

Thus we have Christ—a full Christ—Image of the Invisible

God, Splendor of His glory. We need, the church needs, the

universe needs ALL that God has made Him to be. And

all that Christ is, and has, is here for us in faith. We have

Christ, and we have the Church—a completed Church, a

Body without a missing member, not a single gap in its

ranks—all completed in the pleroma of Christ their Savior

and Head. A full Christ; a completed church; and an
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entire creation. Grace has first come down in and through

Christ to the church; then through the church into creation;

and now it returns in the form of glory through the church

to Christ, and through Christ to God. Theology views

creation as God's speculation which makes an eternal

torture-house, or else an eternal tomb, out of a portion of

His universe. It would seem to be the inevitable cost of

any gamble. But this verse would- rather show that God's

investment in creation will yield Him large returns in

destiny when the incense of glory beyond glory ascends

from Christ, Creation and the Church in the eon of the eons.

Alan Burns.



tXnbeiltng of Jegua Qfyvtet

THE THREE DAYS

Three days characterize the history of mankind from the

beginning to the consummation. They are Man's Day, the

Day of Jehovah and the Day of God. The first grand sec

tion of this Unveiling deals with the destruction of all that

was in Man's Day by the ushering »in of the Day of Je

hovah. The second division deals with the Day of God.

Man's day is the only day we have ever known, but it

is fast nearing its close. All of the first division of this

Unveiling, up to the new earth, is in the Lord's Day.

Thenceforward to the end we are occupied with the Day of

God.

Man's day is done when the action of this book com

mences, but it will be well for us to use the light which the

phrase gives us to illuminate some of the dark corners of

the time in which we live that we may understand better

why Jehovah deals so harshly with its achievements.

The phrase is used by the apostle Paul in his first epistle

to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 4:3): "With me,"-lie says, "it

is a very small thing to be judged by you or by man's

day . . ." "Man's judgment/' the old version rendered

it, and thus covered up a great mine of truth. Their judg

ment is the same as man's judgment, so that nothing is

really added to the thought. But "man's day" opens up a

vista of principles and practices, of motives and methods

so out of line with the apostle's purpose in life that he made

no effort whatever to conform to its decrees.

The underlying principle of each of these days. is the

same. It is exaltation. Just as the prophet concludes his
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description of the Lord's Day with the reassuring declara

tion, "Jehovah alone shall be exalted in that day," so also

in the other two days. Up to the present time mankind is

striving to exalt itself. Jehovah alone will be exalted in

the coming day. God will have the highest place on the

new earth.

In Man's day mankind is given a free rein to show what

the race is capable of accomplishing. Man is being tried

under all conceivable circumstances. Before the flood the

test was conducted under anarchy; since then man has tried

every variety of government from democracy to despotism,

from Socialism to plutocracy. Laws are made by the mil

lion and broken by the billion every year. Government is

being continually reformed but nothing is ever final.

The truth that we are living in Man's day is the answer

to some of the most perplexing questions which have ever

been propounded. Again and again the complaint arises,

If God has all wisdom why does He allow such a state of

affairs to exist? The answer is, that He is displaying His

wisdom through human folly. If He has all power why

does He not use force to end the violence of man? But

how can we know His power except by the impotence of

human might? If He is Love why does He not care for

His creatures and comfort them in their distress ? But

God's love never glows so brightly as when stirred by hu

man hate.-*

But these answers would not satisfy if Man's day were

interminable. The day of man must last long enough to

give ample opportunity to the human race to prove its im

potence, but not one instant longer. We may not judge

God by the history of the human race during this period

in which He has purposely withdrawn. The next two days

will provide ample proof that His ways with mankind are

in perfect accord with His glorious attributes.

The first intimation of the period in which the action of

this prophecy is placed is found when John tells us plainly
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that, in spirit, he came to be in the Lord's day. The old

version would have us believe that he was "in the spirit on

the Lord's day/' that is, in a trance on the day we call Sun

day. A reference to the interlinear will quickly show that

it should read in and not on. These two connectives are

quite distinct in Greek and are never confounded with one

another. The offensiveness of the substitute lies in the Eng

lish idiom by which "on the Lord's day" suggests a day

of the week, misnamed by many "the sabbath," or "the first

day of the week," or "the Lord's day." All of these are

most mischievous and unscriptural substitutes for Sunday.

Saturday, the seventh day, is the sabbath for Israel. "The

first day of the week" is a fable forced upon us by a com

pany of translators who deliberately manufactured the

phrase to sanction the keeping of Sunday, while "the Lord's

day" has absolutely no support in holy writ as applied to

a day of the week.

It is not revealed what day it was when the seer per

ceived his visions. And, indeed, what would be gained if

we knew the day or the hour? What we wish to know is

the time to which the vision applies. A hasty glance will

soon show us that Man's day is past. His highest efforts

fail. His haughty head is humbled. There is. no question

at all but that the terrible time foretold by the prophets

and called by them "the day of Jehovah" was vividly

brought before John's vision and that he was, in spirit, in

the day of the Lord.

If, then, he mas in the Lord's day, what would be more

to the point than to open the vision by telling us the time

of its application? %

Some have suggested that there is a difference between

"the Lord's day" as it is given here, and "the day of the

Lord" as it is in the Hebrew Scriptures. We hardly need

to mention that in Hebrew there is no means of saying "the

Lord's day." The Hebrew translation of this book, we

understand, translates this phrase j ust as it' is in the proph

ets, "the day of the Lord."
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But there is a good reason for the change here. In

meaning there is not the slightest difference between "the

Lord's day" and "the day of the Lord/' but in emphasis

there is. The prophets laid their stress upon the character

of the day: it was the day of Jehovah. The seer of Patmos

dwells on the time of the vision: it was in the Lord's day.

Hence the noun "Lord" is lowered in rank to a descriptive

term and placed before the noun it modifies in order to

allow the emphasis to fall on the day in which the vision

was perceived.

The prophet Isaiah gives us two notable descriptions of

the coming of the day of Jehovah. First he enlarges upon

it in connection with the blessing of Jerusalem. Later he

treats of it as it affects the destruction of Babylon. These

are the two cities which come before us in the temple sec

tion of this Unveiling. No one who will compare Isaiah's

description with the later revelation will be able to doubt

for an instant that John mas transported into.the day of

Jehovah foretold by the ancient Hebrew prophets.

Let the reader turn to the second chapter of Isaiah and

read the whole of it. The keynote is struck in the eleventh

verse:

"The ,lofty looks of man shall be humbled,

And the haughtiness of man shall be bowed down,

And Jehovah alone shall be exalted in that day,"

This is repeated in the seventeenth verse. This is the

very antithesis of Man's Day, when Christ not only hum

bled Himself but was unutterably humiliated by the heads

of haughty human institutions. The high priest, the re

ligious head, exalted himself®and humbled Christ. Herod

the political authority, shielded himself while he allowed

them to crucify Christ.

But in Jehovah's Day all this will be reversed. The Cru

cified One will be crowned with many diadems. The earth

will be filled with blessing but it will be the portion of the

meek and humble in heart.
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The closing section of the chapter (verses 19-22) gives

us a remarkable description of the means which will be

used to bring this about. It corresponds closely with the

sixth chapter of this Unveiling, where men call upon the

mountains and hills to fall upon them and hide them from

the face of the One Who is sitting on the throne. Isaiah

says:

/ . . •

"And they shall go into the holes of the rocks,

And into the caves of the soil

For fear of Jehovah

And for the glory c of His majesty

When he arises to shake terribly the earth."

Yet not all of Jehovah's Day is filled with destruction.

Peace, the great desire of all nations, will then be realized.

Until then men will fight for it, but never taste its sweets

for long.

"And He shall judge among the nations,

And shall rebuke many people:

And they shall beat their swords into ploughshares,

And their spears into pruning hooks;

Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

Neither shall they learn war any more."

This is the result of the righteous rule of Jehovah, for the

law for the whole earth will go forth from Jerusalem.

A different aspect of that dreadful day is presented to us

in the thirteenth chapter of the same prophet. Not Jerusa

lem but Babylon is the theme here. First we have the

gathering of the nations against Babylon. Then we are

taken back to the heavenly portents under the sixth seal.

The stars, the sun and the moon refuse to shine. Both

heaven and earth are shaken. The effect on Babylon will

be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. As a

result

"It shall never be inhabited,

Neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation;

Neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there;

Neither shall the shepherds make their fold there. . . "
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How this reminds one of the destruction of Babylon in

the Unveiling! "Thus Babylon that great city will be

hurled down and may be found no more at all!" (Un.

18:21)

The Minor Prophets Joel and Zechariah have notable

accounts of the Lord's day and, in each case, they describe

the very scenes which are found in this Unveiling. Joel

begins with the description of a famine (1:15-18, Un. 6:8).

Then the ravages of fire follow (1:19-20, Un. 8:7). Even

the cavalry of the abyss is described (2:4-9, Un. 9:17).

The great earthquake and the eclipse of the heavenly

bodies are vividly predicted (2:10, Un. 6:12, 8:12).

Zechariah gives us the closing scenes of judgment which

cluster around Jerusalem and the manifestation of the Lord

in power and glory. The mobilization of all nations at

Armageddon, the capture of Jerusalem, and the great earth

quake when the Lord descends upon the Mount of Olives,

is detailed with great fulness, as it affects the city and the

land.

"And Jehovah shall be King over all the earth."

All of these prophecies are distinctly and definitely lo

cated in the day of Jehovah. All of them describe the very

same eventsr which are seen in vision by John when he was

transported, in spirit, into the Lord's day.

In view of this, how can we even consider any other

interpretation of these word§~? If it was on the sabbath,

why was it not so stated? If on Sunday, this, too, could

have been indicated. But the spirit of God avoided all

such terms and chose one well known and loved by all who

read the prophets.

The distinction between Man's Day and the Lord's Day

is easily grasped. But what difference is there between, the

Lord's Day and the Day of God? The latter phrase is

not found in this Unveiling, but the new heavens and the

new earth are associated with this phrase by the apostle

Peter, who also describes the close of the Day of the Lord
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because of the presence of the Day of God (2 Pet. 3:12) :

"Hoping for and hastening to the presence of the day of

God, because of which the heavens,, being on ^ire, will be

dissolved, and the elements will be decomposed by combus

tion. Yet we may be hoping for new heavens and a new

earth, in which righteousness is dwelling."

From this passage it is evident that the Day of the Lord

comes to its end with the burning of this earth and the Day

of God commences with the new earth. By comparing

conditions before and after this event we doubtless would

be able to get glimpses of the knowledge we are seeking.

But a much more direct method is to examine the titles

themselves as they are used in the Hebrew Scriptures.

The title "Lord" refers us to the Hebrew "Jehovah":

"God" is the usual translation of "Elohim." Among the

many divine titles in the Hebrew Scriptures these two~ are

the most notable. They are used thousands of times and

always with precision and due regard to their significance.

They cannot be interchanged without spoiling the passage

in which they occur. We read that Jehovah is the Elohim

of Israel (Isa. 45:3). This is full of satisfactory sense.

But if we transpose the titles and say that Elohim is the

Jehovah of Israel, the statement, though true, lacks all

point.

These two titles are like two great pillars which uphold

the temple of His glory. They are founded in the very

constitution of the universe. Every act or event in the his

tory of the creation may be described from two standpoints

-—place and time. God's great purpose to reveal Himself

makes use of these two elements. The sphere of His self-

revelation is comprised within the heavens and the earth.

The time is confined to the ages or eons. In conformity

with this He assumes a place-name and a time-title. Elo

him is God in His connection with space; Jehovah connects

Him with the course of time.

In the beginning, we read, Elohim created the heavens
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and the earth (Gen. 1:1). Mark the title. Not Jehovah,

but Elohim. He created the stage on which the tragedy

of humanity was to be enacted. And so throughout the

chapter. It is Elohim who makes and creates the creatures

and their environment. Man is created in His image—a

term referring to form. As soon, however, as the stage is

set, the history of man's creation is rehearsed from the new

standpoint of time, Jehovah Elohim formed the man out

of the soil of the ground, and man became a living soul.

Here it is that human history s begins. At this point the

clock begins to tick off the seconds and the story of man,

which needs not only place but time for its unfoldment,

begins. JThis is the reason that the title "Jehovah" is

associated with Elohim. The introduction of a new element

calls out a new side of the divine character, which is ex

pressed by the title He assumes.

That Jehovah is the title which links our Lord with the

sphere of time is evident from the very title itself. It is

usually derived from the Hebrew substantive "to be" in its

three time-forms. It comprises the future he will be, the

present, being, and the past he was. This is the order in

the Hebrew. But when we come to its thrice repeated

equivalent in this Unveiling, the future no longer occupies

the place of prominence at the beginning, but is found at

the end. Why is this ? Is there some mistake ? Not at all.

There is no change in the components of the title, but only

a shifting of its emphasis from the future to the present.

And what could be more apt under the circumstances? rIn

the prophets, the name Jehovah was the name of hope, of

future fulfillment. They looked forward. But now that

the day of Jehovah has come, the emphasis falls on the

fact that He IS, and all that occurs is founded on the fact

of His present operation. Indeed, so flexible is this title,

that its later occurrences omit the future altogether. That

part of the incommunicable name which has been fulfilled

falls off (Un. 11:17, 16:5). Hope gives place to realiza

tion. Have we not here a plain indication of the transient
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nature of this one of the divine assumptions? Elohim is

permanent as place; Jehovah is transient as time. Jehovah

is the eonian God, the God of the ages. Beyond these

the title has no application.

But the most important point lies in the association of

this title with the nation of Israel. Jehovah is not the God

of all the nations. He is confined to one nation—the sons

of Jacob. Ever since they have been separated from the

rest and made the appointed channel of blessing for the

earth, Jehovah has been their God, and the day of Jehovah

is their day as well as His. That day holds no hope for

any other nation, as such. But for Israel it has a thousand

promises. It is the day of days for them, when, as the

priest kingdom, they hold the highest place for a millen

nium. Let us never connect the title Jehovah with any

other nation.

The tremendous import of this fact in interpreting this

Unveiling is hard to realize at first. But gradually, as other

facts confirm it, the; light breaks into our dull hearts. This

day is not for the nations. They had their opportunity in

Man's Day. The day of Jehovah is for Israel and Israel's

God.

That Elohim associates God with the universe of space

is remarkably confirmed by its Greek equivalent Theos.

The ending os is merely an addition to indicate the nomin

ative case. We have Theou, Theoo, Theon, and Thee, for

the genitive, dative, accusative and vocative cases. The real

root is -THE- This Greek element carries the constant

idea, to place, and is so defined in the Concordant Version.

The Greek equivalent of Elohim is "Placer"—the divine

Creator of the vast realm of space and all its contents.

As Jehovah is the God of the covenant people, so Elohim

is the God of creation. He is bound by ties unbreakable to

every being in the universe. He breaks down the barriers

between Himself and mankind at the beginning of His day.

"God Himself," we read, "shall be their God." He will

tent with them. He will comfort them. He will not dwell in
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a temple, inaccessible except to a favored few. While the

ascendancy of Israel in the sphere of politics still remains

on the new earth, their priesthood vanishes. In the begin

ning, before the days of Abraham and Isaac and Israel,

God dealt with all mankind directly. So will it be in the

final eon. A glorious day will dawn, more splendid far

than the much mentioned millennium, in which the breach

between mankind and God will be well nigh bridged. As

much as the millennium surpasses the present, so shall this

marvellous day outstrip the glories of the day of Jehovah.

The Unveiling of Jesus Christ, then, marks the climax in

the relations between God and His creatures. Man's miser

able attempt to get along without Him finally fails. He

takes the helm and guides the universe straight towards its

final goal.

Man's day is nearly done. The day of Jehovah impends!

What a marvellous comfort this should be to us! No more

of man's misrule with all its untold harvest of sorrow and

suffering! Soon, very soon, the pride of man shall be

brought low, and Jehovah alone shall be exalted! God

speed the day!

A. E. K,
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And still we are here! Above the din of this noisy day we

are listening for the sound of a trumpet, the voice of the

Chief Messenger. But He has not come as yet. The days

are growing darker, the outlook more dismal, and we are

weary of the world which does not welcome Him. Signs

are not wanting which seem to indicate that the day of

Jehovah is not far distant, if, indeed, its shadow is not

already lying athwart the earth.

Israel, or Jacob, rather, is swarming back to the land of

promise in spite of every obstacle. Nothing can keep them

back. All central Europe would gladly disgorge them (like

Jonah) and it cannot be long ere the land is theirs again,

not only by a decree of the powers but, by right of owner

ship and population. Even now the military dictatorship is

about to give place to a high commissioner under the mandate

of Great Britain. Money is flowing freely for the develop

ment of its resources, men are more than willing to do the

work, and it is almost certain that a few years will see a

greater change in Palestine than was ever effected before in

any land in so short a time.

What is this but the budding of the fig tree ? As I write

I,see the fig trees out of the window with buds and leaves,

and I know that summer cannot be far off. So we cannot

help concluding that the re-nationalization of Israel is a

token of the near approach of her Rescuer.
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And what place is there for us on the earth in this im

pending day of Jehovah? None at all! Can we not feel

the strangeness, the incongruity of our situation ? Ere long

the light of the world will be in the hands of a feeble

remnant of the chosen nation. The rest of the world will

be in darkness. But we will not be in darkness! We will

be with the Sun Himself! O Lord, how long?

One of the arguments advanced for assigning the force of .

endlessness to the word eonian is the, fact that there is no

other word in the Greek which has such a significance.

How then, we are asked, could it have been expressed ? The

answer is clear. There are three expressions, interminable

or endless, indissoluble and no finish or consummation, any

of which practically amount to endlessness and could have

been used to denote it. They have this in common, that they

all are formed by a combination of a negative with some

positive idea which brings things to an end. By examining

the positive term which is denied we can easily form a cor

rect idea of its practical effect.

The first we will consider is akatalutop. Its single occur

rence (Heb. 7:16) denies that the life of the Son can be

demolished. The positive term, hataluoo, is rendered by our

translators, destroy, (Mt. 5:17, 17, 26:61, 27:40, Mk. 14:58,

15:29, Ac. 6:14, Ro. 14:2a, Galf 2:18) throw down (Mt.

24:2, Mk. 13:2, Lu. 21:6) overthrow (Ac. 5:39) dissolve

(2 Co. 5:1). As a close, oft recurring synonym, apollumi,

is best rendered destroy, this word is most happily translated

demolish. Now that which cannot be demolished is, to all

intents and purposes everlasting. Hence we suggest that,

if those passages which speak of God's life during the eons

did not intend to qualify it by such an association, but en-
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deavored so to indicate its endlessness, then here is the

proper term for such a purpose. Notice particularly that

the life of the Son is indissoluble, but His priesthood is for

the eon (Heb. 7:17). It does not begin until that eon and

ceases with its close. Scripture bears out these distinctions

fully, for Christ cannot die again, hence must live eternally.

Another word which is close kin to endlessness is

aperantos, without a terminus. This term and the previous

one are the only words rendered endless in the Authorized

version. That it is used in a limited sense everyone will

freely admit, for genealogies cannot be absolutely endless

(1 Tim. 1:4). The English interminable fits the Greek term

very closely both in sense and usage. "Interminable gene

alogies" have no end for us for our patience will not carry

us through them. The positive term, peran, is usually trans

lated beyond, or other side, while peras is twice rendered

uttermost parts and twice end (Ro. 10:18, Heb. 6:16). No

other word in the Greek vocabulary is so near our word end,

for the term usually so rendered, telos, means finish, consum

mation or maturity, not cessation but fruition. So that we

may, with great propriety render aperantos endless, inter-

nimable. Here,* again, we have a term admirably adapted

to convey the sense of infinite, everlasting, eternal, for ever,

or for ever and ever.

The third expression is of two kinds. The positive term

finish or consummation is denied to the kingdom (Lu. 1:33)

by the absolute negative ou, not, and the life of God's Son,

as suggested by the lack of any genealogy for Melchisedek,

(Heb. 7:3) is denied any finish by the relative negative

mee, no, . '
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A tract has been brought to our notice called "The Fate of

Unbelievers." The vital point of the argument has been

answered so often that we simply point out the flaw which

undoes it. "The eons of the eons" is rendered "throughout

ages of ages" (leaving the article "the" off in both cases).

This tends to make the expression vague and misty. And,

without any reason, we are assured that it "expresses a

never-ending period." The logical way, in dealing with a

foreign language, is to seek the force of similar expressions.

"Ages of ages" means indefinite duration in English, but

"the ages of the ages" means certain definite periods of time

which bear a definite relation to one another. This is fully

set forth in "All in all." ^

The other points regards torment. It is generally sup

posed that those who reject eternal torture also reject eonian

torment. Not so. That God does torture is evident even in

this life. We only contend that the torture is eonian—

limited in duration and beneficient in final results.
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Who shall describe the glories of the TEphesian letter?

We are taken back before the entrance of evil and behold

ourselves in His purposes in Christ. We are taken and

seated in the very heavens in Christ. But, though the earth

is taken from beneath our feet in this twofold sense, yet in

Him we-find a firmer footing than ever this earth can give.

But such abundant grace cannot be contained in Israel's

narrow pale. They were nigh by virtue of the covenant

blood. Such nearness was but distance compared with the

nearness now secured by the blood of Christ. The means

by which they drew near—the court, the altar, the laver,

the holy place, the vail—all these are now seen to be but

barriers to their free approach.

Now these are all removed. The defilement of the flesh

might keep even an Israelite outside the camp in the days

of old; but now the blood of Christ yields to no fleshly

disability, and avails for all—for those afar off as well as

those that were nigh. The nations have an equal share with

Israel in this stupendous blessing.

The blood of Christ alone, unaided, without escort or

association, without accessory or adjunct of any kind, brush

ing aside the embarrassment and blockade of fleshly rites, in

the fresh and unsupported vigour and power of its solitary

majesty—the blood of Christ alone is the champion of the

sinner; that, single-handed, clears a passage to the very

throne of God.
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But is baptism brushed aside? Is it included in the

abolished rites?

Among the unities of the fourth chapter are :Y"One Lord/

one faiths one baptism" (Eph. 4:5).

Though there be lords many, for us there is but one Lord.

In previous dispensations, as well as in a future day,

varieties of faith obtain. Favor is shown to various classes

according to their relationship to Israel. In the Pen

tecostal era the faith for Israel was far more glorious than

that for the Samaritans, while the nations were but guests

at Israel's board. Now they are no longer guests and so-

journers, but fellow citizens of the saints, and members

of God's family. "Now there is one faith for all; not Israel

first, not the nations first; but all are received on equal

gracious terms.

As there is but one faith now, so also there is but one

baptism.

We have seen how the ministry of our Lord, and that

of John were characterized by one baptism—that in water.

John had borne record concerning the Master: "I, indeed,

am baptizing you in water for repentance: yet He who is

coming after me is stronger than I, Whose sandals I am

not competent to bear. He it is Who will be baptizing you

in holy spirit and fire" (Matt. 3:11). So the Master, upon

His ascension, bears witness to John: "John indeed baptizes

in water, yet you shall be baptized in holy spirit not many

days hence."

So that from Pentecost onward two baptisms obtained.

Water baptism was accompanied by spirit baptism.

In the administration of the evangel of God among the

nations by Paul these two continued, but water baptism

takes* a secondary place, while the baptism of the spirit is

" the portion of all.

Now that there is a return to one baptism the question

remains: "Is it water, or, Is it spirit?"

The epistle itself gives answer: "When believing, also,
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you were sealed with the holy spirit of promise" (Eph.

1:13). This alone entitled them to the spiritual blessings

which they had in the heavenly regions.

By one spirit they were all baptized into one body.

Without that baptism there could never be the one body.

If the one body does not exist, there is no body of Christ,

no ecclesia, and our highest blessings as His members are

annulled.

It is by this spirit that we all have access into God's

presence, and are united one to another. This unity of

the spirit is one of the characteristic truths of this secret

economy. It is vital.

So then, the baptism of spirit remains.

As there is but one baptism, that in water disappears.

If we take Ephesains as the text book, then Philippians

furnishes us with examples, and Colossians with review.

In Philippians, we see the apostle's own course in the

things of flesh. Precious as they once appeared, he now

counts them but fit for curs. As he sees those who call

themselves the "Circumcision," staking all upon a mere

mutilation of their flesh, he sounds the alarm: "Beware of

the maimcision, for me are the circumcision who are offering

divine service to God in spirit, and are glorying in Christ

Jesus, and have no confidence in flesh (Phil. 3:2-3). He

weeps as he warns them once more of the enemies of the

cross of Christ "who are disposed to the things of earth"

(Phil. 3: 18-19). It is hard to exclude baptism in water

from these "earthly things." Once, like circumcision, it

was necessary for Divine blessing, but now both have been

fulfilled in His cross.

In Colossians, baptism itself is taken up in conjunction

with circumcision.

In the days when Jehovah taught His people how to

draw nigh to Him, what was the requisite for approach?

The uncircumcised could not draw nigh at all. Circum

cision was the prime factor in seeking His presence and

blessing.
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But a nearer approach required still more. The circum

cised Israelite could not even reach the laver. A circum

cised priest could not go beyond the laver without being

first baptized in its water.

Circumcision and baptism, then, constituted the Israelite's

fitness to approach a veiled God.

And they are still necessary. They are essential. No one

is properly furnished for His presence and blessing unless

first he is circumcised and baptized.

In this light we read that we "are complete in Him . . .

in Whom" we were circumcised with a circumcision made

without hands in the stripping off the body of flesh in the

circumcision of Christ" (Col. 2:10).

Here is circumcision indeed; though "made without

hands" though accomplished on the cross apart from us

altogether, it is the only real, the only true circumcision*

The sons of Jacob were not circumcised. We are. They

only shadowed it. We have the substance.

Let no one say that circumcision is obsolete. It is a

present, practical, powerful truth. It is, however, but

part of the truth. It leaves Christ on the cross, lifeless.

So the apostle goes on to say: "Being buried together

with Him in baptism, in Whom you were roused together,

also, through faith in the operation of God, Who rouses

Him from among the dead" (Col. 2:12).

Christ is risen! And we are risen in Him! Here is

cleansing! Here is baptism!

By the power of His spirit we enter into the blessed

potent truth that we have already been baptized. And

such a baptism as the sons of Israel never knew. By

Him we have not only died, but have also been buried and

raised from the grave—in Him. Not from "a watery grave

by the strong arm of the baptizer" but by an Almighty

arm, "through faith in the operation of God, circumcision,

rouses Him from among the dead."

Just as we are not circumcised in flesh, but in spirit, so
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also with baptism. His baptism, just as His circumcision,

we reckon as our own. He was buried; so were we. He

arose; we too are risen.

As we think of this solemn glorious truth the warning

still rings in our ears: "Beware! That no one shall be

DESPOILING YOU ... IN ACCORD WITH THE ELEMENTS OF

the world (the elementary religious observances) and not

in accord with CHRIST!"

O, beloved, has our God set this danger signal here for

naught? How many, many, of His precious ones have

passed it by unheeded! How sad to be in the toils of men

when God has made us free and complete in Him!

There is danger! God has not warned us against that

which has no existence, for multitudes of God's saints have

gone blindly into this snare in spite of God's warning. He

has delivered the writer of these pages: He alone can deliver

those who hear His Divine and solemn appeal.

The exquisite joy and delicious satisfaction which is

found by those who know themselves Complete in Christ

can only be found by heeding this Divine "IJeware f"

By the very nature of things, circumcision, while speak

ing of the stripping off of flesh, gave the flesh a standing

it was never entitled to. Spiritual circumcision alone really

fulfils its import.

Baptism was likewise embarrassed. While it spoke of

spirit and gave the flesh no place, yet, being an ordinance

on the flesh, it seemed to give the flesh acceptance in His

sight.

But our baptism gives flesh no place. Our cleansing is

by spirit and finds a real and genuine acceptance by our

God.

If I am complete in Him na fleshly rite can add to my

completeness. If I do add it, then I deny that His work

has fully met God's claims. I dishonor that work by sub

tracting from its potency; and spoil it by adding some

thing of my own dead, putrefying flesh.
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If I receive the wondrous truth then I am constrained to

refuse these ordinances upon the flesh, both circumcision

and baptism. I rest alone in Him in Whom I have no ladk.

Complete in Christ my Saviour,

My heart is satisfied;

For He is all-sufficient,

What need for aught beside?
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The book of Joel is not a discourse, or a series of dis

courses. It may be described as a dramatization of God's

ways with the people of Judah. Its subject is the dom

inant theme of prophecy—the leadership of Israel to be

reached after a protracted, purging ordeal. This ordeal,

which is world-wide in its scope, is presented under two

distinct aspects: (1) the judgment of Israel through the

nations, eventuating in the nation's repentance and purifica

tion; and (2) the judgment between the purified people

and the hostile nations which oppressed them. In Israel

two developments run side by side, that of God's remnant

issuing in blessing, and that of the God-estranged masses

tending to the judgment—redemptive history whose fruit is

salvation to the called, and the world-history whose goal is

the world-judgment. Judah, in its present state, must

necessarily be put to shame in the day of the Lord; but

repentance there effects a spiritual change which, produced

from above, creates a new nation which provides a refuge

in the judgment.

As regards outer form Joel's "word" is a balanced devel

opment of two antithetic ideas. At the outset the invading

alien armies, idealized into mystic forces of destruction,

devastate Judah. Then the situation is reversed by a

sudden tour-de-force: Judah is delivered, all that was

destroyed by the invaders is restored, while the lands of

the nations who had scattered His people and divided His

land among them are utterly wasted. This reversal in the
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fortunes of Israel and the nations is presented in a series of

intensely animated acts. The reading of the book conveys

the impression of a single piece developed in a suite of

scenes which are continuous and successive.

The title sets forth the official character of the document.

"Word of Jehovah that reached Joel, son of Pethuel" (1:1).

Since the prophets were God's representatives at court, the

term davar ("word") in the inscriptions of prophetic writ

ings carries the force of decree—a divine decree promul

gating the fate of the nation. Then follows a statement of

object and purpose (1:2-4). A succession of devastating

incursions, extending over a period of four generations, is

the course mapped out for Judah by the Most High. Suc

ceeding sections follow the unfolding movement and watch

the widening circle of effects.

The opening scene unfolds a sorry spectacle. Judah is

overrun by an invading army. The land is ravaged and

stripped bare of everything in sight. The various classes

of society lament to one another over the destruction special

to each* The avalanche of ruin rolls onward like a tidal

wave. As consternation spreads, caste feelings vanish; the

sense of common danger obliterates conventional distinc

tions and welds the various social factions into one vast

assembly of suppliants (1:5-20).

The supplications are in vain. The work of destruction

goes on unimpeded. The mystic foe advances to the climax.

This is brought out in a series of passages in which im

pressions of the well equipped and highly effective military

organization of the advancing foe alternate with realistic

flashes of the terrible devastation which follows in his wake.

The horrors of the invasion aggravated by scorching heat,

seismic convulsion and atmospheric disturbances, produce a

suffering beyond all human endurance (2:1-11).
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But it is a law of Providence to make the worst serve

the interests of the best. Man's extremity is God's oppor

tunity. Accordingly, when judgment attains its zenith the

voice of prophecy proclaims Jehovah's gracious character,

and tells that the situation is by no means hopeless. This

very hour of thick gloom and dire necessity is the precursor

of a rich blessing. God will reveal His grace and turn

the tide of adversity, provided the people's assembly is

honestly resolved to amend its life and purpose rather than

engage in a mechanical performance of futile rites. Mo

tions of repentance stir among the people, and culminate in

an unanimous prayer for deliverance, led by the priests

(2:12-17).

The turning-point is conveyed by a single phrase of

direct statement. "Then was Jehovah jealous for his land,

and had pity on his people." Then is brought out the

removal of the mystic host, called the "northern army,"

which is cut in two: the van is hurled into the Dead Sea,

and the rear into the Mediterranean. The destruction of

the invader is followed by the restoration of all that had

been destroyed and by the bestowal of a rich harvest bless

ing (2:18-27).

At this point there is a hiatus. The prophecy leaves

silently the field of history for the regions of the far-off

"beyond." The scene unfolding before our eyes is the

spiritualization of Israel and preparation for conflict with

the hostile nations. The temporal, earthly blessings are

accompanied by a fullness of spiritual blessing. The Divine

Spirit will be poured upon "all flesh." The extent of the

phrase is determined by what precedes and especially by

what follows, where the general statement is specialized:

"your sons and your daughters." Consequently, all the in

habitants of the land (not of the earth) are meant. The
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promise is therefore strictly limited to Israel; the stress

lies on universality within the nation. Then everyone in

Israel without exception will be filled with the Spirit of

God. Thus, what Moses thought a scarcely attainable ideal

(Nu. 11:29) will be actually seen: the entire people will

be prophets. All its members will stand in as immediate

relation to the Lord as the prophets, so that no mediation

will be necessary for them. It will be a nation not merely

serving as God's priests, but also testifying to Him as

prophets—a holy people grown to maturity (2:28-^:8).

The next stage unfolds the advance of the nations and

the hosts of God for the conflict in the "Valley of Decision."

i divine summons is issued to the nations. An unusual

martial enthusiasm, the work of a higher power/now seizes

on the heathen world. Everything fit for war is set in

motion. Not merely are the valiant veterans roused for the

decisive blow, even peaceful rustics are seized by battle-

rage, and beat the implements of their livelihood into

deadly weapons. Even the feeble and cowardly gather

themselves together, take courage, and play the man. A

demonic excitement impels the nations to march against

Jerusalem. But the martial eagerness against the city of

God is kindled by God Himself, who thus calls the nations

to judgment.

The seer beholds this wildly raging sea of armed hu

manity approaching the limits of the holy land on every

side. "Come on!" runs his challenge, "Press close to

gether!" "Thither," he cries next, turning to God,

"Thither bring down thy mighty ones, Jehovah!" The

Lord utters the fateful command to His hosts: "Put in the

sickle!" The machinery of judgment is set in motion.

Meanwhile the throng becomes greater and greater in the

valley. The heaven above grows dark. Jehovah's thunder-
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voice is heard out of Zion. Now the tempest of judgment

bursts on the nations. But it is veiled in gloom from the

gaze of the seer. There is no use in seeing or describing

the horrors of such a scene. God Himself draws over it

the veil of night (8:9-16).

In the final scene darkness has rolled away and discloses

a glorified Zion. The terrible day of doom became a mere

storm clearing the air. Now every fount of blessing

streams more richly than ever before. The land enjoys

exuberant wealth of agricultural products, an exuberance

which is assured by an abundance of water vouchsafed. All

the dried up rivulets in the broken country of Judah stream

with water. The outer aspect of the land will then fully

correspond to its spiritual condition. Zion then shall have

become in very deed what it has been in promise and

in name but never in fact-—the dwelling place of God

(3:17-21).

It would be difficult to conceive two literary works more

widely apart than Hosea and Joel. In style, in form, in

temperament, they are utterly unlike. And yet underneath

the stylistic and morphological differences there is real unity

of purpose and community of interests. Both prophets con

template one set of events; they dwell on one common sub

ject—the Assyrian campaigns against the holy land. They

differ only in regard to viewpoint. Hosea views the As

syrian campaigns mainly in their relation to the Northern

kingdom. His occasional side-glances at Judah merely in

dicate that the sister kingdom of the South would not

wholly escape the devastating scourge. Joel first surveys

the entire field at a glance and then narrows the field of

his vision to the Assyrian operations against Judah. Hosea

and Joel complement one another and furnish the "inside"

history of the movement. Kings and Chronicles relate the
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course of historic events. The prophet's take a peep behind

the curtain and show God's manipulation of those events.

The customary title, dealing with the writing and the

writer, is followed by a statement summarizing the general

message of the book (1:2-4). The opening sentence is a

call for attention. The prophet addresses himself through

the rulers to all the inhabitants of the land. "Hear this,

ye elders, and listen, all inhabitants of the land." To open

up a way for his subject, but still more to accentuate the

unusual character of the event of which he is about to

speak, he commences with a question. "Has this been in

your days, or in the days of your fathers?" The occur

rence itself is veiled in the demonstrative "this"; the specific -

statement of it is deferred until the novel character of the

impending crisis has been taken in. What he is about to

announce is astoundingly unusual: unusual in point of

fact, altogether unlike any previous experience, and un

usual in point of duration, stretching over a period of four

generations.

The interest and curiosity of his hearers being thor

oughly aroused, the prophet epitomises his message in a

terse pictorial sentence. "Ahead of the taker eats the mul

tiplier; and ahead of the multiplier eats the licker; and

ahead of the licker eats the consumer" (1:4). Let us

pause and ponder this riddle-like statement, for the force

of the book, its worth to contemporary and future genera

tions alike, its appreciation as a literary masterpiece or a

^divine message, its intelligent understanding and sane, prac

tical interpretation, are wrapped up in this dark saying.

Theology has debated the question whether the locusts are

literal or allegorical, past or future. Expositors have tried

to show by wordy and obscure arguments, now a locust

plague, a common occurrence in those remote times and
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distant lands, could assume such commanding importance as

to perpetuate the memory of it. The efforts are vain. Com

mon sense fails to see how the men of any age would be

the wiser, or in what way they would be benefited, by

knowing that some hundred years before swarms of locusts

had destroyed the harvest. The idea refutes itself. Such

an event, however large it may bulk in contemporary affairs,

is bound to shrink with the passage of time; it is too trite,

and commonplace, too devoid of moral and practical worth,

altogether too diminutive to excite the interest of succeed

ing generations. In its very nature such knowledge can

only possess an antiquarian interest. This view grounds

itself in the fallacy of the undivineness of the natural.

Looking for God in the spectacular and abnormal, theology

has missed the grandeur of His work in the normal course

of ordinary events.

The Hebrew verb yah-thar holds the key to the situation.

It means to survive (Nu. 26:65). The extension of the

idea to objects other than life invites, in modern languages,

the aid of such cognate verbs as "exceed" (Deu. 28:11^,

"spare" (Ps. 79:11), "go beyond" (Gen. 49:4), in order

to harmonize the character of the action inhering in the verb

with the object to which it refers. From this verb come

several derivatives: (1) yeh-ther, "excess" (Ex. ^3:11),

"survivor" (Deu. 3:11); (2) yith-rohn, "profit" (Eccl.

1:3); (3) yoh-theh-reth, "flaps;" (4) me-thar, "binder"

(Ex. 35:18). Since the inhering idea of the parent verb

and its derivatives is that of survival or extension, it is

not surprising to find that the feminine form of the noun

yith-rah should take on the sense of "abundance" (Isa.

15:7, Jer. 48:36), and the masculine of "cord" (Job. 30:11),

means for measuring extension. The two forms of the

masculine noun, yah-ther and yeh-ther, are often used ad-
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verbially: "more" (Eccl. 2:15), "moreover" (Eccl. 12:9),

"further" (Eccl. 12:12). A few typical passages will

show the meaning and force of its adverbial use. The

chronicler's formula, "The further (current version, rest)

acts of . . ." means the acts besides, or in addition to,

those related (I Ki. 11:41; 15:7; etc.). Isa. 38*11 affords

another striking example. "I am deprived of my further

(current versions, residue) years." The sick king asks,

"Why am I deprived of the pleasure of living longer ?"

Now the phrase, "that which . . . has left," in Joel 1:4,

is a translation of this Hebrew word yeh-iher, which has,

as in the passages just quoted, an adverbial force. Joel

looks forward, not backward. He is concerned with an

immediate prospect instinct with life and interest, not with

a past and dead experience. He looks ahead and sees a

succession of destroyers—one swarm of invaders after an

other coming up against the land of Judah to devastate it.

As to the pests, prudence would suggest that the Hebrew

words should be rendered in accordance with the well-

established meaning of the parent verbs. Such renderings,

if they do not enable us to identify the insects, yet yield

a sense pertinent to the general trend of thought, and avoid

misleading guesses. The "taker" (gah-zahm) seems to

be an insect preying especially on fruit trees (Am. 4:9).

The "multiplier" (ar-beh) is the common name of the

locust (Ex. 10:4). The "licker" (hah-seel) seems to be used

synonymously with ar-beh in 1 Ki. 8:37, 2 Chr. 6:28. The

"consumer" (yeh-lek) is used in Ps. 105:34 to designate

the Egyptian plague of locusts, and is therefore syn

onymous with ar-beh. Doubtless it is this fact that sug

gested the marginal note in the R. V.: "Probably, different

kinds of locusts, or locusts in different stages ot growth."

The rapacious insects are the Assyrian kings who rav-
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aged the holy land. This view at once lifts our prophecy

out of the category of rhetorical exercises into the sphere

of purposeful literature. Joel; like all the prophets, is

essentially a creative Writer, and often conveys his thought

in indirect forms. The representation of alien kings by

symbols from the animal world is of frequent occurrence in

the prophets. Thus Ezekiel represents the kings of

Babylon and Egypt under the simile of two great eagles

(Ezek. 17). Isaiah figures the monarchs of the same two

countries at an earlier day under the images of a winding

serpent and a monster (Isa. 27). But Isa. 14:28-31 affords

a still closer analogy to Joel.

14:28. In the death-year of king Ahaz was this

removal:

29. Beliot glad, Philistia, all of thee, because the

tribe that smote thee is broken; because from the ser

pent's root a basilisk goes forth, and its fruit—a winged

seraph. 30. And the firstborn of the poor feeds, and

the needy lies down in safety; but with famine I will

cause thy root to die, and slay thy posterity. 31. Howl,

gate; cry, city; thou art in dissolution, Philistia, all

of thee; because from the north comes a smoke, and

none strays among his troops. 32. But what answer,

ambassadors of the nations? That Jehovah founds

Zion, and in her the afflicted of the people betake

themselves.

The death-year in the title is to be understood as in

ch. 6:1, so that the occurrence specified in the opening sen

tence falls before the king's death. The occasion of the

prophecy is the breaking of the tribe that smote Philistia.

Ver. 29 applies to the joy of the Philistines at the death

of Tiglath-Pileser. Recall the facts. Tiglath-Pileser, king

of Assyria, and Ahaz of Judah died the same year
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(726 B. C), the former some months earlier than the latter.

When the Philistinesr had thrown off the Judean yoke, arid

had even seized Judean territory (2 Chr. 28:18), Ahaz had

invoked the help of Assyria. Tiglath-Pileser, upon receipt

of a substantial tribute, went out against Philistia and

ravaged it. But this Assyrian victory brought no relief to

Ahaz (2 Chr. 28:20). Now that the destroyer of Philistia

was dead, its population, proud of its success over Judah,

is jubilant. But let them not triumph too soon! Assyria's

power has not waned. Its line of aggressive rulers is not

extinct. The serpent, of which the end is yet to be seen,

will grow into a basilisk, and this again into a winged

seraph. The basilisk and seraph are future Assyrian rulers,

Sargon and Sennacherib, both of whom ravaged Philistia

(Isa. 20:1). God will summon the Assyrian against Phil

istia, whereas He will guard Zion against him, making it

an indestructible power. A reversal of fortunes is im

minent. The firstborn of the poor, viz., poorest of the

poor (cf. Job 18:13), a designation of Judah, whom the

Philistines held in contempt, would soon enter upon an era

of prosperity and safety, whereas Philistia would become

a prey to famine and slaughter (v. 30). The foe described

in ver. 31 is Sennacherib whose army-column advances like

a smoke-column. No one is lost from the closely-serried

ranks, it is an army excellently disciplined, and therefore

irresistible in its advance. The messengers sent by every

nation to appease the Assyrian bring back the astounding

news of his fall by Jehovah's hand. The oracle without

doubt relates to the Assyrian expeditions in the reigns of

Ahaz and Hezekiah. Here, then, is weighty evidence. A

contemporary fellow-prophet of Joel, observer and inter

preter of the same events, designates three Assyrian mon-

archs of his day by animal symbols: Tiglath-Pileser, the
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serpent, Sargon, the basilisk5 and Sennacherib, the winged

seraph. /

The four generations of Joel 1:3 correspond to the four

reigns specified in the titles of Hosea and Isaiah (Hos.

1:1, Isa. 1:1). And the four pests symbolize the four

Assyrian kings who invaded the lands of Israel and

Judah—Pul, the "taker/' Tiglath-Pileser, the "multiplier/*

Sargon, the "licker," and Sennacherib, the "consumer."

Joel sees the whole line of the destroyers of God's people,

yet describes only the invasions of Pul and Sennacherib.

This fact is explicitly stated in ch. 2:2: "Like dawn spread

ing over the mountains, (spreads) a people great and or

ganized: his like has not been since the age, and after him

recurred not for the years of generation and generation."

The two generations skipped by Joel are the generations

contemporary with the reigns of Jotham and Ahaz. The

campaigns of Tiglath-Pileser, Shalmaneser and Sargon,

which fall within these reigns, were directed against

Samaria, and are therefore dropped out of a prophecy which

concerns itself with the fortunes of Judah.

The foregoing considerations bring out the fact, that the

books of Hosea and Joel run concurrently. Starting out

from the same historic landmark—the invasion of Pul—

both prophets carry us adown»the stream of Hebrew his

tory: Hosea via the northern route to the fall of Samaria

in the sixth year of Hezekiah; Joel via the southern route

down to the overthrow of Sennacherib's army and the years

pf peace that succeeded.

V. G.



THE DIVINE ULTIMATE

A full and happy life is the desire of all, and although

ideas vary as to what should constitute such a life, yet, in

the deeper moments of the mind there are aspirations to

wards some unattained and undefined excellence. This

ardent longing for the ideal is displayed in the eloquence

of the world's thinkers. In message and manifesto it forms

the burden of their programmes, and is at once a testimony

to the greatness of an awaiting glory, and a proof of

estrangement from God.\^ It is a part of creation's groan

and travail, and the sense of bondage does but deepen the

desire for liberty.

Life is brief, and everywhere is marked by incomplete

ness. It is not enough to point to the visionary blessings

of posterity as compensation for present suffering and sac

rifice. What of the lives laid down which were pulsating

with promise of distinguished maturity? Grief may be as

suaged by sympathy, and by thought of others, but where

shall hope envisage its golden fulfillment ? Since no human

counsel can insure perfection, desire must nestle #in the

Divine ultimate.

Gladly, then, do we turn from the disquietude of human

enterprise to the tranquillity of Divine purpose, from the

passing fret and splendour of man to the abiding calm and

glory of God. For, in the purpose and province of God will
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the ideal be truly realized, that ideal which alone stands for

contentment and happiness. To that realm Messiah paves

the way, and hearts are swayed by the myriad perfections

of His wondrous grace till the throbbing universe finds its

center and circumference in God.

With men so fair a picture is but a dream. "It is too

good to be true/' they say. Yet even their poets glimpse a

ray of its effulgence. Tennyson thus voices the longing of

many ardent souls:

"Ah! when shall all men's good

Be each man's rule, and universal peace

' lie like a shaft of light across the land,

And like a lane of beams athwart the sea,

Through all the circle of the golden year?"

The purpose of God holds the when and how of all human

longing, and even now inspires and thrills the believer's

mind. Would that His lofty goal were more widely known,

for the vision is so splendidly worthy of Him who gave it.

But the Divine ultimate is little known and rarely pro

claimed. That there is a purpose of the ages with a fitting

climax is not fully appreciated by preachers and teachers.

Many of them fail to see that the glory of God is clouded

by their doctrine of endless woe; that the Son of His love

fails thereby to draw all men to Himself. Admitting the

universality of sin, they limit the sphere of salvation,

marring its grandeur by giving the last word to man. Fin

ality is with God. He gave His best in Christ, and through

Him will realize His best.

How God will accomplish His purpose in Christ the ages

will attest; but when the pile completeness shows, no void

will mar His work. For, not alone the favoured few, but

the ramsoned allx the fair circumference of His wide crea

tion, will acclaim His high success and glorious triumph.

There is then no residue of sin and suffering, no aftermath
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of sorrow. The finale of the ages has come, and with it the

eclipse of evil, permanent and sure, for the Sun of right

eousness has shed His beams to the ends of the universe,

and all are bathed in its glory.

The glory of God! Do we revel as we should in the

coming glory? Stage upon stage, in divinely-ordered

sequence, the transformation will take place, until the whole

creation is transfused by its crowning splendour. And, in

the light of such an issue of grace we perceive another note

in the heart music of the Psalmist, "Rest in the Lord, and

wait patiently for Him."

Flower, sun and star glorify God, because they are what

God meant them to be. And shall not all the intelligences

of creation glorify Him, by eventually being all that He

meant them to be in the realization of His will and pur

pose? Grace is not exhausted by its bestowment in the

immediate. There is an ultimate when it is merged with

glory.

Oh, that in the past this effulgence of grace had been

seen! The centuries would not then have evolved such pic

tures of misery and despair as Dante and Dore portrayed.

And even in later days imagination has run riot in depicting

scenes of endless torment. The dramatic eloquence of so-

called divines is terrible to contemplate.

In his discourse on the "Pains of Hell," we have this

from the pen of Jeremy Taylor: "Husbands shall see their

wives, parents shall see their children, tormented before

their eyes. The bodies of the damned shall be crowded to

gether in hell like grapes in a winepress, which press one

another till they burst. Every distinct sense and organ

shall be assailed with its own appropriate and exquisite suf

ferings." What a picture of the future doings of Him who

is called by the inspired Paul, "the God of hope, the God of

peace, the God of all comfort!"
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Another writer, Isaac Barrow, asserts that "Our bodies

will be afflicted continually with a sulphureous flame pierc

ing the inmost sinews." And Jonathan Edwards, an author

ity with many, writes in these horrible terms: "The world

will probably be converted into a great lake or liquid globe

of fire, in which the wicked shall be overwhelmed. They

shall be tossed to and fro, having no rest day or night.

Their heads, eyes, tongues, hands and feet, shall forever be

full of a glowing, melting fire, enough to melt the very

rocks and elements. They shall also be full of the most

quick and lively sense to feel the torments, even for ever

and ever, and never be delivered!"

We turn from such pictures of woe to the glowing pre

sentments of the glory of God which come to our hearts

from the divinely-empowered pen of the apostle Paul. For

he indeed is the herald of God's glory, and when judgment

shall have achieved its strange yet beneficial work, the pre

lude of love and grace shall give place to the full harmony

of divine glory. '

In view of such an ultimate we may indeed rejoice in

the Lord. The gladness of our hope is derived from the

glory of God. And though the realization of its radiance

is far-off, its sureness is imbedded in the Scripture of

truth. In the verity of divine statement faith culls the

flower of hope, the hope of absolute perfection for the cre

ation of God.

The lustre of divine glory beautified the dawn of creation.

It has illumined all its interludes, and in a far-flung splen

dour shall adorn its final stage. Then indeed, may voices,

as of many waters, exclaim, "With Thee is the fountain

of life! In Thy light shall we see light!" And so, a happy

creation shall throb with praise, exultant in His perfect will

and perfect way.

William Mealand.
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THE SEVENTIETH HEPTAD

The prophecies of Daniel are a necessary prelude to the

apprehension of the Unveiling of Jesus Christ, which pre

sents the crisis of all of Daniel's predictions. The king

doms of the great metallic image have all passed into his

tory except the last gne. Babylon's golden despotism came

to its end during Daniel's lifetime. The Medo-Persian

monarchy continued until Alexander swept it off the scene

in his swift career. His empire, like its two predecessors,

was world wide, so that, we are told, he wept .because there

were no more worlds to conquer. Since then there has been

no world-embracing empire. Many may have wept because

they could not conquer the world, but no one, like Alexan

der, has been able to conquer all opposition. No nation has

been able to subdue all the earth. Rome never conquered

Ireland, nor the upper reaches of Scotland, nor the greater

part of Germany. Her imperial eagles never flew over the

city which was the seat of all previous world empires. To

conquer France you must take Paris, to conquer Germany

you must seize Berlin, to subdue England London must be

captured. If the world is to be won the conqueror must

seize its capital, Babylon. This world-capital must be in

possession of him who desires to hold sway over all man

kind. Rome never took Babylon. Turned back by the

ferocious tribes of the north, held at bay by the fierce Arabs

of the desert, Rome, in fact, never was the mistress of the

world. But are we not told that Caesar Augustus ordered

a census to be taken of the whole inhabited earth?

(Lu. 2:1). He did. We implicitly believe the record. But
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we have no faith in Caesar! His grandiloquent decree

sounds very fine, but he knew and everyone else knew that

it was not strictly in accord with facts. The fourth king

dom of Daniel's image is not Rome. It is a still future

empire which will actually include all nations and peoples

and languages in its embrace, just as Babylon, Medo-Persia

and Macedonia have done in the past.

The ten toes of the image appear in this Unveiling, cor

responding to the ten horns of the wild beast. But it is

an earlier aspect than the horns. The toes, composed of

iron and clay, present the same truth, from a different

angle, which we see in the scarlet woman seated on the

scarlet ten-horned monster. Israel, the clay people, will

enter into a league of alien! nations and have a voice in the

government of mankind. The kingdom of the end time is

a hybrid dominion, composed of an amalgam of apostate

Jews and apostate Gentiles.

The wild beasts of Daniel's later vision will come before

us again, so we will not enlarge upon them here. Suffice it

to say that here, too, Daniel presents an earlier glimpse

than is accorded in the Unveiling. They are seen as four

separate wild beasts when they first appear, though later

the three eastern beasts are devoured by the western non

descript. In the visions of John all the characteristics

of the four beasts appear in one monster. We do not see

the beasts until they have been assimilated into one great

confederation, or, as Daniel puts it, have been devoured by

the fourth beast.

The fact that the wild beast of the Apocalypse is a com

posite* made up of the four beasts of Daniel ought to be

sufficient to guard us from the common error of identifying

them with the empires of the image. If we couple this

with the fact that the vision was not given to Daniel until

Babylon's days were nearly numbered, the conclusion is

final. And, besides, the beasts are contemporaneous. The

fourth beast devours the other three, not, as we would ex-
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pect if the beasts succeeded each other and each devoured

its predecessor. Our point at present is merely this: The

seer of Patmos gives us the elaborated crisis of the seventh

of Daniel.

So it is with the vision of the seventy heptads, or

"weeks." Sixty-nine heptads have been fulfilled. The

seventieth heptad still remains. It is elaborated in this

Unveiling. Before considering this notable era, we stop to

deplore the rendering "weeks." The translators had an

excellent opportunity to use this word in the tenth chapter

where the Hebrew reads "three sevens of days/' This

should read simply "three weeks/* for it is further defined

in the thirteenth verse as "twenty-one days." But the

aged prophet was not thinking of days when this vision was

given, but of the seventy years of the captivity which had

almost run their course. He hoped that the period of

Gentile rule was about to end and that Israel was to be

restored, and the blessings of Messiah's presence would

bring in eonian righteousness. The answer is that a period

seven times as long as the captivity has been cut out of the

period of Gentile supremacy, at the end of which all that

he prayed for would be fulfilled.

There is no excuse for thinking that these sevens or

heptads run on unbrokenly to their end. There is the

plainest intimation to the contrary, for Messiah must be

"cut off" after sixty-nine heptads. Then the city and sanc

tuary are destroyed. Then a league or covenant is entered

into by the majority of Daniel's people which is to run

seven years. This is the seventieth "week" or heptad.

This is the period brought before us in the judgment era

of this Unveiling.

What is the characteristic feature of the "seventieth

week"? It is the existence of a covenant, the operation of

a treaty between "many" in Israel and the great Desolator

of the time of the end. This should throw a lurid light

upon the pages of the Unveiling. It should confirm us in
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the position that the ten toes are a confederacy between

Israel and the nations.

That the entire period is a literal era totaling four hun

dred and ninety years of three hundred and sixty days to

the year has been fully established by the fact that the

number of days from the decree of Artaxerxes to restore

and build Jerusalem until our Lord's "triumphal" entry into

the capital, near the end of His ministry (Lu. 19:35-40),

was exactly 173,880 days, which equals seven times sixty-

nine years of 360 days each. From this we come to the

conclusion that the period of the apocalyptic judgments will

cover seven years of three hundred and sixty days, or two

thousand five hundred and twenty days.

Referring again to Daniel's prediction we find that the

covenant will be broken in the middle of the heptad. The

daily offering will no longer be allowed. The Desolator

changes from a friend to a foe. We may well suppose

that this change of front on his part is connected with the

ministry of the two witnesses. They testify twelve hun

dred and sixty days (exactly half of the entire period),

they lie dead for three days and escend before Christ

descends. Hence it is evident that they commence their

ministry before the covenant is broken. The ministry of

the two witnesses, then, covers just half of the seventieth

heptad.

Daniel, by halving the last heptad, gives us a period of

three and a half years' duration. The same interval of

time measures the career of the wild beast, the provision

ing of the sun-clothed woman and the treading of Jeru

salem. It is measured by the moon (a symbol of the

powers of darkness) when connected with the beast -and

the nations—forty-two months. It is measured by the

sun and the seasons when associated with the sun-clothed

woman who has the moon under her feet.

The two witnesses are killed under the sixth trumpet,

which is the second woe. This is some time before the

coming of Christ. Hence the two witnesses begin their tes-
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timony before the middle of the week, before the covenant is

broken and the daily offering ceases. This is probably

before the fifth seal, when the persecution against the saints

commences.

Jerusalem is the city which is trodden forty-two months

and there it is that the two witnesses seal their testimony

with their blood. It may help us to understand the con

dition of affairs in the holy city if we turn over to the

religious division of this Unveiling and find that the very

same time period is brought before us in connection with

the sun-clothed woman, who can be no other t^ian the holy

city. Dating doubtless from the middle of the heptad, when

Satan is cast down to the earth, the faithful saints in Jeru

salem fly for their lives into the wilderness where they

will be nurtured for twelve hundred and sixty days

(Un, 12:6). The same period is again mentioned, but is

called "a season and seasons and half a season," doubtless

in view of the fact that sustenance depends upon the sea

sons. The time from one harvest to another is a "season."

Hid away in some inaccessible corner in the wilderness,

with no commerce with the outside world, her chief need

is food. This is supplied miraculously as when she came

out of Egypt.

It is evident that, if we wish to get a proper perspective

of this Unveiling, we must focus our eyes on the middle

of the heptad. This is the pivot of prophecy. This is the

greatest crisis in the history of the chosen nation and of

the whole race. At this point Satan takes active control

of human affairs and demands the worship of humanity.

Up to this point the Jews have the right to Worship their

God in the temple at Jerusalem. This is guaranteed to

them by international treaty. But after forty-two months

the treaty proves "a scrap of paper." The God of Israel

is defied! His worship must be stamped out! All who

serve Him must be exterminated!

God takes up the challenge. Judgment is no longer
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"providential,," such as war and famine and pestilence.

He marshals the whole creation against the rebels. The

very elements turn against them.

Meanwhile the most fearful pogrom ever organized

breaks out against the few faithful Jews who remain loyal

to Jehovah. Many seal their faith with their blood. Those

in the holy city—the true trysting place of those who were

waiting for their Messiah to appear on Olivet—those in

Jerusalem are miraculously saved and preserved through

the terrible affliction until the trial is past.

The chronology of the Unveiling can best be constructed

in the light of this crisis in the middle of the week. Let

us ask, for instance, where does the fifth seal belong?

Before the breaking of the covenant the Jews were pro

tected in their religion. It is only after this that they

suffer* Hence the fifth seal is at the beginning of the

second half of the heptad.

The persecution of the star-crowned woman, likewise,

takes us to the latter part of the heptad. Although her

story commences the religious section of the narrative, noth

ing is said of the first three and a half years. The reason

is not far to seek, for previous to the middle of the heptad

Jerusalem was protected in the observance of her ritual.

It is only after the treaty is broken that any action worth

recording takes place.

For the first three and a half years everything looks

favorable to Israel. There are great wars. The Occident

subdues the orient. But they are on the winning side.

Doubtless they suffer as all mankind will suffer, from the

fighting an<J thp famine and the pestilence that follows.

These are but the beginning of travail (Mt. 24:8). Then,

after these visitations, "they shall deliver you up to afflic

tion, and shall kill you: and you shall be hated by all na

tions for my name's sake." (Mt. 24:9.)

Alas, they have been hated by many nations for their

own sake. They have been driven back to their own land
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in large measure by the hatred of the nations. Now they

think themselves secure at last. They are under the pro

tection of the great federation which guarantees to all the

smaller nationalities the right to control their domestic

affairs to suit themselves.

The Chart of Time Periods given in the Concordant

Version is intended to be merely suggestive and help to a

true perspective. Like all charts it has its shortcomings

but these are not to be compared with its advantages. One

of the gravest difficulties in reading the Unveiling is the

tendency on our part to take its unfoldings in chronological

order and to imagine there are vast periods of time between

events separated by many pages and the record of many

occurrences. Again we suppose that the breaking of a seal

or the sounding of a trumpet is a momentary event, when

it may be designated to cover a considerable period. The

seventh trumpet, for instance, must be a prolonged blast,

for we read of "the days of the seventh messenger's voice"

(Un. 10:7). This seems, however, to be especially true of

the earlier judgments which are prolonged and limited,

while the later ones are severe and swift.

It will help us greatly if we fix the terminal points of

the three great series of judgments. If we know when

they end it will aid us in placing them where they belong.

The sixth seal takes us up to the advent. Its portents are

foretold by our Lord (Mt. 24:29). He adds "And then

the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven; and

then all the tribes of the land will be grieving, and they

shall see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven

with power and much glory." (Mt. 24:30.) It is evident

that the seventh seal brings us to, if, indeed, it does not in

clude, His coming. Now when the seventh seal is opened

there is nothing but a hush in heaven, unless we take the

seven trumpets as an elaboration of the seventh seal. If

this is so, then the seventh trumpet must also include the

actual coming of Christ. And is not this exactly what it

is? For the voices in heaven are loud in their proclama-
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tion. "The world kingdom became our Lord's and His

Christ's, and He shall be reigning for the eons of the eons!"

Both seals and trumpets take us to His advent.

As the bowls are the last of these calamities, we are led

to the conviction that the seals, the trumpets and the bowls

all continue until His coming. Having fixed their ter

minus, we are ready to inquire as to their beginning. The

seals, of course, cover the entire period, as the first seal is

the chronological commencement of the vision. Nothing is

said of any trumpets until after the seventh seal is opened.

The trumpets were given to the messengers after this seal

was opened, hence we cannot well come to any other con

clusion than that the seven trumpets are the seventh seal

(8:1-2). None of the trumpets or woes has anything in

common with the first six seals. They evidently are later

judgments. This is true, however, only of the trumpets

themselves, not of the explanatory visions of the little scroll,

the temple measurement and the two witnesses. These refer

back to the middle of the heptad, under the fifth seal.

These are not trumpet judgments but parenthetic prepara

tory visions, hence should not cloud our consideration of

the time when the actual trumpet judgments occur. If we

count all the periods introduced in this manner we shall

never confine this judgment period to seven years.

Unlike the seventh seal, which is nothing but a hush

unless it comprises the seven trumpets, the seventh trumpet

gives us a definite and glorious conclusion. The next sec

tion commences an entirely new line of thought. Perhaps

we emphasize this too strongly, but it seems to need even

more emphasis. Not that this section is not concerned with

the same people and the same places, but they are viewed

from distinct and diverse standpoints. Nor, indeed, are

we to suppose that worship is excluded from the preceding

throne section or government from the temple section.

When we speak of Luke's account of our Lord's life as a

portrayal of Him as a Man, we do not imply that He was

not a Man in the other accounts. Matthew gives us the
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King; Mark the Servant and John the Son of God. This

does not hinder Matthew from recording Peter's confes

sion that He is the Son of God. Now such a characteriza

tion of the "Gospels" is not more helpful than a recogni

tion that the section of the Unveiling which commences at

the end of the eleventh chapter with the opening of the

temple introduces us to the distinctly religious part of the

Unveiling. When the throne appeared we were engaged

with rule. Now we are particularly occupied with worship.

Hence the added severity of these judgments and their

special connection with the priest nation.

But when do the bowl judgments begin? When we are

introduced to them special stress is laid on the fact that

they are the last of the calamities—"seeing that in them

God's fury is consummated" (15:1). Are we not fully

warranted in concluding that these are grouped at the

very close of the judgment period? If they are the last,

how can others come after them? Perhaps the statement

(in the first edition of the Liter'ary Framework of the Un

veiling) that the seven bowls are an expansion of the seven

trumpets is misleading, for they are concerned with a dis

tinct character of judgment. But that they synchronize

with the seventh trumpet seems beyond contradiction or

else they would not be the last and consummating calami

ties, as they surely are.

The remarkable resemblance between the trumpets and

bowls (especially the first four) led us to consider the

possibility that the bowls might be the trumpet judgments

intensified and localized. The trumpets were viewed as the

world wide aspect in which only a third was affected, while

the bowls were taken as the limited aspect, confined to

regions about the land, in which the whole was affected.

But the closer this was considered the more untenable it

became. The seven bowls are the last calamities (Un.

15:1). None of them can take place before the trumpets

sound.

Though not mentioned in this Unveiling, the periods
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spoken of at the end of Daniel's prophecy are most helpful

in fixing some of its events, especially the resurrection and

the beginning of the thousand years. Daniel dates his

days from the middle of the seventieth heptad, when the

daily offering ceases (Dan. 12:11-13). Thence he counts

one thousand two hundred and ninety days, when, we infer^

it is resumed. This will be thirty days after Christ's

epiphany on the Mount of Olives.

Furthermore, the resurrection seems to take place forty-

five days later—a thousand three hundred and thirty-five

days from the momentous middle of the heptad. On this

day the thousand years begin their blessed course, for the

saints who are raised live and reign with Christ a thou

sand years. No wonder Daniel is told "Blessed is he that

waiteth" (Dan. 12:12) and John exclaims "blessed and

holy is he who has part in the former resurrection!"

(Un. 20:6).

In a previous vision the cessation of the daily offering is

the subject of anxious inquiry. How long till the justifi

cation of a sanctuary? This may include the erection of

that wonderful edifice portrayed by Ezekiel. It will be

built in the holy oblation, north of Jerusalem. From this

we infer that it will be dedicated nearly two years after

the resurrection—accurately, six hundred and ninety-five

days. This will be two thousand three hundred days after

the middle of the heptad.
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PAUL'S PREPARATORY EPISTLES

The third item of the present secret economy/ that the

nations are to be joint partakers of the promise in Christ

Jesus through the evangel of which Paul was the dispenser

(Eph. 3:6) is proof positive that the Preparatory Epistles—

Romans, Corinthians and Galatians—are for us today, in a

glorified form. As they stand, we are partakers, but not

joint partakers. The Jew has a prior place. The nations

are indebted to them for their spiritual gifts (Rom. 2:10,

8:1, 15:27).

Further evidence is afforded by the fact that, in Ephe-

sians, it is taken for granted that we have the cuirass of

righteousness and the readiness of the evangel of peace

(Eph. 6:14, 15). Where would we get these except in the

Preparatory Epistles ? These are their two great subjects—

justification and conciliation. And the latter is further em

phasized by the prayer of the apostle that he might continue

to disclose the secret of the evangel (Eph. 6:19) which is

the culmination of the Roman epistle (Rom. 16:25-27).

The four Preparatory Epistles are a marvelous group in

whieh Romans corresponds to Ephesians, in that it contains

all the truth in didactic form, while the other epistles treat

the same truth from the standpoint of life and practice.

Galatians, like Colossians, introduces no new revelation, but

corrects the departure from the teaching of the first section

of the Roman epistle. Second Corinthians is concerned

especially with the conciliation of Romans five to eight, while

First Corinthians corrects defection from the path indicated

in the latter part of Romans.
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The inclusive nature of the epistle to the Romans is

evident in its opening words: "Paul, a slave of Christ Jesus,

a called apostle." The first half of the epistle is especially

devoted to doctrine which depends on his apostolic commis

sion to give it weight; the latter part is especially occupied

with the practice of the doctrine.

The two absorbing topics of the epistle are contrasted

in the introduction and conclusion. As is detailed in the

account in Acts (13:2), Paul was separated to the evangel

of God, which had been promised before, to Abraham

(Rom, 4). With this he contrasts "my" evangel (of which

Acts contains not the slightest intimation) which is the

proclamation of Christ Jesus in accord with the revelation

of a secret hushed in eonian times, yet manifested now,

through prophetic scriptures (Ro. 16:25). The contrast

between "the scriptures of the prophets" and "prophetic

scriptures"-—one referring to the Hebrew prophets and the

other to recent writings such as this epistle—is entirely

obliterated in both the Authorized and Revised versions, but

it is difficult to see how a secret could be kept by revealing

it. Justification was made known in the prophets: concili

ation was practically excluded by their message.

The evangel of God brings righteousness to the nations,

outside of Israel's narrow pale, on the ground of the promise

to Abraham. Paul's "my" evangel retreats still further, and

finds in Adam a shadowgraph of the conciliation.

The opening of Romans further emphasizes the fact that

God's evangel concerns His Son, and is based on His power

to raise the dead (Rom. 1:4). The earth-life of the Mes

siah of Israel is not in view. Even as Paul himself did not

become acquainted with Him until He was beyond death,

in glory, so the commission given to him did not concern

His previous career, but only that glorified condition subse

quent to His resurrection.

Another point is important. Paul received "grace and

apostleship." By the figure hendiadys we are impressed

with the excessively gracious manner in which he received
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his commission. Peter and the rest were looking for the

Messiah and gladly followed Him. Paul, on the contrary,

persecuted Him beyond all reason. His commission came

to him, not on the ground of merit or reward, but altogether

on the ground of grace.

All this is brought before us before we enter the epistle

itself. It is important by its very position. Only those

who enter through this portal will find their way in the

succeeding portions.

Another point must be pressed. Romans was not written

to the ecclesia at Rome. It was written to the saints in their

individual capacity. This is seen throughout the epistle.

It deals with our personal relationship to God. Our fellow

ship with others in a minor consideration. All the other

epistles in this group—the Corinthian epistles and Gala-

tians—-were addressed to ecclesias. The reason for this is

not far to seek. As they interpret the truth of Romans in

terms of action and experience, which brings us in contact

with our fellow believers, it is necessary to correct whole

ecclesias for the failure of individuals, seeing that it their

duty to deal with such.

Another point of difference is apparent. Not only does

Paul address an aggregation but he also associates others

with him in his writing. Sosthenes is with him in the first

epistle to the Corinthians and Timothy in the second, while;

all the brethren with him stand back of the Galatian epistle.

In this there is a gracious lesson for us. In teaching, one is

sufficient | in correcting and entreating, two or more are

needed to mitigate possible harshness or prejudice.

Both the Corinthian epistles are addressed .to 4;he eccle

sias of God, in recognition of the fact that they were estab

lished on the basis of the evangel of God, not on the Davidic

promise of the kingdom, but on the Abrahamic promise of

faith.

A notable yet unheeded clause in the introduction to

First Corinthians demands special consideration. With the
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ecelesia is associated "all, in every place, who are invoking

the name of the Lord—theirs and ours." Any effort to

make this mean that it was written for all time—now as well

as then—is futile. Any effort to make it mean that it

included all other ecclesias is also barred by the fact that it

follows the characterization "saints." The key to it lies in

the expression "invoke the name of the Lord." This arose

from the custom, which is still found in eastern lands, of

taking refuge in the name of some great personage. If the

avenger of blood should be after us so that we had but a

moment to live, all we would need to do would be to call

out "I invoke the name of So-and-so," and the avenger

would drop his sword, for the man whose name was invoked

would surely take it upon himself to avenge anything dqne

to one who invoked his name. It became a special expres

sion in Israel, denoting deliverance. All who call upon, or

invoke, the name of Jehovah shall be saved in the day of

His wrath. It is not for the nations. This explains why he

distinguishes between them and the Corinthians. They are

united by having the same Lord. He is their Lord as well

as ours. Paul is just breaking away from the Circumcision,

after his separation from them by the holy spirit. While

he does not address this epistle directly to them he acknowl

edges their mercy and desires that they should be acquainted

with the grace which he dispensed. He made a special jour

ney to Jerusalem to acquaint the Circumcision apostles with

his message (Gal. 2:2). Peter undoubtedly had read some

of his epistles (2 Pet. 3:15). They read his epistles in

the same spirit in which we should read the circumcision

epistles today, without the least thought of applying them

to themselves.

The introduction to Galatians is most characteristic of

the contents of the epistle. They questioned his apostle-

ship, or at least made it secondary and subservient to that

of Peter and the twelve. So he disposes of that point at

once. "Paul, an apostle, not from man, neither through a
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man [Peter!, but through Jesus Christ and God the Father."

Then he goes on to draw the line between his ministry and

that of the twelve in living words of fire. There are few

indexes of the prevailing apostasy, even in the midst of

religious ardor, as the almost total failure of God's saints

to apprehend, much less appreciate, the transcendent grace

which Paul received and dispensed, and the radical differ

ences between it and the mercy ministered by the twelve.

All this is implied in the covert reference to Peter in the

opening sentence. His commission was not from men. This

plural may refer to the twelve. It was not through a man.

This singular can hardly refer to anyone but Peter. If we

will follow this hint we will eventually find the rich excess

of grace through Paul sufficient grounds for leaving the

epistles of Peter to th&se for whom they were intended.

A. E. K.



THE VERSION

Work has recently been completed on a revision of the

Chinese Bible. It took twelve men twenty-five years. We

mention this in order to impress our friends with the enor

mous amount of work necessary to produce even a revision.

The Concordant Version is not a revision but an

absolutely fresh version. Moreover, we are forming an en

tirely new Greek text and exhibiting all the evidence for it.

Only those engaged on it can realize the labor expended on

this part alone. All from Acts onward has been collated

with photographs of the ancient texts, then with a printed

edition as a check. It will receive further checking as the

work progresses.

A new edition of the Unveiling is about to be issued,

without notes. As almost all have ordered the complete

edition, it is evident that there is not sufficient demand for

the editions without Greek to warrant their issue hereafter.

The cost of producing the work is nearly four times as

much as the budget prepared some years ago, but the Lord's

hand will not be stayed by such obstacles. The load has

been almost beyond what flesh could bear, yet we are more

convinced than ever that strength will be supplied as it is

needed.

While the second instalment—Ephesians to Philemon—

has been ready for publication for some time, it has seemed

wisest to wait. We now hope to have it ready by the end of
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the year, and to issue a part every six months thereafter,

God willing. ^

Who is competent for this great task? We feel more

and more (that, apart from God's grace, it is hopeless and

impossible. We blunder most foolishly when most confident.

May.we ask our. friends to unite in beseeching for the super

abundance which God alone can supply?
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The spirit of grace, in which we delight, prompted us

to put before our friends and subscribers the plan of

voluntary contributions to replace the regular subscrip

tion to the magazine. As the work is sustained by gifts,

apart from which the regular subscription price would

not cover the cost of printing, we are already furnish

ing the truth itself gratuitously and even a part of the

container in which it comes, to those who pay the reg

ular charge. Besides this we have gladly furnished

' it freely to all who could not pay. In all this we are

at a great advantage, for it is more blessed to give than

to receive.

The question has arisen whether the new plan which

has been proposed would have any more of the essential

spirit of grace than our present plan. Now anyone

who wishes the magazine may have it sent to him. It

has never and will never be discontinued because money

is not sent for it. All we wish to know is' that it is not

wasted. What can be freer than this?

On the other hand the law demands a regular sub

scription list and price in order to grant us the mail

privileges to which our taxes entitle us. It would add

considerably to the cost of postage, and materially to

the work of mailing if each domestic magazine should

require a stamp instead of going at a nominal rate per

pound. This burden would fall upon those already

overloaded. It would come at a time when it seems

wiser to cut down all unnecessary costs, rather than

invite them.
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So it seems best to continue as we are, assuring our

friends that no one shall be denied for lack of means,

and assuring all that the nominal price put upon the

magazine does not pay for the truth it contains, but

only for a part of the wrapper in which it is delivered.

There are signs on many sides that God is preparing

the hearts of many of His saints for the great truth of

the universal reconciliation. For many years He has

been preparing the way for this by a sustained inter

est in the subject of the ages. We seem to be on the

verge of a vast forward movement. There is a blessing

coming. We would engage the hearts of each of our

readers with the vital question, "What part may I have

in this blessing ?'' The way to get is to give. If we

put ourselves in God's way to be used by Him as a

channel of blessing to others, we will not fail to be re

freshed ourselves.

There is a season for everything. Seeds sown in the

Fall, may not sprout until the Spring. But now the

indications are that the harvest is not so far off. Let

us be selfish enough to get our share of this bounty.

Let us redouble our efforts to reach others with the

grandest of all truths. Our little tracts and booklets

have done a marvellous work in the past and doubtless

He will bless them again. Let our slogan be, "For God

and His glory!"

We have received a prospectus announcing "Christ

Victorious", a new book by Joseph S. Johnston, of Chi

cago, which is ready for the printer. The eleven chap

ters are largely notes of Bible teachings conversationally

presented during many years, where questions have been

raised and their answers sought in the Scriptures. The

Prospectus touches many points which indicate that the

whole work is a protest against the teaching of eternal

torment.
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THE ASSYRIAN CAMPAIGNS

The expeditions of Pul and Sennacherib against Judah

occupy the place of prominence in Joel.

The campaign of Pul is summarized in two terse sen

tences (1:6-7). The first clash of Judah with the im

perial power of Assyria is ushered by a call to soberness.

"Awake, ye drunken ones, to weep! (awake) to howl, all

ye drinkers of wine! (awake) because of the sweet wine!

(awake) for its cutting off from your mouth" (1:5).

This call points to a general prevalence of idleness and

indulgence, a condition which had been favored by the

material prosperity of the early part of Uzziah's reign.

But now the materials for indulgence were to be with

drawn. Verse six announces through whom. "For a

nation arises over my land, organized and innumerable:

his teeth—the teeth of a lion, even the jaw teeth of a

great lion are his." Judah's formidable opponent com

bines the two basic elements of strength. Numerical su

periority is reinforced by efficient organization. His ex

cellent discipline and splendid equipment account for

the rapidity and destructiveness of his advance. Nature

seems to favor the invader. The horrors of warfare were

aggravated by a terrible drought from which both man

and beast had endured the most terrible suffering.

But the most aggravating feature of the situation was

the stoppage of the offerings in the temple brought about

by the failure of flour, and wine, and oil (1:9,13). The

daily morning; and evening sacrifice ceased through lack
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of the necessary materials, and the extent of the devasta

tion rendered its resumption impossible for some time to

come.

The calamity here pictured is one in which the

horrors of a foreign invasion united with natural dis

turbances in bringing about a state of unparallelled con

fusion and distress. Now this is precisely the convulsion

which shook Judah in the days of Uzziah. The prophet

Zeehariah affirms that the scenes to be enacted in the

holy land immediately before the Lord's return to earth

—the invasion of the holy land by hostile armies accom

panied by disturbances of nature—will be a replica, on

a grander scale, of the convulsion in Uzziah's reign

(Zech. 14:1-6).

Hosea has pictured this mighty convulsion in its dis

tinct bearing on the two houses of Israel. Ephraim sus

tains a blow that results in temporary forfeiture of in

dependence ; Judah's national fabric weathers the storm

at the expense of much intense suffering (Hos. 5:8-10).

Joel undertakes to relate in a more detailed manner

Judah's ordeal. It is noteworthy that Hosea lays the

blame for Judah's trial at the door of its recreant

"princes." This fits well with the fact that Joel's mes

sage, as already noted, is primarily addressed to the

rulers.

It may be asked, Why are Kings and Chronicles si

lent in regard to Pul's incursion into Judah? The

answer is that though these books contain no direct

reference to the incident they more than hint at it. The

chronicler writes: "And he (Uzziah) set himself to seek

God in the days of Zechariah, who had understanding

in the vision of God: and as long as he sought Jehovah,

God made him prosper .... and his fame spread far
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abroad; for he was marvellously helped, till he was

strong. But when he was strong .... he trespassed

against Jehovah his God" (2 Chron. 26:5, 15-16). Here

we learn that the prosperity enjoyed by Uzziah ceased

with his trespass against God. Now since the "marvel

lous help'' manifested itself in military successes which

made him feared abroad, the withdrawal of help suggests

a reversal in war which made him and his people con

temptible in the eyes of the very nations who had feared

him before. The subsequent successful revolts of Edom

of Philistia bear out the suggestion.

The next invasion—that of Sennacherib—is heralded

by the sounding of an alarm from the top of the temple

mountain (2:1). Its unusual character is evident from

the designation "a day of Jehovah." It is a familiar

fact that the Day of Jehovah in the prophets is a time of

crisis in the progress of the ages in which the whole earth

is doomed. What is not familiar, though equally evi

dent, is that the eschatological conception of the Day of

Jehovah has come down to us in the delineations of the

outstanding crises of Israel's history rather than as a

result of definite /prophetic teaching. Abstract predic

tions based on a condition of things not yet existent, and

without any point of contact with the circumstances, or

situations of those to whom it was addressed, are alien

to the Hebrew prophets: rather, they see the future pro

jected as a shadow on the screen of contemporary events,

which have a far-reaching typical significance bearing

upon the development of the ages. The prefiguring

events will be eclipsed by an accomplishment that shall

give final and complete expression to the purpose and

will of God in regard to Israel and the nations.

This method of unfolding the future is in harmony
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with the fundamental design of prophecy to exhibit his

toric events in relation to God's purpose for the covenant

people. From this close relation between history and

prophecy it follows, as a necessary sequence that both

must be governed by the same general law. Thus we find

in regard to prophecy what is a commonplace in regard

to history, that it has a way of "repeating itself." His

tory repeats itself in the re-enactment of prophetic situ

ations. Thus, the outlook of blessing for Israel is to be

"as in the days of old" (Hos. 2:15; Amos 9:11; Lam.

5:21; Mai. 3:4). Among other familiar illustrations of

the same principle in prophecy, note: "There shall

be .... like as there was" (Isa. 11:16); "As in the

days of the coming out of Egypt will I show unto them

marvellous things." (Mic. 7:15).

In its broad, inclusive sense the Day of Jehovah is an

occurrence which, from the nature of the issues involved

and the form which they assume, makes the divine pres

ence and purpose more evident than is the case in tha

ordinary run of events. It is a converging point in

which varied factors combine in bringing about a definite

result—the abasement of man and the exaltation of God

(Isa. 2:17).

The coming Day of Jehovah has had several pre

cursors in Israel's history. A survey of the passages in

which the phrase occurs shows that their primary refer

ence is about equally divided between the invasions of

Sennacherib and Nebuchadnezzar. The leading features

of the former event were complemented by those of the

latter; and between them the two events furnish the

main outline of the impending crisis. God works His

purpose for Israel not apart from the nations, but

through them, and in conjunction with them; and those
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instances when Gentile arrogance and hatred of Israel

ran amuck and made evident that a higher power con

trols the destinies of men and nations—those instances

were days of Jehovah.

In more senses than any other event of Jewish his-

troy Sennacherib's invasion was instinct with qualities

that singled it out as an extraordinary occurrence that

led along ways which enacted the parts of the coming

crisis. That this should have been overlooked in inter

pretation of prophecy, is not surprising. The impend

ing "shaking of all things" which is to fulfil the pro

phetic descriptions to consummate completeness, renders

faint beyond recognition the antecedent tracing on the

historic canvas.

Now the sounding of the alarm in Joel announces to

the inhabitants of Judah the near approach of such a

crisis. A clash of interests was impending; a drawn con

flict was to be staged in which the purpose of man was

pitted against the purpose of the Most High. On the

one hand, the armies of the nations, assembled under a

great leader, have massed for the avowed purpose of

wiping out Israel. On the other hand, the armies of God

stand ready to execute His order and make known the

inviolability of His purpose.

The seer first takes in the relative strength of the

combatants (2:2-ll). The invading army is the military

marvel of the age. The sheer weight of numbers is sup

plemented by talent for organization. Efficiency has

been carried to the farthest point of development. The

work of destruction is carried out with systematic thor

oughness. The vanguard drives in a wedge through the

enemy's country; the rear guard fills the gap, over

spreads the country, and destroys everything that might
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be of any use to the foe, rendering the land unfit for

habitation (2:3).

The comparison of its appearance to horses refers to

the wearing of hairy helmets which suggested the wavy

mane of horses. The rapidity of their march suggests

a race; the quick, regular movements recall the cadenced

prancings of a chariot drawn over rough roads, while

the variety of their maneuvres are like the fantastic

leaps of a flame (2:4-5). The sight of this terrible army

spreads consternation all around. The nations are

paralyzed with fear; all are flushed with excitement

(2:6). They move irresistibly to the object of their at

tack. Their facility in surmounting the obstacles thrown

in their path; their ease in executing maneuvres; their

skill in dodging the enemy's blows; but above all their

ability to divine the movements of their opponents, and

so escape their trap, render them almost invulnerable

(2:7-8). Their sieging operations are carried out with

the dexterity, swiftness and ease of a gymnastic exer

cise. Nature was seemingly in league with the invader.

Seismic convulsions and devastating storms facilitated

his operations against God's people (2:10).

At this juncture the seer tosses aside the blinding

veil and visualizes the scene enacted in realms invisible.

An imposing sight unrolls before his eyes. Jehovah

stands at the head of a vast army which is to execute

His will. The thunder-like peals of His commands reach

into the dim distance and swing the legions into line.

The hosts stand at attention in fighting trim. They only

await the word to strike. The blow which they are about

to deal will make known Jehovah's ability to execute

His word. The reference is evidently to current proph

etic oracles relative to the overthrow of the Assyrian,

such as Isaiah 10:33 ;14:24-27; 30:30-33, etc.
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The importance of any event is not to be estimated

by its quantity or duration. The tremendous significance

of Sennacherib's invasion is to be gathered from the

large place it occupies in prophetic literature. When

we study the prophets we find the bulk of them clustering

around this period of sacred history. Isaiah, Hosea,

Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and a

large portion of the Psalms, focus on Sennacherib's in

vasion as an epochal crisis. Kings and Chronicles evi

dently do not measure the importance of events in terms

of space. For while they relate Sennacherib's campaign

in the briefest possible compass, yet they emphasize its

significance for both Israel and the nations by present

ing it as the sensation of the times. The happenings in

Palestine were voiced throughout the world and distant

potentates sent ambassadors to Jerusalem to offer pres

ents to Jehovah and inquire of the "wonder" that was

done in the land (2 Chron. 32:23, 31).

The writings of the prophets are pivoted upon two

great acts of Jehovah: the exodus from Egypt and Sen

nacherib 's invasion. The empires of Egypt and Assyria,

which hemmed in Palestine like the jaws of a vise were

the countries chosen by God for the display of His fame.

His purpose to carry on the government of the earth

through a chosen nation was formally launched as a

world movement when Moses appeared at the court of

Egypt with the demand "Thus saith Jehovah, the God of

Israel, Let my people go." (Ex. 5:1).

Exodus details the history of the movement. Egypt

opposed the divine mandate. Pharaoh said "Who is Je

hovah, that I should hearken unto his voice to let Israel

go?" A clash of interests ensued. Jehovah's claim is

met by a counter claim. The signs produced by Moses

and Aaron to back up their arguments were reproduced
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by the scientists of Egypt. This was the ground of

Egypt's resistance: could wonders which science could

duplicate be an evidence of Jehovah's godhood? It was

a match of intellect. The intelligence of man was pitted

against the intelligence of God. The defeat of Egypt

was the triumph of divine wisdom, a demonstration that

the foolishness of God is wiser than man, an evidence of

His ability to give effect to the archtypal thoughts of His

mind.

The overthrow of Assyria brings out another phase

of the conflict. Assyria was essentially a military power.

Little by little it subjugated the other countries to its

sway, until its imperial decrees were obeyed from the

Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf. The accession of

Sennacherib marked the zenith of Assyrian power. Its

dream of imperialism was almost realized^when Hezekiah

defied the call to surrender in the name of Israel's God.

Sennacherib's pride could not brook the affront. He

could not tolerate the thought of the little Judean state,

reduced to a small acreage around Jerusalem, defying

his imperious decree. "Who are they among all the

gods of these countries, that have delivered their country

out of my hand, that Jehovah should deliver Jerusalem

out of my hand ?'' (Isa. 36:20). Such was Sennacherib's

boast. It was a challenge, a defy of Jehovah's power.

It was a test of strength. The power of man arrayed

against the power of God. Jehovah's triumph over As

syria proclaimed God's ability to carry to completion

His enactments. It published abroad the irresistibility

of His purpose and afforded a concrete illustration of

the truth enshrined in the saying of the wise man,

"There is no wisdom nor understanding nor counsel

against Jehovah" (Prov. 21:30).

v, a
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LITERAL OR FIGURATIVE?

This scroll has suffered so severely from attempts to

force a "figurative" meaning on every expression that

no solid progress can be expected until we settle upon

some definite principle to decide what is to be taken

literally and what is expressed in the form of a figure.

It is a fundamental fact in all literature, that the

literal leads. Every writing is taken literally until

some necessity arises which makes it impossible to under

stand it so. It is only when we are forced to do so that

we find a figure.

And why should not this rule hold in our reading

of this revelation ? John W. Darby who has been called

the greatest student of the Scriptures in the nineteenth

century, once remarked to a friend, "Literal, if possi

ble!" If this rule had been followed by all who seek

to open up this scroll, the amazing interpretations

which have clouded it would never have arisen.

Well do I remember the veil cast over this imveiling

by the first serious advice I received to aid me in my

search into its true meaning. It was pointed out that

it was signified, that is sign-Hied—made known by signs

or symbols. Hence I was not to expect anything literal.

All was figurative. It is needless to say that the book

became a puzzle. Progress in unravelling it seemed out

of the question.

Finally this statement seemed so contrary to fact

and common sense, that the word signified was studied

by means of a concordance, to discover whether it re

tained its etymological meaning in actual usage. I

found that it no more meant "to make known by signs/'
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in Greek than it does in English. In fact its common

English significance is precisely that which it has in all

its occurrences in the Scriptures.

When Festus desired to signify Paul's crimes to

Caesar, he did it in writing (Acts 25:26-27). There

is not the slightest hint that the "signs" were anything

more than the letters of the alphabet. Thus, too, the

Lord's plain statement that He would be lifted up,

signified what death He would die (Jno. 12:33; 18:32).

He signified Peter's death in terms most literal: "When

thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch forth thy hands,

and another shall gird thee, and carry thee whither

thou wouldst not (Jno. 21:18-19).

The fact that this scroll is not a series of signs is

finally confirmed by the further fact that it contains

signs. There are three distinct signs: the woman

clothed in the sun (12:1), the dragon (12:3), and the

seven messengers having the seven last calamities (15:

1). One of the curious anomalies of the common ver

sion is that, in the last passage it speaks of "another

sign," when it had not mentioned any before this. The

two previous "signs" are mistranslated "wonders."

Besides these signs the false prophet has the power

to do great signs so that he draws down fire from

heaven (13:13-14; 19:20). The spirits of demons, too,

that gather the kings of the earth to the great battle,

are able to do signs, to accredit their mission (16:14).

Indeed, it will be a time in which signs abound.

The common version translates this word "won

ders, " " miracles'' and '' signs'' in this one book. The

Concordant version, which we follow, renders them all

alike, reserving "wonders" and "miracles" for other

Greek words which they actually represent. A sign is

neither a "wonder" (or power) nor a "miracle," but

an act or representation to which special significance

is attached. Every item of the description of the sun-

clothed woman and the diademed dragon and the seven
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messengers who pour out the seven bowls enables the

reader who knows the alphabet of Scripture figures, to

fix a literal meaning on the representations which are

pictured by these signs.

In our effort to discriminate between the literal and

the figurative we may well begin with these signs and

acknowledge that they are not literal, but figurative.

There is no woman, no dragon; there are no messengers

with calamities. These are representative of the ideas

which they convey.

Another law which we may lay down as axiomatic

is this: The explanation of a figure is literal: it must

not be forced into a figure. Simple and sensible as this

rule is, its non-observance has caused much confusion

and still obscures large sections of this scroll. It will

profit us to linger in the light of this principle and con

sider all the passages in which a figure is explained. In

each case we will be able to fix on one part as figurative,

and another as literal.

One of the most notable and important passages ;to

which this rule applies fixes the interpretation of the

whole prophetic section, comprising the letters to the

seven ecclesias in the second and third chapters. It is

a question of principal importance whether to take these

epistles as they stand and interpret them as literal

ecclesias in the Lord's day or whether they have some

mystic significance, such, for instance, as that advo

cated by Miller's Church History, in which each eeele-

sia is representative of successive sections of church

history from the days of the Acts until the present

time. It may seem cruel to shatter such an elaborate

and interesting application of these letters yet no one

who wishes to be true to God and his own conscience

can cleave to this system when once he becomes aware of

the fact that it denies :God's own explanation. .

To begin with, these ecclesias were presented to us

under a figure—seven lampstands, just as their mes-
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sengers appeared as stars. Now we may be just as

positive that there will be literal messengers as we are

that there will not be literal stars. Let us settle this

once for all. The stars are figurative, the messengers

literal. The messengers do not represent anything else,

or they, too, would be figurative. If they are figures,

then their explanation may be figurative and we are but

at the beginning of an endless series which leads no

where. Let us avoid all this confusion by insisting that

God's explanation is final. The stars are messengers

and nothing else (1:20).

The same inexorable logic applies to the lampstands

and the ecclesias. We have no difficulty with the lamp-

stands: they are figurative. We should have no diffi

culty with the ecclesias, for, by the same token, they

are literal. In the day of the Lord (to which the vision

applies) there will be seven ecclesias in Asia Minor in

the places designated, in which the Jews will have syn

agogues and companies of believers called out to wor

ship Jehovah. To them these epistles will apply just as

Paul's letter to the Komans was for the ecclesia in Kome,

and all his letters to the seven ecclesias to which he

wrote were written for and delivered to those for whom

they were penned. We derive instruction from these

letters for our use and, no doubt, all the ecclesias in

the Lord's day will derive help and guidance from the

seven letters John wrote to the seven assemblies. But

we cannot take the contents of these letters to ourselves

anymore than those in that day can take Paul's epistles

for their guidance. If they go to Paul's letters they will

find them full of grace for the nations, while all around

are evidences of God's furious indignation against the

nations. They will find that Israel's prior place is

suppressed, yet all the while Jehovah is asserting and

establishing the supremacy of His earthly people. They

would read of a heavenly destiny all out of line with

their own hopes and expectations.
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And if we seek to take the contents of these letters

to ourselves we will suffer the same confusion. The

grace of Paul's epistles is displaced by deeds. Instead

of sin calling for more grace, there are threats. The

promises are all placed in earthly scenes in which we

have no heritage. But all this is not necessary to es

tablish the great fact which cannot be gainsaid: the

ecclesias are literal and must not suffer any further

explanation.

The next example of this kind concerns the seven

torches of fire which were burning before the throne

(4:5). These are explained as the seven spirits of God

When we remember that God makes His messengers

blasts and His officers a flame of fire (Heb. 1:7) it is

quite plain that these seven spirits are not a figurative

designation of God's holy spirit, but literally seven

spirits, who appear elsewhere as the seven messengers

who blow the trumpets and who pour out the bowls

filled with the last calamities.

These same spirits are seen again under a different

figure. They are the seven horns and seven eyes of

the Lambkin. We shall consider this notable figure

again.

The incense which was burning in the golden

bowls is explained as the prayers of the saints (5:8).

We are happy to say, there has been no attempt to

transform these prayers into anything else.

There are times when the usual statement of the

case is reversed and we are told that that which is

literal is, or is represented by a figure. This is a true

metaphor. The simplest figure, if such it may be called

is a simile. It simply states that one thing is like an

other. "All flesh is as grass" is a simile. "All flesh is

grass" is a metaphor. The two witnesses are undoubt

edly literal men. Their descriptions as "the two olive

trees" and "the two lamps" are apt figures connect

ing them with ancient predictions and describing their
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ministry with far more force and feeling than any

lengthy literal description could possibly do.

The great dragon is a figure which never seems to

have caused any difficulty, but, which has never, so far

as is known, been closely examined. It is one of the

three remarkable composite figures which will engage

our attention again.

In order to mobilize the armies of the world at

Harmegiddo, these unclean spirits like frogs come out

of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of

the false prophet. By the figure of simile we know that

the frogs are but a figure—the spirits are like frogs.

Hence we are prepared for the explanation: they are

spirits of demons (16:13-14).

The double explanation given to the seven heads of

the wild beast (17:9-10) is perhaps the most perplex

ing in the whole scroll. They are said to represent

seven mountains where the woman is sitting on them

and they are seven kings. The common version ob

scures this latter explanation by reading it "And there

are seven kings." It is clear, however, from Daniel's

vision that the beast is a composite of four kingdoms.

Dan. 7:17 should read kingdoms instead of kings (as

in the LXX) and its heads are, of course, kings. The

ten horns are also as we have it in Daniel, "ten kings

that shall arise" (Dan. 7:24). The heads and horns,

therefore, are figurative while the kings are literal.

It is evident from this that, in those days there will

be a reaction and kings will again find their place in the

politics of this world.

It is evident that the false woman identified with

Babylon is altogether a figure of speech. We are told

also that the waters on which she is seated are figures of

peoples and crowds and nations and languages (17:15).

The woman herself is definitely described as "the

great city which has a kingdom over the kings of the

earth." Here we must pause. This woman has been
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explained in so many ways, all of which are contrary to

and subversive of God's own explanation, that it will

be difficult for us to believe God and reject what has

been so loudly trumpeted in our ears by learned and
godly men. No one will deny that Luther was a good

man but that is no reason why all his words were in

fallible. His hatred of Rome led him to use every

weapon he could find against the Papacy. And the

Church of Eome must not be confounded with a city.

It is a religious system, having it headquarters chiefly

at Rome, but the city is not itself under the Pope's

jurisdiction. It has been ruled by a Jew for many

years. We must look elsewhere for a city having a

sovereignty over the kings of the earth. And it is evi

dent that this city is not Rome but Babylon. There is

absolutely no reason for calling any other city Babylon

than the one on the banks of the Euphrates, the city

which alone has witnessed three world empires. Even

Pagan Rome never ruled over all the earth, for it never

ruled over Babylon. Babylon, then, is literal: its figure

is the scarlet woman.

In blessed contrast with the gaudy strumpet, the

wife of the Lambkin is clothed in clean shining cambric,

for the cambric is the just rewards of the saints. So we

are not at all sure that the saints in the millennium

will go about dressed in white any more than that the

heavenly hosts will always wear that color! The gar

ments are figurative, expressing the just rewards which

they receive (19:8).

The last instance of this sort is very plain. The

new Jerusalem, we are told, has no temple. And then

we are immediately informed that it has a temple, for

the Lord God Almighty and the Lambkin are its temple.

Is it not clear that a literal temple there will be none,

but that its place will be filled by the divine dignities

Whose Presence sanctified the temples of former ages?

If we wish to understand this prophecy let us take
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heed to this simple maxim: God's explanations are final

and literal; we dare not improve upon them. The seven

lampstands are seven eeelesias—nothing more. The

faithless woman is a city—nothing more. As the faith

ful woman is Jerusalem, so the unfaithful one is Baby

lon.

THE COMPOSITE FIGURES

The three notable composite symbols of this scroll

are well worth special study and consideration. The

first is the Lambkin, which takes the scroll and opens

its seven seals. It has seven horns and seven eyes, which

we are told are the seven spirits of God who are com

missioned for the entire earth. We are acquainted

with the figure of a bride as associated with the Lamb

kin in the rule of the millennial earth. We are familiar

with the figure of the body of Christ, through which

He administers the celestial realms. But very little

has been said of His relation to the spirit world. Yet

it is evident that, in the execution of the judgments of

this book,. He is assisted by the seven messengers who

blow the seven trumpets. Is it not these who are figured

by the seven horns (symbols of power) and the seven

eyes (symbols of discernment) ? Often does our Lord en

force the fact that His helpers in this era are the

"angels" or messengers. The work of the harvest at

the end of the eon is done by His messengers. They

sever the wicked from among the just and reap the

harvest (Mat. 13:39-49). When the Son of Man comes

in His glory He will be accompanied by all the holy

messengers (Mat. 25:31; Mk. 8:38; Lu. 9:26). Paul

speaks of the unveiling of the Lord Jesus as the time

when He will come with His mighty messengers.

The wild beast is another notable composite sym

bol. Combining in its make-up all the four beasts of

the seventh of Daniel, it is evident that it represents

a world-confederacy in which there are four distinct

characteristic groups, represented by the four animals,
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as well as seven kings, figured by the seven heads, and

by ten military powers, symbolized by the ten horns.

While the wild beast, in the common version, seems

to be a single man, it is evident that the Concordant

Version gives the proper impression by using the pro

noun it, rather than he, when referring to it, for it in

cludes many kings in its composition. One of its heads,

which was wounded to death and survives the stroke ob

tains special recognition, but the beast is not limited

to one of its heads. It includes the whole politico-eccle

siastic organization of the world.

This disposes of many theories about the "mark"

of the beast, which build upon the supposition that it

is a single individual. It is rather the symbol, the in

ternational emblem for the whole earth, which is meant

by the "mark" of the beast. So also with the number

of the beast. Led on by the statement that it is the

number of "a man", many fanciful applications have

been devised and the number fastened upon numberless

men from Nero to Napoleon and even later.

The number of the wild beast is the number of maw

kind, not of a single individual. To wear the number, or

the name or the emblem of the wild beast will be the

highest form of international patriotism. "What the

flag of the fatherland is to the patriot of today, such

will be the emblem of the wild beast in that coming

day.

It is remarkable that the dragon appears in a form

which is almost an. exact counterpart of the wild beast.

It has* seven heads and ten horns. It is impossible to

avoid the conclusion that we have here the spirit rulers

of the world in whose hands the wild beast is but a

puppet. Truly "the heavens do rule." It will be a

righteous rule in the days to come, but now it is the

"world rulers of darkness." How little do we realize

that Satan is the god of this eon, just as Christ will be

the god of the eons in that day (2. Cor. 4:4). How
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thoroughly Satan dominates world powers will be

evident when the dragon appears with an organization,

a close counterpart of the world federation of which he

has been the chief organizer. In the dragon we must

include Satan's staff of executives just as the Lambkin

with seven horns includes the executives of Christ. It

is the organized confederacy of God's enemies in the

spirit world.

It would be too irksome a task to sort out all the

figures from the literal groundwork of this book. A

few suggestions must suffice.

In the introductory vision there is One like the

Son of Mankind. The vision is figurative as are all

the references to it in the seven letters that follow.

But these epistles themselves are literal, though, of

course, they may, at times, use figures to enforce their

messages. The promises, too, are usually to be taken

literally.

This principle will solve those puzzling passages,

such as the ten days tribulation, spoken of in the Smyr-

nan letter. There will not be ten years persecution, 01

ten persecutions, but an affliction lasting ten days. In

Philadelphia are those claiming to be Jews and are not.

This has been a hard one. Who wants to be a Jew to

day ? Too often the Jews claim to be Gentiles to escape

persecution. Leave it literal and in the day of the

Lord, and all difficulty vanishes.

In the great visions that follow, the heavenly setting

is usually a magnificent figure. No one takes the central

Figure of all—the Lambkin as literal. Neither, is the

scroll and its seven seals, or the trumpets, or the

bowls. The action which these introduce is also couched

in the language of feeling rather than the language of

fact. But the effects on earth are almost always strictly
literal.

The four horses, for example, are symbols of swift,

impetuous action. But the conquests, the wars, the
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famine, the pestilence will be fearful facts. So with

the succeeding judgments, the burning of the trees, the

mountain of fire falling into the sea, the star falling on

the rivers and springs, the eclipse of the sun—all of

which affects a third part—must be taken quite literally.

So with the numbers dn this scroll. There is every

reason to take then as they stand. Make them symbolic

and they immediately become unruly. Why should

there not be exactly one hundred and forty four thour

and celibates? Why should not the two witnesses

testify twelve hundred and sixty days? If we make

these days years then the witnesses themselves must be

"spiritualized," and if we deny these two a place among

men, then the whole book becomes a phantasmagoria in

which nothing has any stable meaning.

Literal if possible!

A. E. K.
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In Paul we view a great and lonely soul,

Divinely set apart for lofty truth,

For deep unfoldings of the mind of God—

Celestial secrets of transcendent love.

Long years the great apostle dwelt alone,

Saw not the face of man, nor aught received

Of message, save from God. Thus was he versed

In heavenly lore and taught for mission wide.

The time had been when all he knew of God

Was marked with haughty power, and pride of race;

When, after sessions at Gamaliel's feet,

His knowledge swiftly bred religious zeal.

And tho' so blameless in the law, his soul

A flame, he persecuted e'en to death,

Disciples of the Lord who owned His name. .

To fair Damascus thundered he and all

His troop, intent on slaughter of the saints,

When lo! a light from heaven checked his course,

And struck to earth, he heard the voice divine.

No craven he, but now, his being thrilled

By vision clear, he swift attention gave,

Obedient to Messiah's sacred charge.
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Thenceforth he boldly preached the Christ of God,

In Grecian mart and Jewish synagogue.

By riverside, in words of grace and truth,

His rare evangel thrilled the listening ear,

As from his spirit-quickened tongue there fell

The balm of life. Divinely moved, he taught

The saints of God, unfolding pathways new—

Unbeaten tracks, wherein the Faithful walk

Exultant, revelling in the wealth of Christ.

And so the great apostle climbed the hill

Of truth, nor deigned a longing glance athwart

The laurelled lures of prestige, place, and pride.

For Christ he suffered loss, yet thought it gain,

As faith made real the benisons of God.

At Lytra's gate, unconscious of the world

Around, he lay enwrapt in deathly sleep.

But God had need of him for ministry,

For writing down His secrets, yet untold;

And so the life blood coursed once more thro'out

His veins, and Paul stood up, alert, endowed

Afresh with vision of supernal things.

His province now enlarged, faith, hope, and love,

(God's trio for the music of the heart)

Came fully to their own in rare accord;

And from his pen there flowed a depth of grace,

Eevealing love that calmly bides its time.

Aflame with truth, his tongue was eloquent

For God, in Whom he visioned final good,

The far flung triumph of His perfect way.

The rhetoric of endless torment ne'er

Escaped his lips, nor did he paint the dark,
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Dread hues of "hell." 'Twas left to other scribes

To thus distort the perfect poise of truth.

He saw beyond the reign of righteousness,

When judgment would perform its unique work;

And in that wondrous mercy folding all,

He viewed the majesty of Christ, when all

Avow Him Lord, and gladly bow the knee.

Exulting in a triumph so complete,

The saintly seer portrayed the heart of God

Who thus designed creation's loftly goal.

For, as by pride sad ruin came to all,

So, by humility redemption came.

Where Satan fell, the Saviour stood, and stood

For all, that He might lift them up to God.

This flowing truth Paul penned in living lines,

Rejoicing in the ultimate of God,

When evil ends, and suffering is no more.

Serenely conscious of his stewardship,

The bonds of prison could not stay his pen;

And so, conceptions unrevealed before,

Leapt into being on the sacred page.

In glowing phrase they gemmed the scrolls of truth,

Imparting light to saints in after years.

His pen portrayed the deeper things of God—

The things to come, in sequence planned and sure.

His vision caught the splendour of the goal,

The grand conclusion of the ages' course;

And in the joy such love and wisdom gave,

He laboured to enlarge the learner's faith.

Thus lived the noble Paul, till kindly sleep

Enwrapt his weary form, and loosed his bonds.
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When glorious immortality awaits

Us all, in life of fulness, fresh, complete.

Till then his rare epistles claim our thought,

A tribute from our hearts, as day by day

We cull some fragrant truth, and learn to love

The uplift and repose of words divine.

William Mealand.



ORDINANCES

What is an "ordinance", in its ecclesiastical sense? The

dictionary tells us that it is a religious rite or ceremony.

It will be a surprise to many to know that it is never so

used in the Bible. Five different Greek words have been

translated "ordinance" and not one of them has even

a remote reference to any of the rites of religion.

Three of these Greek words border closely on the po

litical meaning of the term "ordinance," and signify a

decree, a mandate, a statute. The same word which tells

us of the "decrees" of Caesar (Lu. 2:1, Acts 17:7) and

the "decrees" which the apostles sent to the churches

(Acts 16:4) is translated "ordinances" in Eph. 2:15

and Col.2:14, giving us the erroneous impression that re

ligious rites have been done away by the death of Christ,

when the true thought is that the decrees issued by the

apostles from Jerusalem to those outside the pale of

Judaism are repealed. We could never have gone astray

here if our translators had only been consistent and al

ways rendered the five occurrences of this word

"decree." Being "subject to ordinances" (Col. 2:20)

refers to the same decrees.

Another word translated "ordinances" occurs only

three times. Once-they rendered it the "disposition"

of angels (Acts 7:53) and again, the King's "com

mandment" (Heb. 11:23). Why use three terms when

one will do so much better ? The law was given by the

mandate of messengers (Acts 7:53). Moses' parents
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were not afraid of Pharoah's mandate (Heb. 11:23).

And we resist God's mandate when we oppose the au

thorities ordained by God (Ro. 13:2).

Who would think that the "ordinances" of the

Lord (Lu. 1:6) was a translation of the same word as

the "judgment" of God (Bo. 1:32) ? Or that the "or

dinances" of divine service (Heb. 9:1) is elsewhere

rendered "justification" (Ro. 5:16)? Or that the

carnal "ordinances" of Hebrew 9:10 meant anything

but the rites and ceremonies of the law? This word

cannot always be rendered by the same English ex

pression but it were better rendered "statute" where

it now stands as "ordinance."

Perhaps the most striking and interesting depar

ture from a consistent course is found when our trans

lators came to the word "creation." Seventeen times

they rendered it t' creation " or " creature,'' once '' build

ing" (Heb. 9:11), and once "ordinance" (1 Pet. 2:13).

The key to the meaning of creation lies in this passage.

We have a false idea of its import. The fact that man

can create has been hid from us by changing "every

creation of man" into "every ordinance of man."

It is well to see that, in these cases, we have not

"altered the authorized" to suit our own prejudices,

but we have simply taken their own renderings and

applied them consistently, as it is right that it should

be done. As it is anyone seeking information on the

subject of ordinances from the King James revision

is introduced into an inextricable maze. It is impossible

for him to get any clear conception. Yet all that is

needed is an honest consistent system of translation,

using, in most cases, the very renderings which the

common version has already approved, and the tangle
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disappears. What was obscure becomes filled with light.

Best of all, such a system gives us confidence that we

are not reading a human gloss into the divine records

but a genuine transcript of the inspired oracles of God.

But does not the word "ordinances" refer to the

Lord's supper in 1 Cor. 11:2? Let us see. This same

Greek word is rendered tradition twelve times, which,

happily, is never used for any other Greek word. If

they had only rendered it so in the unlucky thirteenth

occurrence we would have a fine example of the proper

method of translation. Let us make it so. Then we

find that the apostle is not characterizing the Lord's

supper as an "ordinance" but as a "tradition" (in a

good sense as in 2 Thess. 2:15; 3:6). He refers to it

as having been given to them by word of mouth when he

was with them. This is the true significance of the

word for "ordinance" in this passage.

Is it not evident that the "Bible," as we know it,

is not a fit medium to convey God's revelation to us?

Many are following the "Bible" into confusion. And

is there not a real, urgent need for a work like the Con

cordant Version to give us the Scriptures?

A. E. K.



THE STORY OF ELDER LI

Young Li, whose name was Teh Aze, (Son of Virtue)

went to school at eight. The next year his father died.

He had been a manager in a Peking goods' shop, and had

done what he could in the way of parental correction;

but, up to that time, the boy's name had been decidedly

unappropriate, being so disobedient that his father often

had to make him kneel by the door for a long time as

a chastisement. At the age of thirteen, he married a

girl sixteen, and, at the age of sixteen, became a father;

he had learned to drink and smoke, owing to the influence

of schoolfellows. He was very quick-witted, and read

till he was fifteen, when he was examined for a degree;

but he fell out with his teacher, which made him give

up reading and take to farming, his father's farm con

sisting of forty or fifty Chinese acres (six acres being

the equal of one acre). After a year he gave this up, as

he could not stand working in the blazing sun; he sold

fans for a year, and then took to being an accountant;

after only three day's help from the manager, he was

left in charge! At that place the market days were alter

nate, hence every other day he was almost idle, and the

devil, of course, found some work for his idle hands;

his drinking habit was fostered and increased, so that

he became a drunkard, to which were added the sins of

gambling and opium; he took to this partly under the

influence of a Chinese proverb, " drink frees from

opium, and opium from drink," but he kept on with

both, all his earnings went this way, and it seriously

affected his health. At times his conscience would rep

rimand him, and he was willing to change; but he found

he could not.
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One day he went to his manager and gave up his

job, really hoping to get free from the drink; two or

three other helpers did the same thing, and these went

to a wealthy man whose name was also Li, and asked him

to loan them capital to start a new business. This Mr.

Li knew of young Li's abilities, and said he would not

give the loan unless young Li joined them; on asking

Li he refused, whereupon they enticed him to a wine

shop, and under the influence of drink, he went to the

wealthy Mr. Li who promised the loan; but his old man

ager hearing of this, promptly went to Mr. Li, and gave

such an account of young Li that the loan was squashed.

Then he did what he could for himself, with no capital,

for half a year; then came the Boxer trouble and

famine, and he lived from hand to mouth for two years.

During this time he wanted now and then to leave the

world, retire to some notable mountain, and become a

Buddhist priest; not that he had become tired of the

world.

In 1903 a friend recommended him for the post of

accountant in the province of Shansi; the business house

being in a town called Sze Ting; there he still continued

his dissolute life, drink, opium and vice. A year before

this, a Christian mission had been started in his own

native town of Lin Ming Kwan. He heard that on their

chapel were four Chinese characters, meaning " The

kingdom of heaven is at hand," He was very displeased

at this, for he had always thought that China was the

only country which had a right to such a title, and that

the foreigners, in using such language, implied that they

were here for China's destruction. Yet, on the other

hand, sometimes, when drinking with his friends, he

would hear it said that the Christians were good people,

and those who went there sick were treated well; still

he could not endure those Chinese who preached the gos

pel, thinking they had become slaves to foreigners.
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His son, T'ai Hsiang ("Prosperous good-luck"), had

been born to him some ten years previous to this time,

and when in Shansi he had him sent to a Christian school.

He held the position of accountant in Shansi for about

six years. During that time, Mr. Dugald Lawson, a

China Inland missionary, spent a night In the Inn at

Sze Ting, and Mr. Li went over to see him; his interest

in Christianity had while at Sze Ting been kept a little

alive owing to the fact that the head of the business dur

ing the Boxer outbreak, though himself a leading Boxer,

had befriended the Christians. The talk with Mr. Law-

son impressed him, and made him see that faith in Christ

opened a way for victory over the worl(d; but, after Mr.

Lawson went, he put the matter on one side, and grad

ually the impression made became almost obliterated.

After that, a certain Sze Ting man, whose business was

in the Wan I Hotel at Tcehchowfu saw him and offered

him an accountant's post there. By this time he had

become a first class accountant, and had talents which

could command a good salary. Li was willing to go,

but first went home for half a year. ' On reaching Tseh-

chowfu he found he had come too late; another account

ant had got his berth. Poor Li was in a strait. One day

he came to our mission premises, which were nearby the

hotel, and, recollecting the talk he had had at Sze Ting,

went in to have a talk in the guest room. Just then,

the man in charge invited him to sit down, and gave

him a New Testament to read. As soon as he opened it,

his eye feel on the following passage (Bph. 5:15-21) :

"Look therefore carefully how ye walk; not as unwise,

but as wise, redeeming the time, because the days are

evil. Wherefore be ye not foolish, but understand what

the will of the Lord is. And be not drunken with wine,

wherein is riot; but be filled with the Spirit, speaking

one to another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs,

singing and making melody with your heart to the Lord;

giving thanks always for all things in the name of our
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Lord Jesus Christ to God, even the Father; subjecting

yourselves one to another in the fear of Christ." This

passage came to his heart with mighty power, and the

shafts of the Almighty pierced his inmost spirit; he was

mightily convicted, and blaming himself for his past

mis-spent life, went back to the Inn where he was stay

ing. The more he thought of this Scripture, the more

he regretted the past. The next day he came again to

read the same word, and the work of contrition became

deeper and deeper. He then asked the Christian in

charge, "How do you believe in Jesus ?" and went on to

tell of his antecedents, adding, "I am willing to believe

in the Lord; but is there any job I can be given to inak^

my livingV The Christian, a man named Li so ch'eng,

replied, "Trust God and pray to Him." "How do you

pray ?'' asked Li; the answer was, ' * I will pray for you.''

They then had prayer, and after this he was given two

tracts. On returning to the Inn, the Innkeeper saw the

tracts, and was very displeased; he exhorted Li not to go

to our place; but Li's mind was made up and he came

daily, he also came to a daily prayer meeting which was

then held in the afternoon, that he might have his way

opened up by the Lord. Before long, the Innkeeper re

fused to let him stay there, and Li asked if he might stop

on our premises and learn the doctrine; just then I re

turned from a trip to Tientsin, which had occupied Oct.

4th to 19th, 1909.

Stanley P. Smith.



THE BUILDING OP WOMAN

One of the stories which have excited the ridicule of

the critics of the Bible is the account of the creation of

woman. If a rib was taken out of man to form a woman,

why, we are asked, is not one still missing? Foolish

as such an objection seems on the surface (for the loss

of more important members of the body are not trans

mitted by generation) it challenges us to a look into

the scripture more carefully. It is difficult to see any

particular reason why a rib should be chosen for this

purpose. Was it really a rib, or may the word be under

stood of some other part of Adam's body?

The Hebrew word here rendered "rib," though it

occurs over forty times, is nowhere else so translated.

It is not the Hebrew equivalent of the Chaldee galag

(Dan. 7:5), the only other word which may be rendered

"rib."

Our translators have sometimes given it as side or

side chamber, as well as corner, board, plank, leaves,

halting. Many of these, it must be conceded, have

some semblance to a rib.

The word is almost always used in connection with

the temple or the tabernacle. A knowledge of the struc

ture of these buildings will help us to discover its true

meaning.

Ezekiel describes the millennial temple as having

side chambers in the walls (Eze. 41:5-26). Their size,

and how they increase in width as the walls of the build

ing decreased, their number and how they were connected

—all these architectural details leave us in no doubt that

the word here means a cell, or vault, an enclosed space.
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When we transfer this meaning to the tabernacle

structure, it seems to fail utterly. But this is because

the tabernacle walls themselves are not correctly de

scribed.

Of the four Hebrew words translated board, one is

used exclusively of the "boards" of the tabernacle ex

cept a single occurrence, where it is rendered "benches"

(Eze. 27:6) It is not at all likely, however, that benches

were made of ivory. Rather the prow of the ship was

made of this precious substance. The word has the

meaning of a taper, and the "boards" of the tabernacle

were in shape like an inverted V. Every detail of mea

surement and design confirms this fact. The walls of

the tabernacle were hollow.

Coming back to the Hebrew word tzehlag, which is

here found to mean a cell or vault, we now have no dif

ficulty in applying it to the "sides" of the tabernacle,

for these enclosed a tapered vault. The bars which ran

through from end to end were inside of this tapered

vault, as well as the rings through which they passed.

These two examples are sufficient to establish the

basic signification of the word. It is a hollow cell.

There is no reason for calling it a rib, unless we slavishly

follow the Septuagint, which is not consistent in its

renderings.

Having arrived at the conclusion that it was not

a rib, but a cell of some kind it behoves us to inquire

from the Scriptures themselves what its nature was

and also to seek corroboration for our position in the

facts found in our physical frames. We need not fear

any disagreement between Scriptural truth and physi

cal fact. They must and do agree. If they do not we

are wrong. If they coincide in our interpretation of

their testimony we are probably in possession of the

truth.

It is a notable fact which is usually overlooked that

humanity was created male and female (Gen. 1:27).
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The sexes were combined in one-individual. Adam

was first formed, then Eve. There was an interval

between the creation of the man and the building of the

woman. After the creation of Adam God planted a

garden eastward in Eden. He put the man in the gar

den to dress it and keep it, He commanded the man

as to what he. was and was not to eat, and He brought

every animal of the field to Adam, who gave them their

names. *

Let us press the faet, which is repeated in the fifth

chapter that "In the day that God created man ....

male and female created He them.... and called their

name Adam in the day when they were created.7' It is

evident that the Scriptures are true in a much stricter

sense than many suppose, that the woman was taken

out of man. Nothing new was created when the woman

was built. The man permanently lost part of his struc

ture which God removed when He created his helpmeet.

In other words, the sexes were separated and Adam

retained only masculine functions and Eve was builded

from the feminine And do not the facts of the physi

cal world perfectly confirm this interpretation? How

could the removal of a rib change Adam from an her-

maphodrite to the exclusively masculine structure of

his descendants? Such a combination of the sexes is

true today of most plants and some worms and mollusks.

It seems most reasonable then, to believe, on the

evidence of Scripture as well as nature, that woman

was not a separate creation from man, but was built

from that part of his original structure which he now

l^acks.

This is fraught with much beautiful material for

reflection. Man, once complete in himself, is now but

a part of his original self. The primal perfection can

only be attained by the union of the two. They are in

very deed one flesh. The One who severed them from

one another in that deep sleep which fell upon Adam
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is the One who yokes them together in holy wedlock.

And is not this the key to our Lord's discourse

against divorce? He is very emphatic. "From the

beginning of creation He makes them male and female."

This can refer only to the time when both were included

in the one human being Adam. Hence, "On this ac

count a man will be leaving his father and mother and

will be joined to his wife, and the two will be for one

flesh, so that they are no longer two, but one flesh.

Then that which God yokes together let no man be

severing."

And here, indeed, we have the divine illlustration

of our union with Christ. Though it seems beyond

belief, He is incomplete without us. We were chosen

in Him before the disruption and now we become one

with Him in redemption. Here there is no divorce

possible. The ecclesia is His complement or fulness.

It takes both to make a perfect body for the Christ.

The transcendent nature of this grace can only be ab

sorbed by mature meditation. May we have grace to

enjoy it fully!
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THE PROMISE EPISTLES

Both Ephesians and Colossians confirm us in the appro

priation of the truth contained in the two epistles to the

Thessalonians, and Philippians crowns it with glory. In

Ephesians Paul confines this grace to those who were in a

prior state of expectancy, that is, who looked for a coming

of Christ which precedes that promised to the Circumcision.

The reading "who first trusted in Christ" lacks any foun

dation in fact and is an exceedingly loose rendering. In

contrast with the other apostles, Paul was the last to trust

in Christ, and the saints to whom he wrote were later even

than he. It refers, not to the past, but to the future. In

the future their expectation will be the first to find fulfill

ment. This points us back to Paul's earliest epistles, and

binds them all together with a golden girdle of grace. The

favor which frees them from the fearful indignation which

ushers in the day of Jehovah finds its full fruition in the

elysian fields of Ephesians. The Thessalonian ecclesia was

given the promise of a place with the Lord in the air, and

so to be ever with the Lord. The later revelation raises

Him to the heights of heaven and, since they are to be with

Him, they too are exalted to celestial bliss.

The Colossians, too, are reminded of this precious prom

ise (Col. 1:5). The apostle speaks of "the expectation

which is reserved for you in the heavens, which you heard

before in the true expression of the evangel."

In Philippians, God's calling above in Christ Jesus is

brought to its culminating point (Phil. 3:21). "For our

citizenship belongs to the heavens, out of which we are

awaiting the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, who will

transfigure the body of our humiliation, to conform it to
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His body glorious, in accord with the operation which en

ables Him to subject the universe to Himself."

It is marvellous to trace God's method in revealing His

grace. Using the severe trials of the Thessalonians as a

background and their fears as a foil, He assures them that

they will not be involved in the terrible time when His in

dignation shall be poured out on the earth. The faithful

among the Circumcision will be saved through it3 but these

will be caught away before it comes. They are not as

signed to indignation but to the procuring of salvation

through the Lord Jesus Christ. This salvation is not based

on their faithfulness, as in the case of the circumcision, but

on the fact that Christ died for them, that, whether watch

ing or drowsing, they should live together with Him

(I Thes. 5:9-10).

The two great arguments in these promise epistles are

these: The dead are at no disadvantage, for they shall

rise first; the drowsy will not be left behind, for it is a

matter of pure grace, dependent on Christ's death. All

will be caught away from the earth before the indignation

of God is manifested.

Thus is the future aspect of our salvation revealed in

Paul's earliest epistles. And we submit that the opening

words are a key and clue to the character and abundance

of its grace, when the Thessalonians are placed in God the

Father. That those who had so lately bowed down to idols,

who still lacked all covenant relations with the God of

Israel, should be so described is hint enough of unique and

inexhaustible stores of grace which must flow from it. In

deed, the very absence of any covenant leaves the Father's

heart free to deal with them untrammeled by their dis

abilities and failures.

To understand the gradual development of present truth

these epistles should be studied first, their contrast with

the teaching of the Circumcision noted, and their subject

traced through the later letters to the final revelation in the

Perfection epistles.
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THE PERSONAL EPISTLES

Both Timothy and Titus are called children by Paul in his

letters to them. He is their spiritual father. He deals

with them as a father with his son, charging and encour

aging them in their career as men of God. In his first

letter to each he adds the epithet "genuine/* or "legiti

mate." Just as the actual child cannot but resemble his

parents, so we find in Timothy and Titus many of the fea

tures of their spiritual father. Like wine, these letters, es

pecially the second one to Timothy, have increased in value

with age. In these last days it blazes a path through the

perplexities of the great apostasy. Timothy and Titus, in

their individual responsibility as servants of God, received

the very instructions His servants need today, however they

may remain unheeded. The first injunction in second

Timothy is of principal importance today. "Have a pat

tern of sound words, which you hear from me . . . ." So

prevalent is the use of unscriptural words, and so loose are

the translations of Paul's words that it is no marvel that

the Bible is supposed to buttress the babel which pretends

to the dignity of "Christian doctrine." The "atonement,"

a word which Paul never used, is generally conceded to

define his doctrine. Paul taught justification and concilia

tion and reconciliation, but never atonement, which falls so

far below his conception of God's grace that he never so

much as mentions it. "Have the pattern of sound words,

which you hear from me."

The corresponding injunction, "Proclaim the word, stand

by it" (2 Tim. 4:2), is nearly as vital. After having the

proper words it is necessary to proclaim them, and not the

multitudinous substitutes which today have supplanted the

preaching of the Scriptures.

But even if we have the proper expressions and proclaim

the Scriptures, there is yet one other injunction which is

vital to the truth. Without it there is confusion and error

in its most subtle and destructive form. Without it the
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Scriptures themselves become the exponent and champion

of error. With it they are clear and unconfused, upholding

the truth. Paul exhorts Timothy to present himself an

unashamed worker, correctly partitioning the word of truth

(2 Tim. 2:15). An example follows which leaves us in no

doubt as to its meaning. Some said that the resurrection

had already occurred. They misplaced the truth. They

did not deny it, or corrupt it. They put it in the past,

when it was still future. Thus it is with the great bulk of

Scripture today. It is misplaced. That which is truth at

one time is destructive error at another. So, today, many

things in the Bible are vehemently maintained in all good

conscience, when a correct apportionment of truth would

leave them for another time.

It is the special object of this treatise to point out God's

waymarks to enable us to obey this injunction. In con

clusion we submit a brief statement of the broad outlines

which should guide us in the correct partitioning of the

truth, with the special purpose of determining what body of

revelation is distinctly and definitely for us today.

SUMMARY

Eliminate Paul's epistles from the Greek scriptures and

we have a complete complement of the Hebrew revelation.

All the predictions of the prophets concerning the suffer

ing and glories of Messiah and His people are fulfilled.

It is all as much for the Circumcision as ever. The prom

ised blessing of the nations through Israel sees its accom

plishment. But Paul's epistles set forth that secret grace

which was unrevealed, and comes notwithstanding Israel's

failure, rather than through their salvation. There is no

inkling of such grace in the Hebrew scriptures. If, then,

we consider the bulk of the Greek writings as a continua

tion of the Hebrew we may look upon Paul's epistles as a

separate parenthesis or addition.
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It is astonishing what a veil is lifted from the sacred

records when we apprehend the great fact that all is con

cerned with the Circumcision except Paul's epistles. The

Lord's earthly ministry, the preaching of the twelve apos

tles in the Acts, the epistle to the Hebrews, and the letters

of James, Peter, Jude and John, including the book of

Revelation—all bear unmistakable signs of being written to

and for the same people who were addressed by the

prophets of old. Paul insists, however, that he is the

minister of Christ Jesus to the nations (Rom. 15:16).

But there is a great gap, a long period of time, between

our Lord's proclamation of the kingdom and its final and

still future realization. Peter tells us that Paul explains

this longsuffering of the Lord. And so he does. The elev

enth chapter of Romans is the complete solution. There we

learn that the program proposed for the establishment of

the kingdom is in complete abeyance now, and God is deal

ing with the world without the mediancy of the nation He

has chosen.

A further study of his epistles will reveal the notable

differences between his writings and the rest. He is the

apostle of the nations, the Uncircumcision: the twelve min

istered to the Circumcision, the nation of Israel. They

brought mercy to the other nations, conditioned on Israel's

blessing: his niinistr}^ follows the defection of Israel. They

were confined to earth: he includes the heavens. They are

confined within the eons, Paul propounds a purpose which

preceded the eons and which will not be accomplished until

after they have run their course.

The evidence for this division abounds in all of the writ

ings concerned. It will help the student much to read

these writings with this in view. Note how the kingdom is

proclaimed by our Lord, how the same kingdom continues

to be the subject of the Acts, how the fact of its postpone

ment is explained in the book of Hebrews, how Peter ex

plains its sufferings and John its principles and, finally,

how it is established with power in the Revelation. All is
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concerned with the kingdom of the heavens on earth and

the people who will rule it.

But the greatest profit will come to us if we perceive the

further fact that the application of all except Paul's

epistles is to the time before and after the present grace.

Paul alone gives us present truth. All truth is profitable

in that it teaches us the ways of God; but only that truth

is applicable which was written for the present economy.

This explains why it is that Paul seems to repeat, on a

higher plane, many of the exhortations of Peter. Even the

simplest exhortation has been adapted to the times. The

new wine could not be placed into the old wine skins.

By thus limiting ourselves to the writings of Paul we

are not by any means depriving ourselves of any good

thing. He is entirely adequate for every need whatever in

conduct or faith. The system of doctrine developed by

Paul is complete in itself and so unique that it refuses to

mix with the teaching of the rest. It would be absolutely

false if applied during the impending judgment period

when Peter's epistles are in place. Just so Peter's epistles

cannot be applied now without adulterating and debasing

the present grace.

Let this sink deeply into our minds and hearts: Paul's

epistles present present truth: they cannot be applied to

the pastdhey will not fit the future. The corollary of this

is equally important. All outside Paul's epistles has no

place in the present: it is for the future. May the applica

tion of this great principle bring as much blessing to each

reader of these lines as it has brought to the writer I

A. E. K.



THE STORY OF ELDER LI

In answer to Li's question if he might stop on pur

premises and learn the doctrine, he was told he had bet

ter go home. "For," said Mr. Li So Ch'eng, 'if there

is nothing for you to do here, you will gradually, spend

the little you have, and what then?" This was a chal

lenge to his faith. He promptly replied, "My trust is

in God; I can beg my way home, but I must learn this

doctrine.'' On applying to me, I suggested his paying for

his board; so he paid in a certain sum and came to the

Premises. Day by day he read his Bible, and spent much

time in prayer, and then, on Oct. 24,1 have it recorded in

my diary that he gave his first testimony in the afternoon

of that Lord's Day, speaking on the words, "Whosoever

shall call on the Name of the Lord shall be saved." At

that time he had a long brass pipe; this he sold and gave

the money to the Lord, and at the same time gave up

opium and wine. After a little while, I became convinced

that he was one of the Lord's chosen ones for work, and

suggested his staying on with that end in view. Only a

day of two after this decision, Mr. Wang, the manager

of the Wan I Hotel- returned; Mr. Li saw him, and told

him he had decided to give up business and devote him

self to God's service. .

The rest of the year he made constant progress in

the Divine Life, and, in the begining of 1910, went home

to put away his idols. His home being. 200 mites away,

it took six days to reach there on foot.

When he first believed on the Lord, iie wrote telling

them of his decision,, and exhorted them to believe in

Jesus; this had become known, so, on his arrival, a lot

of people had gathered together. These he earnestly

exhorted to believe in Christ. After they had gone, his

wife remonstrated with him on the lines that he should

be satisfied with believing himself, and not exhort every
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one else to believe, for fear of ridicule; the husband then

explained his indebtedness to all who knew not the gos

pel, and that night put away his own idols. The next

morning he approached his old mother on the subject.

She said to him, "As they are false, we won't burn in

cense to them; but we should not put them away.'' Mr.

Li said, "Do you think the room would not look so nice

without them? I can put up some Scripture which is

far better; you need not fear man's ridicule, we had

better fear God, for He is displeased with idolatry."

His mother saw that he was determined, so let him de«

stroy these paper idols; they consisted of pictures of

three worthies called Kwan Ti, the god of war; Hwo

Shen, the god of fire and T'sai Shen, the god of wealth

and also Isas Yeh, the popular kitchen god; his mother,

seeing these were gone, began to help him to remove the

scrolls with their honorific expressions lauding these

false gods. His elder brother took his ancestral tablets

away to his own room, and would not let his younger

brother destroy them; later on, when his wife, Li's sis

ter-in-law believed in the Lord, they were destroyed.

After this he went to the local church, and got a Mr.

Chang to write out John 3:16 as a central scroll for his

home; needless to say the local church was delighted at

the addition of this family. On his return, he got back

in time for our Spring Conference, gave a bright testi

mony, and was baptized by me April 4th, 1910. That

same year, his eldest son, Tai Hsiang, came up, and en

tered our Christian business, in which he is now an ac

countant, and one of six under-managers. Next year

his second son, T 'airan, came to school here; he also is

in our business as a valuable and capable co-worker. My

readers may know that in the Tsehehowfu Mission we

have four outstations. This year, 1911, he went on a

visit to Lingch'wan, by way of Kaoping, seeing some

thing of God's work in both these places; he usually also

went home once a year, and in his visit home this year

he induced his wife to go regularly^ to public worship

at the local church. The wife and mother both attended

but his sister-in-law opposed and refused to come.
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In November of 1911 the Revolution broke out, and

I sent him to open a new outstation to the west, Yang-

cheng, thirty-five miles away; I had several times been

there preaching. Next year I sent a Mr. Chang to take

his place, and he came here as teacher in our boys' school.

During the holidays he went off on a preaching tour to

Ch 'in Shui, sixty miles to the northwest; this completed

his acquaintainee with all the four outstations, and in

each of them he was used by God.

During November 15th to 24th of 1913, the Eev.

Jonathan Goforth came to hold meetings, which were

much blessed. At these meetings, Mr. Li got special help

in the matter of daily praying for his sister-in-law's

conversion. Next year, when he went home, he besought

her with tears to believe in the Lord and come to wor

ship. She came and afterwards decided for Christ.

As to the final triumph of good and the final rec

onciliation of all enemies to God, Mr. Li holds this to

be a precious truth, and is keen on making it known;

but he found it caused members of other churches to be

greatly displeased. For example, in his own city, he

went to the mission church to preach—he has remark

able gifts as a preacher, and they were always keen to

have him." Having-got hold of the glorious truth of,

God becoming allin ally he boldly proclaimed it to them;-

from that time* they" never once asked him to preach
again!

Mr. Li is a great man of prayer, and a keen eyangel-

ist. Going out in all seasons, sometimes in extremely bad

weather, with unspeakable roads, he has returned full

of joy, knowing it was done for the sake of Jesus. His

whole family have now removed from Chihli, thjeir

former province here. He seems to be more and more'

learning the lesson that he is "not his own, desiring to be

entirely at the disposal of" the Lord. He is the most all-

round Christian we have got, and when, D. V., we go to

England for furlough in May 1920, we hope to leave the

work entirely in his hands; he was made a deacon in

1913, and an elder last year.

Stanley P. Smith.
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